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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DEFIN IT ION OF TRANSON IC
AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR BLADE ROWS
by James E. Crouse
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
A method is presented for designing axial-flow compressor blading from blade ele-
ments defined ov cones which pass through the blade-edge _treamline locations. A
blade-element centerline is composed of two segments which are tangent to each other.
The centerline and surfaces of each seg-me_zt have constant change of mean-camber-lir_e
angle with path distance. The blade elements are stacked along a line which can be
leaned in both the axial a_d tangential directions. The output of the computer program
gives coordinates for fabrication and properties for aeroelastic analysis for planar blade
sections. These coordinates and properties are defined by interpolation across conical
blade elements to the planes perpendicular to a radial line through the hub stacking point.
The output blade-section properties are area, center-of-area location, stacl_ng-point
location, maximum ai,d minimum moments of inertia along with their orientation, torsion
constant, and twist stiffness.
The computer program uses velocity diagrams that have been estaolished from same
aerodynamic design process. The velocity diagrams are applicable to some fixed lo-
cations near the blade edges. Blade-element angles axe obtained from the velo_.,ity dia-
grams (1) by correcting the velocity diagrams from the fixed locations to the edges of the
blade as stacking adjustments are made, (2) by determining and applying incidence and
deviation angles at the edges of the blade with one of several common methods chosen
with optional controls, and (3) by correcting the inlet and outlet blade-edge angles on a
streamline of revolution to the blade-element layout cone with the use of appropriate di-
rection derivatives. The iterative stacking adjustments are made by translating the
blade elements along the cone so that the center of area of the associated blade section is
alined on the stacking axis.
INT RODU C TION
In an axial-flow compressor (lesl_.rn m(_thod, file _eneral ob),.¢tiv .s to defin(' hard-
ware which wll! give suitable and predlc.table flow conditions. For subs()nic and tran-
sonic flows, the solidity of blade elements is generally low (,nough so that blade elements
at most locations in ._ blade row can m()re reasonably be (rt.ated as a cascade _Jf a_rfoils
rather than channel flow. Also. since the axial dm_cnsion in axial-flow compressor
stages is t_sually short with respect to blade height, there is reasonable freedom in the
selection ot blade-element shapes which, when stacked, will define a structurally sound
blade. Where possible, those blade-elem,' :' {hapes which have demonstrated good per-
formance with enough experimental data t(_ ) ,qd useful parametric c(Jrrela(ions are usu-
ally selected. One shape commonly used in present-day aircraft compressors is some
variation of the circular-arc type of blade element.
Most compressor design systems utilize experimental data correlated from similar
blade shapes in either two-dimensional or three-dimensional flow. In order to have a
meaningful relation between the correlated data and the design application, the blade-
element definition properties should be as nearly ahke as possibP It is r _.gnized,
for example, that all the blade-element properties of a two-dime_ .onal layout cannot be
preserved _vhen it is applied to compressor streamlines of revolution. So some deci-
sions must be made as to which properties ftmdamentally control the data correlations.
The most desirable properties to preserve are blade-element thickness distribution and
blade-edge angles along streamlines of the compressor.
The camber distribution used to achieve the prescribed turning is a property which
has significant effect on the blade-surface pressure distribution. The camber distribu-
tion can be simulated in various ways. For example, an element can be laid ou_ directly
on the surface of revolution, or it c'._m be laid out ,an a plane or cylinder and then pro-
jected to the streamline. In reference 1 it was shovcn that these ___ethods produce varying
rates of change of blade angle with blade-element centerline-path distance at significant
streamline slopes. From strictly a geometric point of view, the rate of change of blade
angle with blade-element centerline-path distance is most directly related to the local
chordwise rate of aerodynamic loading. So there appears to be some merit in preserving
the rate of change of blade angle with blade-element centerline-path distance in the flow
direction. This concept was developed and programmed in reference I for the simulation
of a circular-arc blade element which has a constant rate of change of blade angle with
blade-element centerline-path distance. The computer program of reference 1 mathe-
matically describes and then stacks blade elements to define a blade after the blade -edge
angles are established.
The coupling of an aerodynamic program with such a blade design program, avoids
iterative computer entries by the designer; but for the design of multistage compressors,
program coupling places particula.r premium on speed, reliability, and accuracy. It was
apparent that, to use the conceptsof reference i in a couph_dpro_r__ni,improved mathe-
matical procedures were desirable. The,ro',w_rkof thosr concepts, which is described
in this report, provides major gains m accuracy, reliability, and spt,,,-,d I hr c¢,,n_puter
program presented is internally structured for use as a part of a composite c¢m_pressor
design program. But, in thr form presented, the progra.m is set up to run as a sepa-
rate entity so that it can be used in conjunction with different aerodynamic design pro-
grams. Thus, this program _s presumed to start with velocity diagrams at fixed loca-
tions near the edges of the blades. These velocity diagrams are corrected to the edges
of the blades as the edge locations are defined through the stacki,_ iteration. Incidence-
and deviation-angle prediction methods are included to establish the blade-eleme_t edge
angles from the velocity diagrams.
DESCRIPTION OF BLADE DESIGN PROC EDURES
The general blade desigr,system can be divided into four rather distinctparts:
(1)blade-element definition,(2)blade-element stacking, (3) interfacingof the reference
velocity diagrams to the blade-element edges, and (4) terminal calculations. The first
three parts are used irtan iterativeprocedure in the computer program to establish the
blade for the terminal calculations. The iterativeloop through these parts occurs be-
cause the blade-edge locations for the velocity diagrams are known only as accurately as
the blade elements are stacked. Most of the computer program information of interest
to the user is given in the section entitledDISCUSSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM; but
occasionally, computer subroutines are mentioned in this section when a procedure is
the specific function of a subroutine. The following discussion covers the developr-lent
of concepts that are used in the computer program.
Blade-Element Definition
It is desired that a blade element lie on the surface of revolution generated by re-
volving the flow streamline about the compressor axis. For the purposes of blade-
element definition, this surface is simplified to the cone passing through the intersec-
tions of the streamline surface with the blade leading and trailing edges. (The conical
coordinate system for blade-element layout is illustrated in fig. 1. ) Since the difference
of streamline slope from a blade-row inlet to an outlet is usually relatively low, the
blade properties along the streamline of revolution will closely approximate those laid
out on the cone. The advantage of the conic approximation is that a cone is a single
curved surface which is undistorted when unwrapped for layout.
All centerline and surface curves used to lay out a blade oh,ment on :t cono re
based on the concept of constant rate of change of local bladt, _:n::h, ._'|th pat.h distance"
that is, the paths are defined as functions of thv _, and 5 S|l(,wn ill fi<ure l. tall sym-
bols are defined in appendix A. ) At any point on one of {hes _' paths, the' angle _,f tile tan-
gent to the path ,s defined with respect to the local come ray re) :h_ I'oii11, Sin('(' _ is
defined with respect to a conic ray, it is convenient to define tile blade element in the
conic coordinate system associated with that layout-cone haft-angle _ and leading-edge
radius rle. General equations for representing these conic coordinates, R and _, as
functions of _ and s were originally developed and presented in reference 1. For
some ranges of parameters, these functions have computational accuracy problems
caused by the subtraction of nearly equal numbers. In the following redevelopment of R
and _ as functions of K and s, a different matherratical approach was used tt) in:p,'ove
computational accuracy.
Conic radius R as a function of _ and s. - In the conic coordinate system shown
in figure 1, the basic prip_iple can be expressed as
dg : C (1)
ds
Integration of equation (1) from a reference point to some gen-where C is a constant.
eral point gives
-,KO=cfs-s o) (2)
The differential relation for conic radius is
dR = cos K ds {3)
Substitution of equation (2) and integration from a reference point to a general point gives
c, s oR R0 c o
=l(sinK - sin_0 )R'R0 C
C4)
This form of equation has poor accuracy on a computer for smatl C (i. e., K -- K0).
And the computation fails for C equals zero. The following development illustrates how
this problem can be eliminated: Substitute for C in equation (4) to give
J 4
I_ - I_0 ......... >;_: ,. ,-i. ) "• ' (! -
- •(_ \ _ ,, " 2 ,i
3 3 7
X X )':
,'.;ill X : X - ---- -_ ..... _- . . . (6}
which can be rewritten as
1- x2 x4 x6 )sinx = x 3! + 5_ 7'. + " " "
For the present application, x is (_ - K0)/2. Thus, the substitution of equation (7) into
equation (5) and the subsequent cancellation of the (_ - _0)_ 2 terms yields a form that is
accurate for small and zero C values (low _ - _:0).
The series form can also be accurate for relatively large (_ - K0)/2, provided
enough series terms are used. If terms through x8/9 '. are used, the first term
dropped is xl0/ll '. . If this term is to be kept to 10 -8 as compared to the [__rst ter'-" 9f
the series (1.0), the limit on (_ - K0)/'2 is _=0.9122 radiazl. That is, (_ - gO)j2 would be
limited to 52.27 ° and K - K0 to 104.5 ° to satisfy the criterion. Thus, series terms
through x 8 are sutficient for our turbomachinery application. Therefore, the form of
the equation for R - R 0 that is used for computation can be expressed as
(8)
Conic angular coordinate ( as a function of K and s. - The differential form for
the conic angular coordinate is
Rd_ :sin_ ds
or
d_ : sin_ ds (9)
R
With _h__ sub,_li!uti,m ,_f _q'aa_i,)n., _4) and i'2), _,quatioli (9) bt,_',n'l_cs
[-_, - C_.s - SoflC2 ds
_0d, (10)
FtoC- sin r_O* sin[_,O + C,s- So) ]
The integral of equation (10) is of the for_l
/ sinxcLx _x b/a cLx (11)
a +bsinx b +bsinx
where the solution of
dx
a + b sin x
is dependent on the ratio of the constants a and b. "Ihe solutions of the latter integral
and the subsequent treatments of them are given in appendix B because of the complexity.
The computational difficulty encountered with the direct use of equation (11) can be
explained when our specific variables are substituted into the x/b term. The equation
for ¢ can be expressed as
S
tO : 1 a+b sinx ,, a +bsin x
(12)
From figure 1, it can be seen that E - E 0 must be very small for large R. However,
K - n0 usually is not small. With the mathematical form shown in equation (1 1), t - '0
is obtained by subtraction of nearly equal numbers. This, of course, leads to poorer
accuracy with increasing R and a totally inaccurate value for the degenerate case of a
cone becoming a cylinder.
In appendix B, it is shown that the solutions of the integral tern, in equation (12) all
reduce to the same infinite but convergent series. Computational accuracy with this
form is improved because the first term of this series practically cancels the _ - _0
term in equati.on (12). The remaining terms are then of the order _ - ¢0" The resulting
equations for _ as developed in appendix B are
-_0 _
_0 '_ - "0 2+X2 X6
_0+sin _÷CR - -X -4(RoC-sin_0)stn _+2 "\y"o , ' _ 7"




x I IRU(-" - '_m ,,(fl
(B32)
and
1- (RoC - sin _0 )2] sin 2 _ - _0
9 2
X_ : (B26)
[(R0 K-K0 K+K0 P,o_012
C - sin _0)cos _ + sin _ + C
2 2
C ._. m
The nmnber cf terms in the converging X 2
n_aximuin of 10 -8 is
K - d0
S - SO
series used to limit the relative error to a
n : 351X21 +5 (14)
For (R - R0)/R0; + 0. 21, the following series form should be used to calculate the





For the special case of very small Ci,
-c 0 : tan.01n H
R0
(BI2)
Finally, for the special c se of very small Ii(R - R0)/R0[,
f 2¢ -CO= 1 (K-K0/2 I a-_:O 2-, lt)J
(B36)
In the limiting case of a cone becoming a cylinder, the preceding equation breaks down
even though there is a physically meaningful path component perpendicular to R. The
problem can be eiiminaled by multiplying both sides of equation (B36) by R so that a
physically meaningful component in the same units as R can be comput.:d directly.
Thus, in the general subroutine EPSIX)N the calculated components are always -XR and
R ,x_, where the radius associated with _¢ is the conic radius at the terminal end of
the path (end opposite the path reference or beginning).
Blade-element layout parameters. - Subroutine CONIC contains the logic for layout
of a two-segment blade element on a cone. The information for a blade-element layout
comes from input data and the velocity diagram interfacing calculations. The param-
eters specifically used for a layout are listed here and illustrated in figures 1 to 3:
(1) Layout-cone hall-angle, a
(2) Blade-element chord c, where the chord line is tangent to the blade-edge circles
on the pressure side and the chord length is measured to the outer tangency
points of the edge circles
(3) Cylindrical coordinate radius at the most forward axial point on the leading-edge
circle, tie
(4) Leading-edge blade angle on the cone, Kle
(5) Trailing-edge blade angle on tt.e cone, _te
(6) Ratio of leading-edge-circle radials to chord, tle/C
(7) Ratio of trailing-edge-circle radius to chord, tte/c
(8) Ratio of maximmll thickness to ci_ord, tin, c
(9) Chordwise coordinate location of element centcrline transitl_)n point as a fraction
of chord, ct, c
(10) Chordwise coordinate locatioa c olenzent centeriine maximum-thickness point
as a fraction of chord, Cm/c
(11) Ratio of fi-st- to second-segnnent path distance derivatives (d_ ds), C 1"C2
Definition of blade-element centerline. - The objective of the first phase of iayout is
to establish the centerline between the edge-c,tcle centers (figs. 2 and 3). The length
of a blade element i3 only known initially through the input chord; so the centerline-path
length to the transition point and the trailing-edge-circle center are not known. The
chord could be expressed as a function of R and c, but the angular coordinate e is a
complicated function of _ and s. Thus, there would be no direct way of solving for
the desired centerline-path length s. So a different approach is required.
The approach used is to estimate the centerline-path lengths so that s becomes the
independent variable in the computation of chord. Adjustments are then made in the s
values to converge the chord and transition-point locations to the specified values.
Thus, the general procedure, which is in subroutine CONIC, is an iterative predictor-
corrector method on the first-segment and overall centerline paths to give the input
transL "_n-point location and chord for the specified Kle , Kte , and C1/C 2.
The first estimate of the blade-element centerline-path length is essentially that of
a circular arc laid on the cone to meet the specified end angles in this unwrapped state.
The path length corrections for succeeding iterations are the transition-point-location
and chord relative errors, which are simply linear corrections. Since the initial path
length approximation is a good one, only three or four iterations are required to con-
verge the computed chord to within the relative error tolerance of 10 -6 .
Within the iterative procedure, some specialized computer subprograms are called.
Subroutine EPSLON gives the conic coordinate changes AR and R A¢ associated wiLh
a path length s and the K angles at the ends of the path. To relate the path distances
to chordwise component 0_stances, two other subroutines were used. One is TANKAP,
which calculates the constant-angle path between two points in the conic coordinates R
and c. It is used here for the purpose of establishing the chordwise direction. The
other subroutine is RPOINT, which finds the intersection of a constant-angle path
through a point at a given slope _vith a perpendicular path line through a second point.
This routine is used here to find the chordwise component of the element transition
point.
When the centerline path is established, the next step is to locate the maximum-
thickness point on the centerline _ith respect to the transition point (fig. 3). The re-
lation of Cm/C with respect to ct/c establishes on which segment the maximum-
thickness point is located. In addition, it gives an approximation of the path distance
to the maximum-thickness point. Subroutine RPOINT is used to locate the maximum-
tt_;c_:p,t'ss p_,:,.:d tI!. ,:in i_¢,; :.,.{,v. _etup gir,:il_.-- :,', ",at used to 1o, "..re the transitt,_n i>nnt.
t_ o:lv_.-l-_(.:", {,, Ihc. pall", :lii--_£1lv: _ ;.:'hi4_ fi Dlac,.:.s ti:e nt,L",l_lk':':"-{_lit ]x_less point at th,., ::,-ec-
lftect l,)c;:_;.m lak,':s a/_out three i ._,rat_ca,_
[.)(.f,.'iltton of blade-element surfaces. - The fS.r._; ::,:_i,,t c be es_blish, ed or, _.tther
blad(-eleu,en_ surface lies at the end of the mmx_,.l_na-thicl__ess path. ']'his point is one--
hai_ the eiement maximum thickness m length aloeg a curved path of constant _ angle
_._.hich is normal to the centerl!ne at the maxmltml-thickness point (see fig. 3). A gen-
eral rhict-mess path is likewise perpendicular' to the blade-element centerline and is a
uurv_.,d path of constant g angle. OJrlly at the maximum-thickness point, however, is
the surface path angle perpendicular to the thickness path.
At the ends of a blade element, the surface curves are tangent to the end circles.
The conditions of a i.: vn surface angle at a fixed point and tangency to a specified side
of a Riven fixed circle are sufficient to establish a surface path. In this ease, the par-
licular path is tt;e one from the surface ma.ximum-thickness point to the end circle of
lhe s_ul_t- seg, i_ent.
The surface curve constant:; are established through an i_ erative procedure in sub-
routin(- SURF. In it, a good first aplaroximation of the surface camber difference from
thai ,,i ti_:. centeriine is used. In essence, this approximation is a circular-are repre-
sentau_,n o'. the change of thickness for the path. With a good first approximation of the
surlace curve end ,,, the end-circle tangency point is usually located within a 10 -6 rel-
ative error tolerance in three iterations.
Flm transition point 9n a surface lies on a thickness path through the centerline
transition p{_int. It is !ocated at the intersection of a surface curve with this thickness
path. S_fficient information exists to calculate the intersection coordinates and surface
angh by using only the established surface curve through the surface maximum-thickness
point. This calculation is _ ade in subroutine TRAN. Since the segment end-poir_t co-
ordinates and ,ingles are common to both segments at the transition point, sufficient in-
formation is then available to establish the surface curve for the other segment. Sub-
routine SURF is again called for this computation.
With appropriate signs on the thickness-pa_ directions, these procedures are used
to calculate both the suction- and pressure-surface curve constants dx/ds for each
blade element. In each case, ,_t is necessary to begin the surface calculations with the
segment on which the maximz_tn-thickness point is located to have sufficient defin:,tion
conditions. When the maximum-thickness point is specified to be coincident with the
transiu,m point, the procedure simplifies because the surface transition-point calcula-
tion is nut needed.
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Blade-Element Sldcl,ang
StacRlng-lip.e lean to balanv'e stress. The mechanical as w,.ll as acr,_dynam_c as-
pects of design must be considered in blade-element design - :rod especially m stacking.
The centrifugal force associaked with the rotative speed of turbomachinery imposes
significant tensile stress, kdditional stresses are produced by bendiag and torsional
moments with steady flow conditions. When bending and torsional oscillations a_'e also
considered, the combined stress is often too high for adequate life at some locations in
turbomachinery blading. It behooves the designer to do what he can to generally lower
any component of the combined stress to minimize the amount of aerodynamic configura-
tion compromise for stress reduction in specific applications.
The one component of stress which can be changed with little or no aerodynanlic
compromise is the component from steady-state bending moments. These bending mo-
ments have two principal sources. A moment results from the blade forces associated
with the change of angular momentum of flow acting with a lever arm in the spanwise di-
rection. This moment, for the most part, is established by the weight floe, and the
change in momentum. So it cannot readily be changed to control bending moments. The
other bending moment in rotors results from the centrifugal force on each element of
blade mass acting _¢ith a lew-r arm, which is offset from the radial projection of the at-
tachment or root area. Since the centrifugal forces are high, significant moments occur
with smali offset. Thus, by stacking to control an "average" centrifugal-force lever
arm in rotors, it is possible to minimize either the bending moment from centrifugal
forces or _he combined centrifugal-force and gas bending moment for some operating
point.
For mument calculation, it is convenient to have blade forces which are resultant
components far a blade cross section. If the type of blade cross section selected is de-
scribed by a constant cylindrical coordinate radius, the centrifugal force per unit of
mass is constant. So the resultant radial force (centrifugal fo_-ce) acts at the center of
area of the blade section with an incremental but constant radial thickness. The mo-
ments resulting from the blade forces are then established by lever arms associated with
the location of the blade-section center of area with respect te the reference stacking
point at the blade-root attachment point. For a blade, the path or line tl'.z'ough the refer-
ence 3tackmg point and the blade-section centers of area is the stacking line.
Reference iocations for blade sections in stacking. - The "stacking line" reference
point is the center of area of the hub section. In the computer program, it is set by the
input data. The radial line in the turbomachinery cylindrical coordh'_ate system which
passes through this stacking-line reference point is called the "stacking ray" for blade-
section location. Notice that the stacking ray is always radial, while the stacking line
can be leaned in both the z and 0 directions.
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The 'axial and tangt_n(_a!coordinate ;Jrlgins of lhe cylindrical c_Jordinate system are
on thr _tat'kJng ray. rlw axhil ctn)rdip.ate z Is positive in the turbomachinery through-
fi,._w direction. Tile al'_g,.,iar coordinate is positive in the same dirt-tion as I_ in
the conic c_._rdina!esystem usvd for blade-element definition.
In lhe blade-(qement-defmition computer subroutines, the input angles are relative
values for r,,l,#rsand absolute values fol stators. These blade-element-definition sub-
routines o|}erdte with no distinctionbetween rotors and stators. So the conic coordinate
c is positive _n the same direction as the blade input angles. Since the relative and
absolute blade angles are defined to be positive in opposite directions from the axial
reference, the _ values for rotors and stators are also positive in opposite directions.
This difference r,ust he recognized in stacking. For rotor blade elements, d decreases
in the direction of rotatl,m;but for stator blade elements, _ increases in the direction
or rotor rotation.
Blade-section points by interpolation across blade element. - The previously dis-
_:ussed b "lade sectiohs of constant centrifugal force would be defined on cylinders. The
actual blade sectiot-_s used in the program are defined on planes perpendicular to the
stackinz ray. There are two reasons for this. First, the annular extent of axial-flow
c,m, presst_r bladim, as low enough so that the layout part of the cylinder is at most only
an incremental distanct _ from the tangential plane. Second, the output fabrication co-
ordinates arc. desired on platnes. So by using planes for stacking alinement too, only
,me type of blade secli_,n nerds to be found.
The blade-section planes used for stacking alinement purposes pass through the in-
Trrseetion points of the blade _-lements with the stacking line. The blade-section shapes
,m _i,_ e plan are described by interpolation across blade elements. The preparation
steps for the interpolatmn are (1) conversion of the conic coordinates, which are nor-
realized to chord, to actual size; (2) selection of points on the blade-element surfaces
across which the interpolation will be made; and (3) conversion of the blade-element
points from their defining conic coordinates to a common coordinate system for all
blade elements. The coordinate system used is the cylinch-ical coordinate system with
,_e stacking ray as the origin of the (_ and z directiens. The coordinate conversions
to this system are the function of subroutine POINTS.
The blade-element points used for interpolation are located at the following fractions
of surface distance from the tangency point of the leading-edge circle to the tangency
point of the trailing-edge circle: 0.0, 0.05, 0.12, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,
0.88, 0.95, and 1.0. The coordinates of the transition point between sogments on each
surface are also included. The interpolation curve used is a piecewise cubic across
four blade elements. With the exception of the transition point, each curve fit is through
points of the same fraction of surface distance. Thus, for each blade-section point,
separate interpolations are made in the axial and tangential directions. In the interpola-
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lion proc{ss, the tangential coordinate is converted to a Cartesian coordinate on the
blade-section plane.
The form of the cubic equationis specialized in the sense that oneof the interior
known points is used as a zero reference for the independent variable. The reason for
it is that thcre is much better computational accuracy a,d much "ess change of computa-
tional difficulty when a curve-fit interpolatioJ; can be made near the independent variable
origin. The development of this cubic interpolation equation is shown in appendix C.
A sequence of four adjacent blade elements is always used for each interpolation.
Whenever possible the interpolation is between the center two points of the set of four
for the cubic fit. Near the ends of the blade, it is necessary to interpolate between the
outermost points and in some cases to extrapolate when the blade section is outside all
blade elements. The interpolation routine is INTERP.
Spline fit of blade-section surface points. - A blade-section surface is defined by a
complete set of 28 interpolated points on a plane normal to the stacking ray. One ad-
vantage of interpolation in both the z and 0 directi',ns is that the end points of a sur-
face set on the blade-section plane can be considered as the intersections of the surface
curve with the end circles. To determine good blade-section area and moment values,
it is necessary to curve fit these points. A spline curve fit was selected for its charac-
teristic smoothness at the junction points of the piecewise-fit curve through the points.
The experience has been that the points are indeed smooth enough for a nonwavy spline
fit of each surface individually. A number of things were done, however, to help ensure
a good spline fit. A discussion of the concepts follows; but a more detailed discussion,
along with the development of equations, is given in appendix D.
A spline fit maintains a linear second derivative between points, not a linear curva-
ture. As long as the slope of the curve is reasonably low, the difference is not very
significant. So to maintain nearly the linear relation on curvature too, it is desirable
to spline curve fit only where slopes are low. To help facilitate this concept, before
curve fitting, the blade-section coordinates are rotated to an independent axis which is
parallel to the line which passes through the first and last pressure-surface points. At
the same time, the blade-section coordinates are translated to the coordinate origin,
which is at the stacking-line intersection. The blade-section coordinate systems are il-
lustrated in figure 4.
The spline curve fit uses separate cubic equations between adjacent points of a set,
with the joining condition being continuous slope and second derivative at the points. To
have sufficient conditions to define a spline, it is necessary to specify a condition at each
end. The blade elements ha,_e constant-curvature paths by definition. So unless the cone
angle is quite large in magnitude, tile blade sections will also have nearly constant cur-
vature. Thus, it would seem reasonable to use constant curvature ac the end conditions.
The first a.ltd second derivatives were not available in a direct way from the matrix so-
lution for the spli. coefficients, so a relatinn was approximated beforelm ad. To set
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nearly constant-curvature endsfor the sphne, a circular-arc fit of the three end points
in the rotated coordinates wasused to establJshthe ratio o[ secondderivatives between
the'last two increments. This is th(, function of subr,,)utineARCS.
In general, blade elements havea discontinuity in curvature at the surface transi-
tio_ point, so an interpolated blade section shouldhave a corresponding discontinuity.
The allowance for this capability with a spline curve fit requires a modification because
a general spline has continuouscurvature from beginning to end. The modification was
accomplished by placing the transition point m its proper place in each of the surface
arrays and then replacing the condition of continuou_ curvature at that point with a sub-
stitute condition. The resulti_g conditions imposed at the transition point are continuous
slope and a curvature ratio based on a three-point finite difference calculation for each
side of the transition point. The curvatures are for the adjacent points on either side
of the transition point. Since the curvatures are relatively constant along a segment in
the plane section, the situation of unequal distance from the adjacent points to the tran-
sition point is not of major consequence. The curvature ratio relation across the tran-
sition point by this technique is
(15)
vyt 9 /_f, 'The ratio #t(+) _t(-) is also the curvature ratio since the slope is the same on both
sides of the transition point. In actual usage in the program (subroutine SPITG), the
value C R was smoothed by using the 0.7 power with the same sign.
The imposition of this condition in the center of a spUne makes the usual tridiagonal
matrix solution more complicated. The usual Gauss elimination of variables from one
end of the curve to the other end, followed by backward substitution to get the y" ar-
ray, is unsatisfactory for a general location of the transition point. A way to avoid most
of the complication is to use the Ga,:ss elimination from both ends to the transition point.
Then equation (15) supplies the added condition needed to fix the two y" values at the
transition point. The rest of the y" values can then be calculated by backward substi-
tution in each direction from the transition point.
Once the spline coefficients are established, mathematical expressions exist for
general surface-point definition. Areas and moments for the spline pieces can then be
determined from the appropriate integrals of the surface equations. A separate integra-
tion is performed for each surface curve from y = 0 to the curve. The integrations and
the resulting equations are presented in appendix D. The major part of a blade section's
areas and moments are accounted for by subtracting all the pressure-surface integrals
from the suction-surface ones. However, to get accurate section values, the end-circle
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cot_tribution m._t be ii'_ciutit.d. ]t_.vspt,clftc plec_,sused in th,, _,n,lr_,ct_mare shown_n
figure 5. The !wice-coV(,l'e(i arc,as in the fu4urc' arc arc_as cain's,lied in SLllllllliltlOn.
Lines t)erl)t'i_(ilt'ular to the. surf,Ices thl',_ugh their rcsl)etlive _,nt_ ,_ints cto :)_;t nec-
essarily intersect at a t)oillt equidistant from lh(, surface (,nd p_Ints. For the purposes
of describing an end-circle cent,,r, surface continuily, which illli)iit:b !h(' center point
is equidistant from each of tim surface, Ivoints. ,'s desired, e,,._face tangent'y to b_)th sur-
faces at the end points, however, eannut then b(. battsfied. The compromise used is an
equal-angle discrepancy between the m_d circle a:_d each of the surfac:, curves at the
surface end points, as noted in figure 5.
The end adjustment consists of the sector of an end circle plus the two trapezoidal
shapes which ,'ill in the part between the spline segments and the end circle. Area and
first-moment corrections for a blade-section end art, made in subroutine ENDS. The
routine gives positive numbers for the leading-edge correction but negative numbers for
the trailing-edge correction. The equations used in the subroutine are developed in ap-
pendix E.
Stacking adjustments to blade elements on cone. The blade-section area and first
moments obtained front the piecewise summations are used to determine a new center
of area for the blade section. The location of the center of area from the stacking-line
intersection of the blade section is a stacking adjustment increment. The actual ad-
justing is done by translatingblade elements on the surface of the cone. So itis neces-
sary to relate the blade-section adjustment increment on the plane to the blade element
on the cone. From the definitionof a blade section, the blade-section plane and the as-
sociated blade-element surface are known to intersect the stacking lineat a common
point. The common stacking point simplifies the stacking adjustment relations to the
applicationof direction derivatives to suitable components. The geometry associated
with the stacking shiftequations is shown in figure 6.
On a blade section, Ax and aXy (fig.6) are directly known from the area and mo-
ment equations. The axial and normal components are
AZ = Ax cos _._- A_ sin y (16)
An =A_siny+Aycosy (17)
The axial blade-element shift is related to the sim_.lar blade-section shift in figure 6
by
gz = AZe(l - tan _ tan X)
so that
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In the tam, enti:d direction, the normul component ,}n the blade section An is applied
directly to the blade element (r _-_ in fig. 6). This :q)plicathm is not mathematically
correct, but it is sufficiently accurate to be used in an it.erativ,_ adiustment procedure.
Ch_e assumption in the tangential adjustment procedure is that a small distance along the
tangent in the circumferential direction is the same as the projected distance in the _,
direction on the blade element. A second and less satisfactory assumption is the neglect
of tangential-stacking-axis lean. With such lean, the blade section will not be tangent
to the blade element at the stacking point. However, because of high centrifugal force,
the stacking-axis lean of rotors must be small; so this angular difference is small.
Thus, for rotors for which good stacking control is desired, the tangential shift assump-
tions are always good. For stators, the main concern is the convergence of the itera-
tive procedure for stacking adjustment. The shift increment is in the correct direction
and is of satisfactory magnitude for at least moderate lean angles. One stator design
with 45 ° tip-tangential-stacking-axis lean still had good stacking-axis convergence.
The stacking adjustments are used in two different ways. First, both the leading-
and trailing-edge axial and radial coordinates are adjusted. The axial coordinates are
shifted by AZe, and the radial coordinates by Ar e where
Ar e = Az e tan a (19)
The second shift application is to the blade-element chordwise and normal component
distances from the leading-edge-circle center to the stacking point. These component
distances normalized to chord are maintaine(_ during iteration. The reason for them is
that the iteration loop between stacki_lg includes several other blade-angle or stacking-
axis-lean adjustments which influence the blade-element edge locations. The normal-
ized chordwise and normal coordinates are useful for the next iteration location of a
blade element on the cone because these shifts are relatively invariant with the other
shifts.
The adjustment procedure is based on the assumption that the shift of a blade ele-
ment has the dominant effect on its associated blade section. In general, this dominance
exists to a high degree, and the iterative procedure is highly convergent. Howeve.T,
this dominance no lont_er exists when a blade secuon crosses the ends of neighboring
blade elements since, through interpolation, the r,etghboring blade element con:rols the
blade-section end. So when a neighboring blade element intersects a blade section, the
stacking vrocedure is nonconvergent. Such a situation can exist if closely spaced
streamlines with large slopes are used.
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Since nonconvergence of a possible design case is not desirable, some eff_Jrt was
made to extend the range of convergence. The approach was to make the blade-element
shifts a function of the local and neighht_ring blade-sc('ti,m shifts. The influence coeffi-
cients were based on blade-section piecewtse area and r(,lativc distances to ad]acent
blade elements. For the most part, the effort was unsuccessful and, consequently, it is
uot used in the progrmn.
Stacking convergence problems can generally be avoided by judicial spacing of the
blade elements in the design. As long as the ends of blade elements do not extend more
than approximately one-hall the distance to the next blade section, there is good stacking
convergence. Once the blade is stacked, however, coordinates for clorely spaced blade
sections can be calculated for terminal calculations.
Bal_cii_g of bending moments. - The blade-element stacking procedure is controlled
in subroutine STACK. One other major function of STACK is the balancing of bending
morner _. If the balance option is exercised by the specification of a blade material den-
sity, the steady-state rotor gas bendi:'._ ,numents in the axial and tangential directions
will be balanced by ,a c,mtrif_,_:al-force-on-blade-mass moment _'hich is induced by
stacking-a,xio ,_-an. _Moments in the meridional plane are illustrated in figure 7. ) In
the balancinL,, prc, cf dure, the blade mass moment is set up as a functional relation of
blade lean. The equations for this are developed in appendix F. The major moment
contribution }s ust_ally the blade-section center-of-area offset from a radial line. How-
ever, with a tapered tip the wedge-shaped excess and decrement masses from the tip
blade section ,'._ake significant contributions because their centers are relatively much
farther from the stacking axis.
The steady-state gas bending moments to be balanced are calculated in subroutine
GASMNT. The approach used is the change-in-momentum principle. The momentum
boundaries in the meridional plane are the edge of the blade and the nonattached end of
the blade (fig. 7). The state conditL,ns and velocities on the boundaries are drawn from
the input and interfacing calculation. The moment arm for both the gas-bending and
blade-n,ass-centrifugal-/orce mom_,,ts is referenced to the blade-element midradius
value r h on the blade attactmlent end.
Interfacing to Blade Edges
Velocity dia6ram corrections to blade ed6es. - h_put fluid-state properties and ve-
locities are given for fixed locations near the edges of blade rows. Streamline slopc
and/or streamtube convergence cause flow conditions to change from the input reference
locations to the blade edges. To maintain t!._ desired degree of design control over
specification of blade-element edge angles, it is necessary to account for the flow
changes between locations. The two assumptions used for those velocity diagram cor-
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rections were (1) conservation of angular momentum along a streamline with local slope
between a reference station and a blade edge and (2) flow continuity from local stream-
tube convergence. The blade-edge locations are not firmly established until the final
stacking iteration, so the velocity diagram corrections are made for every iteration.
Velocity diagrams at the re_erence locations are used for the first iteration.
Incidence and deviation a_gles. - In subroutine BLADE the inlet blade-edge velocity
diagram is related to the physical blade through an incidence angle, and similarly the
outlet blade-edge velocity diagram is related to the blade trailing edge through a devia-
tion angle. The incidence angle can be specified through input options in five different
ways, and the deviation angle can be specified in four ways. Two of the respective inci-
dence and deviation options are the two- and three-dimensional values of reference 2.
The parametric curves in reference 2 that are used for the determination of the inci-
de: ce and deviation values were fit with equations which yield values within at least
3 percent of those from the curve. The third incidence option is a specified zero inci-
dence on the suction surface at the edge-circle tangency point. The remaining two inci-
dence options are tabulated values which can be referenced to either the leading-edge
centerline angle or the aforementioned suction-surface angle.
The input incidence angles in some cases can be overriden during iteration by choke-
margin option considerations. Since the inlet area of the blade-to-blade channel is a
function of incidence angle, a speciiied choke margin can sometimes be achieved through
a reasonable variation of incidence. If the blade-to-blade channel inlet choke margin is
less than a specified (greater than zero) value, the input incidence angles will be ad-
justed to a limit of +2.0 ° on the suction surface to achieve the specified choke margin.
The third deviation-angle option uses tabulated values referenced to the trailing-
edge centerline ang le. The remaining deviation-angle option is a modified application of
Carter's rule
ra (20)
where _p is the camber of the blade element which has an exit axial velocity equal to the
inlet axial velocity and an equivalent angular momentum change at a constant radius rle.
The definition of m is
m = (0.219 + O. 0008916 _ + O. 00002708 _2)C-_)2"
175-0.03552 _+0.0001917 y2
(21)
where the blade setting angle y is in degrees and the ratio Ca/C is the fraction of
chordwise distance to the maximum camber heig._,_ point. The modification of m ac-
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counts for the devtation-ahgle cnangeassociated w_ththe differt, nt turning rates on the
two segment_of a blade e!_:'._,.nt For a double-circular-arc-type element, m has the
same value as that determined by tile classical Carter's rule.
Blade-ed_e-an_le corrections to layout cone. - The last interfacing step relates a
blade-edge angle at local streamhne slope to a blade-edge angle on the layout cone a_
that same point. When the inlet and outlet streamline slopes differ significantly, the
layout-cone slope must also differ significantly from at least one of the edge slopes. The
angle ciif_erence can be properly accounted for through the use of two nonparallel direc-
tiun derivatives. The selected direction_ as viewed in the meridional plane are the
streamline m2ridional and the radial. The direction derivative in the streamline me-
ridional direction is obtained directly from the blade angle. However, to get the radial
derivative it is necessary to fit across adjacent blade elements. The desired derivative
could have been calculated from a curve fit of points from interpolated and extrapolated
blade-element definition curves for a common axial location, but the interpolations and
extrapolations were avoided with another approach. The blade-end-circle centers are
already calculated with a common reference in subroutine POINTS so that they can be
curve fit directly and converted to the radial directional derivatives by the methods
shown in appendix G. In the program, the curvo fit for the edge derivative in the merid-
ional plane was done in subroutine POINTS, and the conversion to the radial direction
was done in MAIN. For the first iteration, the radial direction derivative is set to zero.
Terminal Calculations
Once the blade geometry is established, the terminal calculations convert the infor-
mation into a more convenient form for further analysis and further application. First,
the computed flow parameters at the blade edges can be analyzed by the user to judge
the practicalY'.y of the obtained aerodynamic design. Second, the output gives good aero-
dynamic forces and geometry parameters for mechanical design analysis of stresses and
natural frequencies. Finally, suitable coordinates for blade fabrication axe given.
Aerodynamic parameters. - Most of the aerodynamic parameters of interest are
available from the last blade design iteration. The design-point choke margin is the
major terminal calculation of an aerodynamic nature. The choke margin at the blade-
channel inlet has been calculated and possibly was adjusted during the iterations ff the
choke-margin option was exercised. Adjustments for better margin at other channel lo-
cations were not programmed because, in general, it was not obvious what adjustments
the designer would have chosen. Thus, the minimum blade-element-channel choke mar-
gins along with their locations are calculated and printed as terminal calculations so that
such evaluations and adjustments can be made external to the program.
t
A lt_¢'al h,Jk, m,iJ_._n i_ .h,fincd as the r.iti , of av:iilal)h, flt)w art'a above th(. choke
flow area t,; the _'h.'_k_,d fl_,-r area, _r (A A*) - 1. Thus, the minimtun choke mar_in for
a blade i, it,_.it m _,_rrt.sl),_nd_ t_) lhr local minimum A A* for the covert-d channel
formed by twt) _djacent blad_,s The l_cal minimun_ A A" is calculated with an itera-
tivt' pr_c(<t,art, in s_lhroutine MAIRGIN. The first twt, ('alculations for A/A* and its de-
rivative v.'ith meridi__:*al distar_,'o :*r_, aI the channel ends. The next location for an A,/A*
calculation is the m_inimum of a cubic curve fit to the conditions of two values A/A* and
the two slopes d(A/A*)Ids at the end points. Succeeding iterations use the value and
slope of the last calculated point along with the corresponding values of an end point.
An A/A* value is accepted as a minimur _n the magnitude of the slope is below a
tolerance of 0.001.
The ratio A/A* is obtained from three other area ratios.
(22)
The choke areas are based on relative flow conditions for rotors since the rotating chan-
nel is controlling the choke si_ation.
The term A/Ale is a ratio of physical areas. It is obtained from ratios of dimen-
sions in two directions. The first dimension direction is normal to the flow direction on
t._.e blade-element layout cone. At the inlet it is the product of blade inlet spacing and
the cosine of the relative flow angle. In the channel the distance is measul ed on the lay-
out cone from the suction surface of a blade element to the pressure surface of the ad-
jacent blade element. The path is normal to the average of the local blade-surfac_
angles.
The second ratio of dimensions needed for A/Ale comes from the rate of stream-
line convergence. The ratio is obtained from the radial spacing of blade elements and
the direction-angle differences of adjacent layout cones. The local application point for
this ratio is the midpoint of the blade-to-blade distance path.
The second area ratio in equation (22), Ale/A_e , is obtained directly from the inlet




The approach to tht _ valut. _)f _ht, third art,a t('rm ,: , .,_;._i,)l: <-'2'!. A" I, .k'. Is t,, t,( :_
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with the result that
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The next step is the introduction of stagnation-state values by multiplication and division,
so that all static properties can be expressed as ratios of static to stagnation values.
These ratios can then be expressed in terms of local Mach number, which is 1 for the




From the definition of relative stagnation temperature, the temperature ratio is




The pressure ratio can be expressed as
D2_'
..... p, 7 - I P'i - p'
t ! T t t _ !
(27)
The last term in parentheses represents the blade-element losses from the inlet to the
local point.
The overall blade-element losses can be calculated from the input-data stagnation
temperature and pressure values at the inlet and outlet. The accumulated loss from the
inlet to a local point was presumed to be some part of the total. The approach used was
to break the total loss into shock and profile components. The shock loss was applied at
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the blad(_-cl,.,n,,m_ chaun_l cn_ranc _, and tt_ _ pr_,t_l, _ I,,.,s "va_ mad, a lsnv,,r [unctl,)n ,)i
the distance al_,ng t}i_. bl.id, ( i,_:., n:. I'h, >h,_'k l=,ss 'a:i5 c;tlctil,lt_;lt b', II:_.',h, Kis sinlllar
to those of reference 4. but wilh it Ili,)({Iilc_.tll')I1. "I}1(' m_:i_ ,_!s ,l r, I,.r, n_, -t .ipl)roxi-
nlale normal shock strcn_:lh at the chaml_'l inl(". AT l}'.,' h:-I,,r 'rap,_,,'._J'. ,_d SUl)Crs, mic
Mach nunlbers, this m,,d(,l I_ n(ts l_) ov_'l'_'Slilll:tt, ' lilt. ,t,.'l;ittl 5;t::,('k F, IF, Ilgth f_)I" two rea-
sons. FiI'sl. the actual sh,)ck ()fl(_ll |)(_(',)Ilicq 5OlnOWtKtl ,_t)li(t_c. and s,) ll.,, .Sll'(,ng!h is
lowered. And secondly, the blade-surface _re>_.,arc _radi,.p.t '._lll Ii_)t ._upp,,rl a strong
shock. So an apparent stron,d shock in real fl,_'x dt-velops th_ * ._,.akvr structure of a
shock foot. Consequently. the relative stagnation pressure loss at th_ _ channel entrance
would be expected to be less than tha, indicated by a normal shock. In ;in effort to par-
tially spread the shock loss through the channel, the loss at the channel inlet was calcu-
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lated as the shock loss reduced by the empirical factor 1 (Msh) No effort was made
to quantitatively verify this factor from experimental data. It can easily be changed by
the user in subroutine LOSS.
Blade-section forces. - The blade farces, which are computed in the terminal cal-
culations, are of interest for blade stress analys_s. Blade forces are determined by the
principle of change of momentum across the boundaries of the surface formed by the
edges of a blade through one revoletion. The principle is essentially the same as that
used to calculate the gas force_ in the section Balancin_ of bending, moments. However,
the calculation is slightly different in this case because a local value of force for a radial
blade increment is desired rather than the contribution to a total force or moment. The
radial blade increment is located at the average of the inlet and outK- blade-element
radii. The change of momentum associated with a blade element is considered appli-
cable for the radial blade increment, but the static pressures at the blade-element edges
are interpolated to the radial blade increment radius. Blade force components in the
axial and tangential directions are calculated in _ MN and are given in units of force per
blade and per unit of radial height.
Location of output blade sections. - The terminal blade geometry calculations are
either made in or controlled by subroutine COORD. In general, blade-section data can
be requested by the user where information is desired. There are three optional meth-
ods available for this. With one option, the user tabulates the radial locations of the de-
sired blade sections. With the other two options, the blacle-seetion locations are se-
lected within the program. With one the user chooses the number of blade sections
desired, but with the other the number is selected within the program on the basis of as-
peel ratio. For either option, a blade section is located at the intersection of the stack-
ing axis with the casing, on the blade attachment end. The other blade seeti.ons are
spread across the blade span.
Output blade-section coordinates. - The coordinates of blade sections for general
radial locations are described with the use of subroutine INTERP in tl:.e same way as
those at the specific locations used for stacking alinement purposes. However, coot-
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dinates for fabrication purposes :Ire d(_sircd on a _'oordinatc s'cst_,m ",vi.,!_ a !<hath axis
tangent to the end circles on the pressurt, sidt. of th(, |)lad(' and :I c:)rr_sl)ondina ht.i._ht
axis langent to tile leading-edge cl_-_:h... -r,...,,,< ,":_,,1 diI'l_.t*c. "_'&l_.Ut_*S ill Ibis translatvd and
rotated system are found dlr{,ctlv fron_ the al)t)r_priat_* spline-curvr-fil st.gll_Cllt ot th(,
blade-section definition points. •
To ease fabrication lawmt, thc sk;t'tlt,l]- lilt( t. t)rt.ssure-surfact, h, i,.:,ht c,_)rdln,it_5
are eiven at rounded-number len;,.th incr_.lllcnls. |h,l_ht ct)o=-dinat¢.s are als_ _,tvcz_ ;it
the end of the blade and for the rnd-clr,'l_' c_,nt;.rs. The hrlght valut.s ar_ obtained by
using the desired independol_t varlahl_. ',i|hl,'s !I1 !}_,_ ;_[_l'¢_[)l'i,lt_' surfa¢'t.-d_.fi,uiti,,:_ _qua-
tion.
For fabrication, the bl;ide s_.ctl_ms are ortent_,d w_th r_'spett to the ra(tial line, '.l_t.
stacking ray, through thv t_ub slacking point. As noted _'arher in the section Reference
locations for blade sections m stackinl_ , this ray is not nect'ssar_ly the stacking hne.
The coordinates that are us_,d for the alint-men_ of blade sections during fabrication are
those of the stacking-ray intersection with the blade-section plane. Thost _ coordinates.
along with the blade selling angle with respect to the axial direrti_m, are the output
given for blade-section alinement. The coordinates for the, blade-section center of area,
which is the stacking-line intersection of the blade-section plane, art, also given because
they are the reference point t_r the output moments of inertia.
For some applications a user may prefer ,:,._,rdmales [,,r tile blade sections in the
turbomachinery orientation, so the original bladc-secti_m surface-definition points are
also printed in subroutine BCOORD.
Output blade-section properties. - The blade geometry properties needed for stress
analysis are computed front the blade-section coordinates. The bLade-section area and
first-moment values arc ca'culated _-n subroutines SPLITG and EDGES as _hey were in
the stacking iterations. The higher moments, :sired are the minimum m,m_ent of in-
ertia and the section twist stiffness, which is uefined in reference 5 as
B = //(x 2 + y2 _ k2)(x 2 + v2)dx, dy (28)
where k is the polar radius of gyration. Since x is the chordwise direction and y
its normal on the blade section, the minimum moment of inertia can be found from Ixx ,
Iyy, and Ixy with
Imi n = Ixx cos2-ri + Iyy sin2_.' I - 21.xySin 7icos YI (29)
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where
:, [ = - tan
'_ Iyy - Ixx
(30)
By exl)anslon ,Jf equation (28) iqtu a sum of integrals, it is seen that B can be de-
termined from the moments of inertia and Ixxxx, Iyyyy. and Ixxyy. The equations for
these moments are develv;3ed in appendix D for the spline pieces. The values are calcu-
lated in subroutine LlVlOM. The corresponding en,q-circl., moment corrections are calcu-
lated in subroutine ENDS with the equations developed in appendix E.
The other calculated blade geometry parameter is the torsion constant, wh,"*_ ,s de-
fined in reference 6 as
_1 F




_0 u t 3F: du
The variable t is the blade-section thiekz;ess normal to the blade-section centerline
path u. The equations for expressing t as a general function of u on a blade section
are developed in appendix H. The calculation of F is done in subroutine TORSN.
DISCUa:_ION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM
The blade design computer program as presented in appendix I is run as a separate
entity from a comp: essor aerodynamic design, but it is structured to be run in conjunc-
tion with a compressor aerodynamic design program. The point is made to explain,
first, the double dimensioning where only one dimension is needed and, second, the fail-
ure to save many computed blade-element values. The need for doubly dimensioned
variables arises when this program is run as a part of a composite multistage compres-
sor design program. Enough _nformation must be prescribed to define blade parameters
for an array of blade elements within an array of blade rows. On the other hand the
number of variables dimensioned was minimized because of comput'_r storage limitations
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for the broader mode of operation. .Iust ep._mgt _, inf_rm;_tion t_) tully d(:scrit_t, thr blade
elements is stored, and all oth(,r parax_leters art. c,_lculated fr',An tht _ I)_t,-,lc information
as needed.
The overall operation of this program l_ ,:_mtr,dl(.d in MAIN The. other subroutines
of major control are CONIC for the blade-element design. STACK for blade-section def-
initmn and the stacking adjustment shift, and C")ORD /or the terminal calculations and
printing. The call sequerces of the subroutines are detailed in figure 8. The program
variables for the eommon,_ and the individual routines are described in aopendix I. The
core storage is about 29 a00 words. The breakdown Is 21 200 words for coding, 5000
words for undimensioned and dimensioned variable storage, and 3300 words for systems
On an IBM 7094 the running time is about 1 minute for a blade row with eight stacking
iterations.
For the first few iterations the stacking shifts for each iteration decrease in size by
almost an order of magnitude. Usually the stacking shifts for all blade elements are
less than 10 -5 of blade-element chord within five iterations. However, a specification
of close blade elements with significant streamline slope (see section Stacking adjust.-
ments to blade elements on cone) can cause convergence difficulties. Even though the
stacking process for a troublesome case may not end up convergent, the blade-element
shifts in the beginning usually become smaller for the first few iterations and then di-
verge. The stacking shifts may be low enough after some iteration that the user may
want to consider the stacking well enough converged. To give the user the freedom to
make this judgement, the program is set up to always run eight iterations with the blade-
element stacking shifts printed for each iteration. The shifts relative to the blade-
element chord are DM in the meridional direction, which is along the ray of the layout
cone, and DY in the tangential direction. If the user decides to terminate the iteration
process at some other number of iterations, he can most easily do it in MAIN by chang-
ing ICONV to 2 on the desired ITER number. The particular statement lies between the
statements with external formula numbers 900 and 920. When the logical parameter
ICONV is set to 2, the terminal calculations are activated on the next iteration.
Input Data
The input data are read and processed in subroutine INPUT. The card format for
the data is shown in appendix I. The input parameters and the options they represent
are listed and described together as a group in appendix I, even though the parameters
are mentioned agair in the description oi variable,s for the routines. The input data es-
sentially consist of inlet and outlet station information for describing velocity diagrams
and parameters for blade-element description. The velocity diagranm are located and
described with radius, axial location, axial velo_'ity, tangential velocity, streamline
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slope, stagnation temperature, stagnationpressure, androtational speed. The molec-
ular weight of the gasand the coefficients for a fifth-degree l)olynon_ial ,)f specific heat
as a function of temperature are int)ut for the velocity diagram cor_"ec,ions to the blade
edges,
The blade stacking axis is initially located by the user with coordinates at the hub
and tip in the meridional plane and a tilt angle in the t_ngential direction. The stacking
line may later be adjusted for rotors by using an option to balar, ce gas bending moments
with the bending m_,,ent induced by centri/ugal force on a leaned blade. The b!ade chord
at the tip is specified indirectly through the number of blades and the solidity at the tip
radius. The chords at other radli are specified through a cubic polynomial of chord to
tip chord as a function of the fraction of passage height. The blade-element leading-
and trailing-edge radii and the maximum thickness are input as a fraction of chord. The
radial distributions of these parameters are specified as cubic polynomial functions of
the local fraction of passage height. The blade-elcmont incidence angle, the deviation
angle, the location of the segment transition point, the turning-rate ratio of the seg-
ments, and the location of the blade-element maximum point ;ure controlled by input op-
tions. The available options for these vnriables are described in the discussion of input
data parameters AA, AB, BB, CC, DD, EE, and EB in appendix I.
Printed Output Data
The printed output includes the input data with the asscciated options selected, the
blade-element stacking shifts during iteration, and the results of the terminal calcula-
tions (see the example in appendix I). For the most part the information is printed
shortly "after the calculations are made, so the output data appear in the order of the
program steps. The input data and the stacking shift information have previously been
sufficiently discussed, so only the terminal calculation output is further explai'_,ed.
The first page of terminal calculation data gives the blade-element edge locations
m the meridional plane and the velocity component corrections at the blade edges. The
second page of terminal c_,lculation data gives b_ade-element parameters and blade force
distributions. The blade-element parameters are listed here. Some of them are shJwn
in figure 3.
(1) Ratio of leading-edge radius to chord, re, ie/C
(2) Ratio of maximum thickness to chord, tm/C
(3) Ratio of trailing-edge radius to choJ.d, rc, te/C
(4) Ratio of maximum-thickness location to chord, Cm/C
(5) Ratio of transition-point location to chord, ct/c
(6) Ratio of segment inlet to outlet curvature, C 1/C2
(7) Suction-surface change of angle of the first segment, Kls - Kts , deg
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(8) Blade setting .mg_.( _, -.. d_.,_
(9) Blade-element solidity, ,J
(10) Blade-element aerodynamic ctord, c, in.
(11) Ratio of maximum-camber-point location to chord. Ca/C
(12) Incidence angle, i, deg
(13) Incidence angle to suction surface at leading edge, is, deg
(14) Inlet relative flow angle, die, deg
(151 Inlet blade angle on streamline, ale , st' deg
(16) Inlet blade angle corrected to layout cone, _le' deg
(17) Deviation angle, 6, deg
(18) Outlet relative flow angle, '_te' deg
(19) Outlet blade angle on streamline, Kte ' st' deg
(20) Outlet blade angle converted to layout cone, Kte, deg
(21) Centerline blade angle at transition point, _t' deg
(22) Shock location as fraction of suction surface, fs
(23) Covered channel as fraction of suction surface, fc
(24) Minimum choke-area margin in covered channel, (_. - 1) min
(25) Location of minimum choke point as a fraction of covered-channel centerline
path, ]
(26) Blade force components (axial and tangential tabulated with radius), lbf/
(radial in. )(blade)
The blade-section properties are given in two forms. First, blade-section coor-
dinates in the chordwise and normal directions are listed in a form suitable for fabrica-
tion layouts. And second, the blade-section definition points are listed in the turboma-
chinery orientation. In th? headings for the first set of coordinates the following
blade-section properties are given. The coordinate system for the blade-section output
data is illustrated in figure 9.
(1) Radial location of blade section, rsp , in.
(2) Stacking-point coordinates
Ca) Length along chord, L, in.
(b) Height from chord line, H, in.
(3) Blade setting angle from axial direction, .v, deg
(4) Center-of-area coordinates
(a) Length along chord, Lca, in.
(b) Height from chord line, Hca , in.
(5) Area, A, sq in.
4
(6) Minimum moment of inertia through center of area, Imin, in. 4
(7) Maximum moment of inertia through center of area, Imax, in.




(9) Sec'.ion torsion constant, K. in.
6
(10) Section twist stiffness, B. in.
In addition to printed output, it is sometimes convenient to get output in other forms
with the use of available computer peripheral equipment. On the NASA Lewis computer
the program is set up with output options through the input variable OPO to give the fab-
rication coordinates on punched cards and on microfilm. Subroutine BLUEPT has the
coding which controls the microfilm plotting. It was originally developed for the program
in reference 1 by David Janetzke and Gerald Lenhart. Since the system microfilm sub-
routines called will not be applicable on another computer, a discussion of the specific
function of these systems library subroutines is given in appendix J to help in the conver-
sion to another facility.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,





A blade-section area, sq in. ; also cha.,mel cross-sectional area norma' to flow,
sq in. ; also a constant during a mathematical operation
a constant during a mathematical operation; also acceleration, ft/sec 2
B blade-section twist stiffness, in. 6; also a constant during a mathematical operation
b constant during a mathematical operation
C segment blade angle with path distance derivative dK/ds or curvature which is con-
stant for the segment, in. -I; also a constant during a mathematical operation
c blade-element chord on layou cone (includes edge-circle radii), in. ; also a con-
slant during a mathematical operation
D constant during a mathematica2 operation
d constant during a mathematical operation
e development constant in appendix D
f0 U t 3 4;F blade-section property integral, du, in. also force, lbf
f fraction of total su .ion-surface path; also constant expressed by eq. (D13)
f location of miniJ,lum choke point as fraction of covered-channel centerline path
g gravitation constant, 32. 1740 lbm-ft/lbf-sec 2
H height (normal) coordinate on blade section, in.
h development constant in appendix I>, also blade-section effective thickness for mass
moment, in.
4
I morn :nt of inertia, in.
i incidence angle, deg
J total number of streamlines
j streamline index
K blade-section torsion constant, in. 4
k radius of gyration, in.
L length (chordwise) coordinate on blade section, in.
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l moment lever arm, in. ; also path of stacked-blade-element end-circle centers,
in.
M Mach number; also total moment, in.-lbf
m coefficient for Carter's rule for deviation ap.gle; also mass, slugs; also merid-
ional component distance, i.n.
n number of series terms; also coordinate in tangential direction, in.
P stagnation pressure, lbf/ft 2
p static pressure, lbf/ft 2
R radial coordinate on blade-element layout cone, in. ; also gas constant, lbm-ft/
lbf-°R
r radius coordinate in cylindrical coordinate system, in. ; also end-circle radius,
in.
s path distance on blaoe-element layout cone, in.
T stagnation temperature, OR
t static temperature, oR; also blade-section local thickness, in.
U blade-section centerline length, in.
u increment along blade-section centerline, in. ; also functional variable
V velocity, ft/sec
v functional variable
X functiona. _ variable expressed by eq. (Bg); also a redefined independent variable
_" functional variable expressed by eq. (B7)
X 1 value expressed by eq. (B31)
X 2 value expressed by eq. (B25)
x functional variable, usually the independent variable; also blade-section coordi-
nate in chordwise direction, in.
y dependent functional variable; also blade-section coordinate normal to chordwise
direction, in.
z axial coordinate in cylindrical coordinate system, in.
a layout-cone half-angle, deg; also functional angle variable, deg
relative flow angle, deg
:y blade setting angle, deg; also ratio of specific heats
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5 deviation angle, deg
angular coordinate on blade-element layout cone, rad
17 stacking-axis 'can in circumferential direction, deg
tl angular coordinate in cylindrical coordinate system, deg; also angular coordinate
on end circle, deg
K local blade angle with respect to conic ray on blade-element layout cone, deg
X stacking-axis lean angle in meridional plane, deg; also angle of line through corre-
sponding points on suction and pressure surfaces of a blade section with respect
to normal to chord line (fig. 19)
dummy angle variable, rad
p gas density, lbm/ft3; also blade material density, lbm/ft 3
a blade-element solidity
q_ camber of blade element which has equivalent angular momentum change at con-
stant radius, tie , deg
to angular rate of rotation, rad/sec
Subscripts:
a moment associated with axial and radial forces acting with lever arms in merid-
ional plane (fig. 7); also chordwise location of maximum camber point of blade-
element centerline
ba moment produced by axial gas bending forces acting with radial lever arm from hub
bt moment produced by tangential gas bending forces acting with radial lever arm
from hub
c end-circle center; also blade-element centerline on layout cone; also channel
formed by adjacent blade elements
ca blade-section center of area
da moment correction (resulting from tip slope) to moment obtained by summation of
centrifugal force acting at blade-section centers of area in meridional plane
dt moment correction _resulting from tip slope) to moment obtained by summation of
centrifugal force acting at blade-section centers of area in r-O plane
e blade-element, blade-section end
h hub

















local point in array
intersection of blade-section pressure surface with end circle











transition point; also moment associated with tangential and radial forces acting
with lever arms in r-O plane
te trailing edge of blade element
U intersection of blade-section suction surface with end circle
x axis about which a moment is taken
y axis about which a moment is taken
0 initial or reference point
1 first segment; also first point in a set of sequence points
2 second segment; also second point in a set of sequence points
3 third point in a set of sequence points
4 fourth point in a set of sequence points
(-) upstream side of transition point
(+) downstream side of transition point
Superscripts:
' first derivative; also relative to a rotating blade
" second derivative
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DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR CO.NIC ANGULAR COORDINATE
The differential form for the conic az_gular coordinate ,. is
Rd_ = sin_, ds
or
sinEK 0 + C(s- So)_ds




sinEK 0 + C(s- So)]C ds
R0C - sin K0 + sinEK0 + C(s - So)]
(I0)
The integral of equation (10) is of the form
sinxdx =x a/a dxa+bsinx b b +bsinx
(11)
When equation (II)is applied to equation (I0), note that b = +I. Also, the variable x
is K0+C(s- s0) and the constant a is R0C - sink 0.
The second integral in equation (11), fdx/(a + b sin x), takes diffe_em forms de-
pendent on the relation of a to b. If a2 =b 2 = 1,
1 ± sin x
(BI)
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If a 2 b2,
- .* b
cLx = a2_ tar-' 2
a + b sin x . b 2 la _ _ b2
(B2)
If b2 > a 2,




+b sinx [a +.]_ ,_,_-!I. __4v_ fo,-
- [ 4b2 .. a 2 (B3a)
and
a (ix = -2 coth- 1 I- _21
+bsin x #:_a 2 [ _b"2" 7 _
for
(B3b)
The next step is substitution of the turbomachinery nomenclature into the general




Case of a - b - _1 in G,_neral Integral / -_irL x.
J a + b sin x
S
s 0 + _RoC - sin _o)ta_nI4 - _0 _- C(s - So)I} s2 Is 0
_- t_0 + C(s - s o ) - ¢;0 + (1)(!tan - *'0 + C(s - So) I _J2
=_ -aO +
=_ -_0-+
/_, _' " t_n_- tan"---° \
.... 2-0}







1 + tan x_+ tan _ + tan K_tan




Case of a - b =: - 1 m General Integral/- sin x
J a - b sin x
-(0=_ -K 0 - :'K -_0 -(1) (-I)+ (1)sinx I - sin x
x0








I + tan _-_0
1 tan _/
=_c-I(0





Case of a _ . b" in the uencl,tl Integral /" sin x _kx
,t * b sin x
For the case a 2 b 2 :_pijly (,q_ 1,)n (B2), to give
: RgC- sin ,..,0)Tan _-0-"_-(-2-s_ _s0_ 1] s
:= K - _'0 -
2(RoC - sin _0 ) I"1/[-RO(; - sin aO)2 - 1
(RoC -sm _ 3)tan -_ ÷ 1
-1 2 -1
tn tan
(_C - sul _0 )2 - 1
2tRoC - sin aO)
_/(RoC - si,_ ^0 )2 - 1
2(RoC - sin _0 )





1 . tan [tan- 1L
(RoC - sin ,,0)t_nd ÷ 1
2
(_0 C - sin _0 )2 - 1
'P.Ot: - sin _.OJtall _ * 11
__F_. ____-_ .....
_¢!RoC - sin ,,0)" - 1 ]
(RoC - s|n _o)tan- +
-I 2
- tan
(RoC - sin ,<0)2 - 1
IRoC - sin _o)tan _ + 11 l
_/(RoC - sin'-0)2_ 7]
__ --=== _ 2 Alan ban 1
=K _0-
:_ -_0
2(RoC - sin R0 )
(_0 (: - sin I,:0)2 - 1
2,RoC - sm _0 )
_0
;_ (RoC sin _0)tan K + I (RoC - sin _^)tan -- + !- -- U
2 2
" CRoC
- -_ - K0
i "-
2
tan- 1 2 ,' [, ,][,sin _0 )2 - I } K
_%c -_,..o_2-,* Roc -_In_oit_.÷ R0C- _in_0)t_ -
2(RoC - sin _0 ) tan_l_,l.)
:" "'0- /__ sin_o)2 _ 1 (B6)




__/_Roc _ _ _o_- sin _0 )_ - I tan-. - tan
._.= 2 (B7)
(RoC - sin_0) 1 +tan_tan + tan[+tan--
2 2 2
Ca,,o,,2>2
For b 2 5> a 2, there is a choice of either equation (B3) or the alternate forms given
by equations (B3a) and (B3b). The alternate forms were chosen because the results are
equations similar to equations (B6) and (B7). This similarity will be used to further ad-
vantage later in tLe development. Equation (B3a), which is applicable for b 2 )> a 2 and





=K -K 0 -
I 'l"2(RoC - sin )_0 ) (RoC - sin _o)ta.n +




1 - (RoC - sin K0)2 tan R0C - sin c0)tan 2 + 1
FF
_- (RoC - sin _o)2 l-V
2(_c - ,in _o) t._m_1"
z- _c - ,...o f-
2(RoC - bin c O)
I- (RoC -sin_o)2
.tanh "1
(R0C - sin K0)tan _- + I
2
_ - (Roe- sin_0)2
_tanh -I
#I--(,o_-.,._,j L
(RoC- sin Xo)tan K_+ {I [ (R0C- sin x0)tan -_-x0+ 11
. , 2 l_l_" ..... l
2(RoC - Sin _0 ) talmh-: X
V, - (_c -.i._d 2
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where X is defined as
X =
I - (RoC - sin _0 )2 _ - tan K0 _
(RoC - sin ,cO) , tan _ tan + tan _Ltan
2 2 2
(B9)
Investigation of tanh- 1 X =
Equation (B8) does not appear practical because tanh-1 X approaches +_ and -_
at X = 1 and X = -1, respectively. To investigate the conditions which lead to this re-
suit, solve for K/2 at X = +1.
X
(RoC - sin d0) + tan h tan + "tan K_+ tan --
2 2 2
= +1
±. _(RoC_sinKo) d_tan =(RoC-sin._o) l+tan_tan +tan_+tan--
2 2 2 2
Square both sides and solve for tan(K/PA. The result is
-1 ± F_I - (RoC - sin K0 )2
tan K_: (B10)
2 R0C - sin K0
By using equation (BI0) in (B9) itcan be shown that the plus sign in equation (BI0) is the
solution for X = -1 and that the minus sign in equation (B10) is the solution for X = 1.
Table !lists K/2 values which make tan.h-IX equal to ±.o over the hyperbolic
function range -1 _ (RoC - sin K0)'4 1. The K values associated with X = -1 are
clearly in the turbomachinery range of interest. So there is a need to investigatewhat
causes tanh-1._" to approach -_. Start with the equation for conic radius




RC = (RoC - sink 0)+ sin _ = (RoC - sinK0) +2 sin_ cos K_
2 2
sin K_ tan
= (RoC - sinK0) +2_COS 2-K = (RoC _ sink 0) + 2 2
cos K_ 2 I + tan2 _-
2 2
Substitute equation (B10) with the plus sign. The result is RC = 0. So, either C = 0
or R=0.
First consider C =0. Since dK/ds =C, x =K 0 for all s when C =0. Thus,
equation (8) for the conic radius reduces to
R = R0 + (s - s0)cos _0
When K is constant, the equation for _ (eq. (9))can be expressed as
sin K0 ds sin K0 (is





InER0 + cos K0(s-s0)_s0
= tan K0(In R - In R0) = tan _0 InI_00)
(BI2)
All K0 of interest lieinside the range -_/2 to _/2. So c - _0 approaches __o only
as R approaches zero. Therefore, the conclusion is that R = 0 is the condition which
makes tanh-lx approach -_, whether or not C = 0. This, in essence, means the
curve spirals infiniterevolutions as R approaches zero for r,/2< IK01< 0.
Fortunately, R never _.pproaches :_eroin the turbomachinery aplJiication,so
tanh-lx remains fhlite. Thus, the tanh-lx form cf solut'_oncould be satisfactory,
but itremains to be shown i!and when the tanh-lx form is usable° Basically, itis
applicable only when IXI < 1 because the coth-lx form of equation (B3b) is used
when IX I > 1. Thus, the next consideration is an investigation of the possible range of
X for the turbomachinery application.
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Investigation of Pamge of X
Let us begin with equation (4), which in general can be expressed as
Constant = R0C - sin _0 :- RC - sin _:
A:_ a convenience, define _c as the K value in the range
the preceding equation can be extended to
-r,/2 to ./2 for R = 0. So
Constant = R0C - sin K0 = RC - sin K = -sin _c (B13)
The defined value of Kc and the other _c values which satisfy equation (B:3) are the K
values which make X = 21. (This can be shown by substituting -sin Kc for
R0C - sin _G in equation (BI0) and applying the tangent half-angle formula. ) Thus, X
can cross between the IX I > 1 and ! X l < 1 regimes only when K equals the nc val-
ues. Since X is a single-valued function of K, all X values betweenconsecutive Kc
values must be in the same I X I regime. This characteristic is shown graphically in
figure 10, which has plots of Y. against K for the two sample _c values of 45 ° and
-20 °. On each example plot, curves for a spectrum of K0 values are shown to illus-
trate the nature of the function.
The _ range of interest for turbomachinery is from -n/2 to _/2. The defined Kc
is the only x c value in this range because sin _c is single valued between -_/2 and
n/2. Thus, observations of whether regimes of I X l are greater or less than 1 can
be made vith respect to this particular Kc. A first observation from figure 10 is that
the K curves switch between the i_(I > 1 and [ X I < 1 regimes as K0 crosses Kc.
A study of the X = 0 points is an indirect way of showing that the X-against-K curves
switch regimes precisely at g0 = Kc" From equation (B9), note that X= 0 when
K =K 0. Thus, as K0 is moved closer and across gc' the X=0 point moves with K0
and hence with K. Since X = 0 is in the IX I< 1 regime and stays in that regime as
K0 crosses Kc, the direction of the IXI regime crossover at K_ has to switch when
K0 crosses Kc. Since no other Kc can liein the range -_r/2 to rr/2,only the one
switch of regime can occur in the -n/2 to r,/2 range of K. So K stays in the IXI <1
regime when on the K0 side of K The preceding reasoning leads to the genecal con-
clusion that X is always in the _XI < 1 regime when K and K0 are on the same
side of Kc within the -_/2 to n/2 range of K.
So far ithas been shown that the regime of IX i is tiedto the relation of K and
K0 to Kc. To further investigatethese K relations in the turbomachinery application,




sin _0 = sin _c + CR0 (BI5)
By definition C is a constant fur a curve, s_ the remaining information needed is the
limits of the variation of R with respect to R 0. When the cone angle o, of figure 1 is
positive, R 0 is positive; but when c_ is negative, R 0 is defined as negative. However,
whether the blade-element cone is defined by a positive or negative o, a blade element
for turbomachinery is always completely defined on the cone without ever approaching
R = 0. Thus, R always has the same sign as R 0. This means that, by equations (B14)
and (B15), c and c 0 are always on the same side of _c' So IX I is always less
than 1 in the range -_/2 to _/2 for '(0 and K.
The conditions imposed along the way to the preceding conclusion can be summa-
rized as follows: For IRoC - sin c 0t < 1, the X defined by e_ation (B9) has an ab-
solute value less than 1 when c and _0 are in the range -n/2 to z/2 and R has the
same sign as R 0. Since the turbomachinery application falls within these _ and R re-
strictions, the conclusion is rather significant because it is not necessary to consider
the coth-lx form of equation (B3b) at all. This means that the natural logarithm form
of equation (B3) can be replaced with only the alternate form (B3a), which was developed
to equations (B8) and (B9). The alternate form is selected because of the similarity of
the arguments with those of equations (B6) and (B7). Later it will be shown that this
similarity leads to further simplification.
Consideration of Accuracy of Computation
Equations (B4) to (B9) are a complete set of equations for e - E0, which also is ex-
pressed as _( in the text. For a blade-element path AS, AE is the conic apgular co-
ordinate in the circumferential direction; and R _E is the circumferential component
distance in the units of s. As long as the conic half-angle ot is several degrees from
zero, R and _ can readily be calculated and used to accurately define a blade ele-
ment. However, as (_ approaches zero, R approaches _o and AE approaches zero.
This means that conic coordinates cannot be directly used for the degenerate case of a
cone to a cylinder or radius r. As (_ approaches zero the conic coordinate R ap-
proaches independence from AS and c (see fig. 1 and eq. (8)). So R _ _pproaches
the circumferential component of AS. Since R can be considered as a constant for the
degenerate case of a cone to a cylinder, a simple equation for the circumferential com-
ponent can, and later will be, derived from equation (9).
In the preceding discussion it was shown that, at some point in the _ approach to
zero, it is necessary to switch from the conic coordinate system to the cylindrical. The
condition for a switch most logically comes from an accuracy criterion. From equa-
tion (8) it can be observed that the relative error by which R is not constant is approxi-
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mately As/R. In general, this means that to keepan accuracy of more thana few sig-
nificant figures in a computed circumferential component of &s, the switch to the cylin-
drical coordinates must be made at _'s very near zero. Thus, the mathematically ac-
curate conic coordinate system is needed to nearly zero a,'s. The problem is that
sufficient computational accuracy with conic coordinate systems is not always attained
with normal procedures. The nature of the problem and its remedy are the subject of
the following discussion.
Each of the equations for the computation of A_ in the conic coordinate system is
expressed as _ - d0 plus another term. As a approaches zero, A_ also approaches
zero; so in general, IAc ! becomes much less than IAK l" When [Ac I << [AK I, the
computational accuracy of Ac becomes poor because A_ is determined by the subtrac-
tion of a term nearly equal to AK from A_. One way to improve accuracy is to reduce
or eliminate the subtraction of nearly equal terms in the computation of a Ac value.
For the turbomachinery application, the computational accuracy of Ac can be improved
considerably with the application of infinite series forms for the functions of equations





tan -1 2)" = 2)'- 1 2)_3 + 1 ?).5 _ 1 2).7 + . .
3 5 7
where
The absolute value of
will be shown later.
=2)'I1 1 12)'4 1'_'6 "!_37)'2_ ....5 7 +.. for ._.2< 1 (B16)
_" is defined by equation (B7) for application of equation (B 16) to equation (B6).








=K -K 0 -
2(RoC - sin _0 ) ta _i.¢.
_/(-R0 C - sin _0 )2 - I
2(RoC - sin _O) j o .,/'4 )].6 \
-=--,,]]I -"]'---_"_
_/(_OC --sin _0I_ - X \ 3 S 7 )
2( oc- ____2
_____sin - sin_O ) -IItan2-tan2) _'¢'2
K ) 1 ,tan_-tan KO +tan_-+ 3
sin_o)2-I[(R0 C - sin 0 ( 2 2 ) 2 tan_] (1
(Bt7)
At this point note that for R0C - sin K0 = 1, which is the special case covered by
equation (B4), ?)'= 0 and equation (B17) redu:es to equation (B4). Likewise for
R0C - sin d 0 = -1, which is the special case covered by equation (B5), equation (B17)
reduces to equation (B5). Thus, equation (B17) can be used in place of equatioxm (B4)
to (B6).
The remaining equation of the set for A_ is (B8). The series form for txmh'Ix
in itis
X3 X5 X7 [1 X2 X4 X6 ]tanh-lx = X +--+-- +--- - • = X +_÷--+_+. for X2_ 13 5 7 3 5 7
(B18)
where X is defined by equation (B9).
We have already shown that the absolute value of X is always less than 1 for the
turbomachinery application, so this series is always applicable. For equation (B8)
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= K - *t0 -
2(R0(_" - stn_ 0) 2(RoC - sln'_0) (I X2 X4 X 6 )
f "_ <0)2 3 5 7I - [ROC - sln "0 )" _/I -(RoC - sin
2(._.Ro£. _ L sin_0).......... _/'7-tR0'_- slrl,0 )2 (tan 2 - tan"_012,! O " X2
?1'
t_an tan "_' "1
2(RoC - sin_0) _-- (i X2 X4 XE )
2 ' ¢.___÷__ _ . .




Single-Series Form of Equation
Equations (BI7) and (BI9) look similar, and upon examination it can be determined
that they are in fact the same. Note that the .9 .2 of equation (BT) is the negative of the
"K2 of equation (Bg). This difference of sign accounts for the sign differences of the
series. Thus, equation (B19) can be used for all values of R0C - sin g0, so long as
X 2 ,-_ 1. For IR0 C - sin g0i < 1, which produced the tanh -I X form of equation, it
has been shown that X"2 < 1; but for IR0 C - sin v,01 > I, which produced the tan-l.']"
form of equation, .9 .2 can be greater than 1. When .9 `2 is greater than 1, either an
alternate series for tan-1.')" n,t_eds to be used for convergence or a cot-1.9" function
can be used. However, with the use of half angles, it is possible to keep the argument
in the convergent range so that only the one form of equation is retained.
Application of Half-Angle Formulas
An inverse function can be expressed in terms of a half-angle as follows:
The 4/2 can be expressed in terms of .9" as follows
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2 1 + cos a
_ tan





1 + ¢1 + tan2_
I+ _/'[ +._. 2
£
= tan- 1 tan_£--'_ = tan- 1
2 k2/
tan- I .JI" = 2 tar.- 1
.,]'
1 + _/7 + .,).2
= 2 tan-iX 2 (B20)
Y'2 =
1 + _/7 +2) "2 (B2_)
The maximum value of 14 1 is _/2 for turbomachinery so the maximum value of
1_/21 is n/4. Therefore,
So the half-angle procedure reduces the argument of the series enough to make the
tan-12)" series always converge; thus, the series in equation (B19) always converges.
Before applying the half-angle procedure to the general equation, let us check the
procedure with the hyperbolic functions to see if the procedure is completely general.
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sir.h
-i sinh _ -I cosh
= 2 _anh = 2 tanh
cosh L + 1 c osh { + 1
cosh
= 2 tanh-1 tan.h { = 2 tanh-1 tanh
1 + sech _ 1 + _1"- tann 2
For L_t<_/2,




X2 = X (B23)
1+ _-X 2
Equations (B20) and (B22) are the same in application to the general eqt, ation when
the X's are defined the same. Remember the .,)" 2 in equations (1320) and (B21) is the
negative of the X 2 in equations (B22) and (B23). Thus, the half-a_tgle formulation in
general can be substituted into the general equation (B19).
E -_0 =K -K 0 -
aCRoC - sin K0) an _- - tan
2
1 + - X 2 R0C - sin K0) + tan 2 "tan + tan 2 + tan
,x )X +----+_X2+_2+. . (1324)3 5 7
where X2 is defined by equation (B9) and X 2 by equation (B23). The term
1 + _ - X 2 in turbomachinery nomenclature is
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-[1- 2]E %tan_- - tan-2 2R0C - sin %1 + tan _ tan + tan _ + tan
2 2
With some trigometric manipulation, the preceding equation becomes
I+ _- X2=l+
C +l(sinK - sink 0) - (sink 0. sinK)
2
C - sin 1 + tan K_tan :. tan _K+ tan cos K_COS
2 2 2 2
With the substitution of equation (4), the preceding equatioz, becomes
1+ _- X 2 = RoC-sinK0) +tan2tan +tan2 +tan cos2cos_-+CR 0 R
C - sin K0) + tan _-tan + tan K + tan cos _ cos
2 2 2 2
(B25)
/'--.'7-"
The term CR0_R/E0. as shown, yields the proper sign for the square root. The X
for the half-angie form can be expressed as
2
2 21 2 2J
_%c - ,_. "o) (1 .. "o_ .. " " z
['RoC -sinx0) 0+tan_-tanX--G/+tanX-+tanX01c°sX-c°sX-_0 [
2 2/ 2 2] 2 2 J
x -K 0[' _oC-"_'o)2]""2
sin .oleos --_ + st.'c +_0_+ CR0v.,,]
(B26)
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Now substitute equation (B25) into (B24} and reduce as follows:
i,' '4: " " ' t_ " " " " ' !' I
• 2
4_ RUt _,iri _0 '_ g
-1
• .: ? 2 : 2 2 2
l
" 2 " :: 2 Z
I
_IL _-1_ _())_, - -- X 2 X "t 't'"
I
o " "u " " "o f_ _ -' :
2 2 ) 0
\- N 4
(B2 )
After all the manipulation, the half-angle form of equation (B27) is no more compli-
cated than equation (B 19). It also has the advantage of t.be need of fewer series terms to
converge to a desired precision in calculation. The half-angle procedure can be repeated
to further reduce the nmnber of series terms needed. However, a further reduction of
the number of series terms complicates the coefficient term for the series to a much
greater extent than the first application of half-angles. So it was not considered useful
to carry it further. The number of series terms needed will be. shown later when the
operating form of the equation is finally established.
Use of a Sine Series to Effectively Cancel Large Terms
At this point, let us readdress ourselves to the problem of finding _ - _0 by the
subtraction of two nearly equal numbers. The problem can, to a large extent, be elim-
inated by further series treatment and cancellation of the large terms. Begin by re-




0=K - K 0 -
4(it0C - sin c 0} (2 _in
K - _:0
(RoC - sin _0}cos K - K0 ÷ sin- +"0 + CRo
4(RoC - sin K0)sin-
(RoC - sin Co)COS + sin-
2 X X
+--+--+ . .
+K0 /RR 5 7
2 + CRO _ooR
Application of e<tuation (7) for the sine series gives
• "UfLRUC _'r_ 'o .... *-2 .9 ' "_
1 ( 1- 2 4 ]h
• ' t'{it.i; -1-_tHoC- _In^.,ic,}s--4--[1 .... , ..... , . l- ---'=, [_"
lt_,l _ 4 I 4 / ;"' ,i / :,:_ 4 S Ij
I
'<_°{:-'"_"°}_'"-T-"'<_,," f - _._×4'....>',_ )
wher? D is a temporary symbolic representation of the denominator.
I -t 0
2 A " _B _ " _'0 . fl ,
_.-.<,, %<.:.... o,(_,... ,_ .... ....... <.,_,_J.__,,<+
............... L ...... 1.... S .... 2 .... !____
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'_.__3o ' /" - "o',
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(B28)
An example best illustrates the superiority of equation (B28) over (B27) for compu-
tational accuracy when R is relmti.vely large. Let R 0 = 1000, AS = 2, x0 = 45 °, and
K = 35 °. In equation (B27) the numbers combine as follows:
- _0 = (_ -_0 ) -
K - K0
4(RoC - sin K0)sin 2
K - K0 K _" K0 F'R
(RoC +sin K0)cos _+sin--+CR0_/_-YL
2 2 _R 0




= -0.1745329252 + 0. 1758159460 = 0.00128302 radian
Two orders of magnitude of precision are lost in the final operation, since the answer is
obtained by subL_:.ction of nearly equai numbers.
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-174 3292180
Series Representation of _._ - 1
If the cone radius becomes larger than that given in the example, a point will be
reached where computations by equation (B27) will not give a satisfactory engineering
answer. While equation (B28) as shown is much better, it is not foolproof either. At
R the term _]R/R 0 - 1 is the subtraction of nearly equal numbers. A serieslarge
representation can help this term too.
(,.,oI,,,R -1= P_0 -1:- + -1
Now using a binomial series expansion on the square-root term,
f xt_ 1_ 2
_(-_)(-
_)(.__-._o,1'4-








1 1 5 4
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In equa'ion (B29) the, fact(_rJal
is defined as the pr,.)duc! ,Jr n Irrm_ whi,*h .st,- trl,t,-=,--1,-*S t,_ _
gers n from I to n.
The ratio between series lermn 1_
2n' "; t_r all t_t,-
Zn.3R" RO
2" %
so the series obviously has poor coavergeJce prqpeMlc,s aB (R - 14LO)/R0 approaches I.
gives good precision, since I.414 - I - 0. 414. Therefore, ifa IJt_itcriterion on th_
loss of precision is set at one slgnificam fqtm'e, the range of _ is
0.9__ _-_.itokeep(WV_-'_-l)_0.L T,_;e,_,_,o.o.qRqRqRqRqRqRqRqRqRq__orre-
sponds to a maximum
With a limit on the variable in the series, an evaluation of the number of series
terms for a desired computational precision can be made. The series coefficients for
the first nine terms are shown in table II. For (R - Ro)//P_ = 0.21_ the first term is
Ov _
0.5 (0. 21) = 0. 105. The ninth term is 0.0!091(0.21) _ = 0.867x10- . This gives a ratio
of about 107 between the first and last terms for the worst case. Therefore, an appro-
priate equation for the stated criterion on an eight-significant-figure computer is
'°r '"'0)
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Combination of Term.,_ with V'._rthor I"s_, ,)f Trigonometric S(_rl,.,s
Equation (B28) is in a form that can Vivt, adequate prc"ision pr,)vLdc,ti wt, use enough
terms in the series representations. Let us look at the sint. s(n'_es *('r"n
2(ROC - sin K0)cos I 2 ), 0 ]_-,0 _,o_,-,0 , (_-_:0t +,_(_-,___0___!,_-:o) +..4 8 3! _ 4 / 5: ,. 4 7'.; 4 ." _
(B31)
At no other place in equation (B28) are the trignometric functions of (_ - ,,0 ), 4 or
(K - K0)/8 used, so they can be expressed in series form too if they combine in a decent
manner. Note that
._ g -K 0Z sin_ _0 = 1 - _'_s--
8 4
1 [1-2(_) 2 4'\--4-"-/"_ .\ 4 ] ']
]2 4 _ K0,: _k .kL2_ 4 , 4:\ 4 / 6'. 4 +'
Substituting this series into equation (B31) yields
": _o[(,___,__('-'0__ ,,{,-,0_' ,.,_-_o,_ , _i:,_:_ ]
]==(%c-m"°;_°"-T--[-_-. 5: _, ,_ - _'. \ 4 / 9: _, ,_ / '
Expressing COS(K - K0)/4 in series form too yields
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2tRoC - sm _0 I,
]
" -7:-,\-4--/ - "7t%- /
_.:_(,-,o_' __(m,o_.:_i(t_'_o__. ]
N
: 2_Roc- s_. 'oJ " _2.+ _'. " 't--7--/ j
Number of Trignometric Series Terms Needed
The number of series terms needed for a desired computational precision is de-
pendent on the magnitude of the series variable (K - K0)/4. For a selected precision
criterion, the maximum magnit'ade of (K - x0)/4 can be computed for a specific number
of series terms. For example, the sixth series term is
II" 211C--_) 213.'
The ratio of the sixth series term to the firstterm
is
,,2,o,3,
For an eight-significant-figurecomputer, a maximum relative error of 10-7 should be a
reasonable precision criterion. So for
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11.210- 3! l_ - _0/3'. ( 4 -<1°-_
i K - K0 i<- 0.6258 rad
I
4 I
that is, I_.- K01 <_ 143.4 °. For turbomachinery, _ - K0 will almost always be less than
140°, so fewer than six series terms usually will be needed for the selected precision
criterion. However_ the potentialsaving is hardly worth the extra logic, so six series
terms are always used.
The nesting principle is used in calculation. A specific coefficientcan be deter-
mined as the ratio of the n to n - 1 series terms
(_l_n+lC_n-1)2(2"-1)(,-,o__
C-l , -
c_= 1),. _ 4 )
= _ (2n - t). 22
(2n - 3)(2n + 1)(2n)
The series can be expressed as
With the application of the preceding equation, the working equation for the sine series
term of equation (B28) becomes
](2 = X 2 _ 4-__.33X 2 _ 4.,5 X 2 _ 4-"/ X 2 4-9 X2 4- 11 X
(2n + 1_,l 4.5 3-6-7 5.8-9 '7-10-11 9.12 13
= - _X 2 .....0"3 X 2 X2 13 X 2 11 X 2sss
5"/
Ntmlber,)f X 2 Series Terms Needed
Th,. r, n,alnlng ._,rles In equation (B28) to be investigated from a precision stand-
p,,in,i-,,th,-,m,.c,,ntalmng the X22 terms, where X_ is defined by equation (B26). The
3 5 7 9 2n+ I
(B33)
The rmtto _ ome Iprm to the previous one is (2n - 1)/(2n + 1)X i. At laxge values of n,
tl_ ¢oelll_,. approaches 1. So for the series to converge to a finite value, IX21 must
be 1,= _ 1_ However, if IX2l is less than 1/2, the series converges to a value no
larger tim= twice the magnitude of the first term. The number of terms Peeded in the
=erteq, to meet a precision criterion depende upon how much less than 1/2 the mas_tude
of X i Is. To get am idea of the magnitude of X 2 in turbom:_chinery, a search for a
maim= vaiue of IX_l cam be made.
Slmce X 2 is a ftmction of several variables, it would be helpful to have more infor-
mation abou*_ the variation of X22 in order to conduct an appropriate search for a maxi-
m= value of i X_l. For a start, note that C always willbe fini_.e for turbomachinery.
Then by equation (4), K = _;n when R = Rn. When K = K(_, ]{2 = 0 by equation (B26), so
it isshowntha, X_=0 when R=R 0. Thus, amaximum"lX2_neveroccursa t R=R 0-
Also, by implication, an effective way to search for ma._mum IX 2 may be to differ-
entiate X 2 with respect to R avd inspec t. for the location of any zero slopes.
Before differentiation of X i with respect to R, note that _ is a function of R. A
differential relation between them can be obtained from a combination of equations (1)
and (3).
dK = C._C__- (B34)
dR cos K
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However, from equation (4)
sin_ - sin_0 2
C = =
R - R 0
t< - _0
2 sin _ cos
_+K 0
2
R - R 0
Ii iR_C .t_,_O_2!sm
- _0 x + _0
*tO 2 Ct)S ----. - R O Sm 2 2
2 _a - a0)cos
- a,0 K + _0
sin- cos
2 2 (I+R-R 0
l
_,.3'-2"o. "o+_ _o.-7-X --T-+
. ,,+,,- f "+_o / "'"o_TR"\ s-Ro ]
. - [,. - _c_, .o+,_ oo.--T-/o- --7- +
(B35)
When R is within the practical turbomachinery limits of R0/2 < R < 2R 0, the
values of the group of terms in either the numerator or the denominator of the last term
in equation (B35) will never be zero. The conditions R = R0 and tRoC = sin K01 = 1
2 but these both occur at X 2 = 0. Therefore, the conclusion isyield zeros for dX2/dR,
that the variation of X 2 with R has no maximum or minim,,m at R * R0. Since X22
is also zero at R=R 0, themaximum _IX2[ ,_ccurs at minimum or maximum R. This
means that the maximum magnitude X22'-'can always be found at minimum or m_.xxmum R
for any combination of the two constants R0C and g0"
In table m, maximum values of IX_l are shown over the complete spcccrum of
R0C - sin K0 for a K0 of 70 °. The constant C is negative, as it usually is in turbo-
machinery, because g normally decreases with path distance from the inlet reference.
At the lower magnitude values of R0C - sin g0' the radius ratio reaches a limit first;
so AK is less than the imposed limit of 140 °. At the higher magnitude values of
R0C - sin K0, the AK limit is reached before the radius ratio limits. The use of such
a large AK limit requires the choiice of a relatively high K0 to keep both g0 and
within the In/21 limit. It turns out, however, that the choice of g0 is not important.
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The overall maximum value of X 2 occurs at the very large 1_9C - sin K0 values.
And at these very large IR0 C - sin _0I values, the R0C term completely dominates
the trigonometric functions of K0. So the overall maximum value of Ix_l _s 0 ,903 ,_r
any value of K0 that cangi-ea _I- K0 of-140 ° .
Since the maximum value of ]Xgl is less than 1/'2, the series (B33)is known to al-
ways converge to a finite value which is less than twice the magnitude of the first series
term. The number of series terms needed for a specified precision, of course, depends
on the magnitude of X22. The number of terms needed to give a relative error of about
10 -8 is shown in table IV for the range of X22.
For normal usage, iX21 usually will be quite low; so not many series terms are
needed. However, as many as 23 may be desirable for special eases. For good pro-
gram efficiel,cy, the number of series I. t'ms used was made a function of the magnitude
of X 2.
l_ange of Applicability for the E Equations
Equation (B28) is a satisfactory form to use for the vast majority of E - ¢0 calcula-
tions. However, it eventually becomes plagued with the subtraction-of-nearly-equal-
numbers problem for certain parameter combinations. Fortunately, this occurs as very
simple solution forms are approached. The first of these is [C[ << 1, for which equa-
tion (B12) is the solution. The second is
R - R 0 _< 1
R0
In this case, equation (9) becomes
where
= sin
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CR m CR m
P'- "o'_ t" +_o'_
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CR m
Using the sine series of equation (7) yields
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The approach used to establish when to use equations (BI2) or (B36) in place of
equation (B28) was simply to set up a computer program and calculate E - _0 wit'-,each
of the equations over the spectrum of constants. The reference value at each point was
equation (B28) calculated in double precision with the necessary extra terms in the
series. Equation (B28) gives the best accuracy except for very low AK and very high
R0/As. However, enough points were used in these questionable regimes to reasonably
well define parameter values at which a switch of equation should be made for better ac-
curacy of computation. The study showed thatby the choice of the best accuracy form of
can always be calculated with a relative error of 10-6 or less on an
equation, ( - E0
eight-significant-figurecomputer. The specific parametric values for the switches are
shown in table V. In the program the computation is for R A( rather than AC. Thus,
even though R approaches infinity,a physically meaningful and accurate value of the
circumferential component of a path can be obtained from equation (B36) with Rm
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transferred to the left side ,)f tilt. t.qu;_tz,.n "I'ht. t',,tt_l_ _tatt.,n ,,f ._.qd :_mt¢ r.t_hal tn,_ rj(:-




DEVELOPMENT OF CUBIC INTERPOLATION EQUATION
I,,4 y be the dep(,ndem variable _.tt some independent variable location
general cubic polynomial ior y is
y : a+bx +cx 2 + d-x3
x. The
(el)
To k,,ep the cubic coefficients small in applications, redefine the independent variable as
1 X : x _ 1 (C2)
x 2
where x 2 is the independent variable at the second point of the four-point sequence to
be curve fit. Thus. the general equation used becomes
y =A+BX +CX 2+DX 3 (C3)
The dependent variable v is ___.own at the four points, so there are four equations in the
four unknown coefficients. At the second point, when x = x2, X 2 = 0; so
A = Y2 (C4)
•The other equations are




Yl = A + BX4 + CX2 + DX34 (C7)
Subtraction of equation (C4) from each equation (C5) to (C7) gives
Yl - Y2
X 1






= B + C X 3 I)X3 (C9)
Using equation (C9) for each
Y4 - "2 2




Yl =c + r_x 1 ÷x 3)
Y2 Y3 Y2/ 1
X 1 X 3 IX I X 3
Y3 - Y2
X 3
>4.i Y2.1 _I - c + DtX3 + x 4)
X 4 /X 3 X 4
The equations for the cubic coefficients can be expressed as
D __
Yl /. Y2 Y3 - Y2 I . (Y3 - Y2
x, - x3 /x, -x 3 _, x3
Y4 - Y2_ 1
X I - X 4
Yl - Y2 Y3- Y21 IC = ......
\ Xl x3 IX 1 x3 D(Xl + X 3)





l>i.: _,t:i()p,Mi':,,7 tAF INTEGt{AqION EQ[ATIONS FOR A CI tHC SPL1NE
FIT OF BLAI)E-SECTION POINTS
I)(,v,:hqmldlt of Splint, I-:quation_
Iht, sphne curve lit used in this application is a specialized form of that presented
m rc-f_,rence 7. For completeness, this particular development beg_swith a summary
uf ti_,. basics from reference 7. The Rnowns are xR and Yk for k systematically
spaced points on a blade surface, where x k is a coordinate approximately along the
blade-segment chord and Yk is the normal coordinate. The coordinates of the transi-
/ton point, x t and Yt' are alse known. The transition point is used in its proper place
in the surface array if its relative distance to the nearest surface point is greater than
10 percent of tile c_wresponding increment between the systematically spaced points.
The surface points are fit with pieeewise cubits between the points. The joining
conditions between cubits at the points are continuous first and second derivatives, ex-
,.,pl at the transition point, where the second derivative is allowed to be discontinuous.
B_twe_:n l)Oillts tile second derivative is varied linearly so that a general y" can be ex-
[)r ¢,ssed as
v" : y" xk- x Yk x - Xk_l .:k-1 + for Xk_ 1- x_ x k (D1)
Xk- Xk-1 Xk- Xk-1
Integration ,ff equation (!)l) gives
v,: x k-- +cl
Xk - Xk- 1 2 /
(D2)
Integration of (D2) gives
_ ,, Xk_ + ClX + C 2
Y- Xk- Xk-1 -1 Xk +Yk 2
(D3)
In equation (D3) y =Yk_l at x =Xk_ 1 and y =yk at x =x k. Substitution of theseval-
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Substitution of equation (D4) into (D2) yields the general equation for y'
x k _
(D5)




Substitution of equations (D4) and (D5) into (D3) yields the general equation for y
y
y__l(Xk - x) 3 + y_(x - Xk_l )3
6(x k - Xk_l) + Ix "'x - Xk_l! 1 _Yk Yk _ k (x Xk_l)k - Xk-1
I t! 'X - !1
+ . .Yk:l Yk-1 t k Xk-1
LXk- Xk_ I 6 (x k - x)
(D7)
Joining Conditions for Curve Segments
At the junctions between the cubic pieces, the slopes are the same; that is,
v X v
y'( _(_)) -- y (k(+)). Also y"(Xk(_) ) = y' (Xk(+)), except at the transition point.
point x k other than the transition point,
So at a




1 Iy - V" (xk+l - xk)2Xk4 I- Xk k+l- Yk " k 2 + y]¢+I
(x k -




(.Xk, l 3- Xk-l) ,. (_xk÷l __ z/]-Xk_ ,, (Yk÷l_ - yk YR" Yk-l_
,, ," " = dk_ (D8)ak-lYk- I + bk-lYk + Ck-lYk+l 1
When the transition point is considered as one of the points of the array k, the equation
for the cubic junction at the transition point is
fl ,I 'I f|
atYk_ 1 + 2atYt(_) + ?btYt(+) + btYk+ 1 = dt (D9)
Additional Conditions Imposed
The unknowns in equations (D8) and (D9) are the second derivatives at the known
points. For the k p_ints, there are k - 2 cubic equations. Also at the transition
point, there are two y ' values at one point; so three more equations are needed for a
solvable set. The norm:d procedure is to specify end restrictionsfor two of the equa-
tions. For this " '.....api,,,, ,_ion,itis probably best to specify a curvature relation. Since
the blade elements are circular-arc-type segments, the blade sections normally aLso
will be nearly circular arcs. Thus, a reasonable end condition should be specification
of end-point curvature equal to thai of the adiacent point. However, curvature is
y' + , where y' is an unknown too. So a direct solution,ifpossible, is a
littlemore complicated than is justifiable. Alternatively, a three-point circular-arc
fitof the end points was used initiallyto determine a factor relation between the end two
y" values so that the set of equations could be solved with the direct approach.
The equation for a circle is
(x - a)2 +(y-b) 2 =R 2 (D10)
From differentiation of equation (DIO), the slope is
y, = x- a (DII)
y-b
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Since only the equationfor y' is needed, it is not necessary to solve for R. However,
the.knownconditions are coordinates of the three points, so R must be eliminated from
the three equations in the three unknowns a, b, and R. When the squared terms in
equation (D10) are expanded, R, a 2, and b 2 are eliminated by subtractiou of the equa-
tions applied at the three points, if the equation fgr the center point of the set is used
in both subtractigns, the resulting equations for the desired constants can be expressed
as
CY3 - Y2)(Xl - x2) - (Yl - Y2)(x3 - x2)
2a =
xI - x2
When the constants are substituted into equation (Dll), the general slope equation can be
expressed as
(x2 -Xl)(Y3-Y2)(2x-Xl -x2) - (x3 -x2)(Y2 -Yl)(2x- x3 -x2) + (Y3 - Yl)(Y2 -Yl)(Y3-Y2)
yt =
(x3 - x2)(Y2 - Yl )(2y" Yl - Y2) - (x2 - Xl)(Y3 - Y2)(2y - Y2
-y3) + (x3 - Xl)CX2 - Xl)(X3 -x2)
(DI2)
The application of y' is in the factor relation between y"
stant curvature. So for C 1 = C 2
and





 y ,21fl .....
(DI3)
The sa_me procedure, of course, is used at each end of the surface curve.
The third additional equation is needed at the transition puir.t, where there is a dif-
ferent curvature on each side of the point. The condition is imp_;sed through a curvature
ratio at the transition point. The particular curvature ratio is calculated from a three-
point finite difference calculation on each side of the transition point.
" [ ' 233/.2cR: ck+__a _Yk._ !
Ck-, ÷,,,k÷,,q
CR=
Yt-.__Yk+._l - Yk÷l - Yk+2 /i _ x
Yt " Yk-1
xt - Xk_l Xk+l Xk+2 ' 0 _- (Xk. l
x t - xk+ 2 i t Xk- 1l-
Yk-1 - Yk-2 Yt - Yk-1 '* _Yk_l " Yt
-- " _ 1.0 + (Xk+ 2
Xk_l Xk_ 2 x t Xk_ I i _Xk+l xt
Xk_ 2 - xt
_ Xk-2 ) + Yk-I - Yk-2 (xt _ Xk_l)
Xk_ 1 - Xk_ 2
Yk+2 - Yk+l (xk+1 _ xl
- Xk+ I) + -








_it /..itThe curvature ratio is equal to Yt(+) Yt(-) because the slope is the same on both sides
of the transition point. Since this curvature discontinuity is computed by finite differ-
ence methods for interpolated points, it was judged that a better overall surface cur-e
representation of a blade section is obtained with some smoothing of the discontinu:ty.
In the program, the magnitude of the C R used is the O. 7 power of the C R obtaine_
from equation (D14).
Method of Solving for Unknown y"
There are now enough equations to determine all the unknown y". Usually, the
tridiagonal matrix is solved by Gauss elimination of variables from one end of the curve
to the other end, followed by backward substitution. However, the imposition of the un-
usual condition at the transition point of the curve can cause some complication. To al-
low for some versatility for each change of the transition-point condition, a modified
approach was used. With the modified approach, Gauss elimination is used from both
ends to the transition point, the transition condition is applied, andbackward substitu-
tion is usedto eachend. In parametric equationform, the equationsfrom an endaxe
y_, ,,= flY2
tt _t t!
alY 1 +blY 2 + clY 3 :d I
tt tt t!
a2Y 2 +b2Y 3 + c2Y 4 --d 2
a3Y' 3' + b3Y'; + c3Y 5': = d 3
a t! tt ttkYk + bkYk+ ! + CkYk+ 2 = dk
For the Gauss elimination, it is desirable to set up a standard form.





tt e ttYk + kYk+l = hk (DIG)
h I = 0. Application of equa._ion 0316) to _D15) gives
t it #t t#
ak_h k - ekYk+ 1) + bkYk+ 1 + CkYk+ 2 = dk
(bk -a e " " " = -k kJYk+l + CkYk+2 dk akhk
Yk+It' + /b ck '_"' = dk- akhkk-akeJ "k+2 _kk akek
tt z e _ ttYk+l + _ k+l)Yk+2 = hk+l
ck
ek+ 1 -
bk - ake k
and
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d K - akh k
hk+ 1 -
b k - ake k
The same procedure is used from each end, so at the transition point the equations are
,, ,, (DIT)
Yk-1 + ek-lYt(-) = hk-1
and
tt t!
Yk+l + ek+lYt(+) = hk+l
Using equations (!)17) and (D18) in equation (D9) gives
at(2 - ek_l)y_i_ ) + ht(2 - ek+l)Y_i+) = dt - athk_ 1 - bthk+ 1
tt
Equations (D14) and (D19) are two linear equations in the unknowns Yt(-)
they can be readily calculated.





The other y" values are found by track substitution
Area and Moments integrals
Once the spline-curve coefficients, y" values, are established, general surface
points then can be located by using equation (IT/) for the appropriate interval. The gen-
eral equation can also be integrated to give areas and moments for the piecewise seg-
ments. These can then be summed to locate the blade-sect/on center of area. The de-
velopments for the following integrals are for a _egment with the y distance being from
the y = 0 axis to the curve.
\
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= / xk . : /XkydxA Of dv dx
Xk. 1 "Xk. 1
xk ,_v
Jxk_ _ t 61Xk Xk- I )
YkXk - Xk- I Yk(Xk-Xk-1).l_x Xk_l) _ I Y_k:l['_k - Xk- 1 6 j(x k - x
-y_. l(Xk - x) 4 + y_'(x - Xk.I)4 I" Yk
=_ 24(x K - Xk_l) ÷ [.x.k-xk-!
Yk'(Xk-Xk-l)](_" Xk-l_2- I Y_k-I
6 j 2 LXk" Xk-I
Y_'_l_Xk-Xk" 1!I #Xk- x{2_ xk
[_ Yk ÷ Yk-I _ Xk_l)2l(Xk _ Xk_l )
"I
" 24 (Xk J
(D20)
A_= _xk tr-I _ x dy d.x - jfTxkxk.l yxd.x
.
='_'_''_'[[4(xk-x)5°Sxklxk-x)4]÷y'_[4('-'k'l;5"$xk-1{x°xk'l)4]_. r Yk Ykl'Xk-Xkol)l:x3 x 2 Xk_| ) .r-yk-i 'k-liXk'Xkol)'Z_x2x. x_, xk
_ Xk - Xk-l_6 k_2Xk ÷ Xk-1) ÷ Yk'l{Xk ÷ 2Xk- 1)
xk_l)2 _'1(x k -




=1 fXk ,_.Yk- z(xk - x)3 + Y_(X - Xk- 1)3 [ Yk
2 _ "L" 6-_Xk -- Xk-" + Xk - Xk-1
Xk- 1
,,c,,- ,-,'l, ,+ [. Ell-].. Yk-I ( k- k-I ) (X k -X
" 6 J x -Xk. 1/ LXk- Xk- z
dx
:1+ + 2
= 8(y y"+y y" )+"/(y y" +y y") 4" 31YkYk-l]
xk'Xk-lk_6 YkYk-1 _-I-_ klz k-I k-I k k-I k-I k] ('k-Xk-l)2"_{|6[(yk'2+(yk-l)2160" .... '_(Xk'Xk-|l'_ "I
(D22)
Other spline segment integrals that are needed for the terminal calculations are
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<oJxK Y X2 dy (ix = _,'x (ixIyy = - 1




_ Xk - Xk_ I
12
- (Yk- + Yk t zYk-184 k-I [35 " 1)2 + Yk/J
k
(D24)
+ yk[29(y__ 1)2 .... 2" 35y_'_ (Xk - Xk- 1)2 {7(Y__ 1)3 + Yk [20(Yk_ 1)2 ÷ Y_(2Oy_- 1 ÷ 7Y_)]}/_+Ykt_ Yk-i + K] " 6
Ixy
= xy.dy dx = dx
2
-1 Xk-I
Xk_Xk_l[y2k_l(3Xk_l,_k. ) ÷'k[ 2(xk-l÷xk)yk-l÷yk(xk-1 3Xk) ] (x_-x k 1)2(y r . o,
+ - K _..- k_l[Xk_l(SYk. 1 + 4Yk) .,. 3Xk(,__l + y_)]
24




_S_k J,.i°" ".4 dy dx SXk y&4 d ".
-I Xk_ 1
- r _ 2
" * 2XkXk-I + Xk-l' * _k-l(" k -1
3O
9
+ 3XkXk-1 + " - *
(D26)
Ixxvv = y2x2 dy dx _ x _ dn_
3
_ x _
....... . . _ .2 , 2 . _,_._i 2 2 3,_ ,). :._<.... _< _,<-'<k-,'<_<-0Xk- Xk-t "3 l:x_ ¢ xiC_'k" 1 : ";;-1) " i._ k, 3Xk 6XkXk_ l + yk_ 1),k(6Xk 6XkXk_ 1 3[,02 2'
'..80 "k _ - * + " - * +
I.
lXk - XK 1J2/2 ., "_ ,, ,, 9 2 \





• .,°4_,)+ :-,_,,,_': t_4- _.:__, +_,4_,)+,-_,..i;_(,_-f<+,_<:,<_,+,,xD,)
(D27)
_here
Ixxxx = y4 dy dx = _5 dx
5
X . X _
\
?5
Yl<'-l(Xk-X)3+yk(x- Xk-1)3 [yk÷ Yk'(Xk-_:k-l!](x_ Xk_ 1)Y = 6(Xk - Xk-1 ) Xk - Xk-1 6
Yk-i -Vk'-l(Xk-Xk-1] - x) {DT)
+ (x k
Xk " Xk- 1 6
Since expansion and integration of this equation is very complicated, a simplification was
used. Note that for axial-flow compressor blade sections, the ma_ximum value of x
(ehordwise direction) with respect to the center-of-area reference is always greater than
the maximum magnitude of y. So x 4 dx dy will be larger than y4 dy dx. Consequently,
fix dx dy over the blade will always greater fly4 dy.be than dx Thus, the inte-
gral under consideration is essentiallya second-order term for the blade-section twist
stiffnesscalculation. The use of a reasonable approximation in _e computation of a
second-order term should not significantlylower the accuracy of the computed twist
stiffness. The approximation used is an average y" for the increment.
y" cy _1+YD
2
" and " in equation (DT) thenThe general equation for y by substituting y" for Yk-1 Yk
reduces to
y
yk(x - Xk_l) + Yk_l(Xk - x) y"(x - Xk_l)(X k - x)
Xk - Xk- 1 2
Integration for Ixxxx gives
Xk-Xk-lfy 4 Y"(xk-Xk-1)2f5 4+ +8YkYk3 1+ 5y4_1
= + + + + YkYk.i - + YkYk_l
ixxx x _ 5 Y_'Yk-1 YI_"Y2k-I Y2ky3-1 +y5-1 14 [Yk 8Y3kYk-I 922
Y"iXk-Xk 1 )2/ 3 2
f
y"(Xk- Xk_l)2f
+_YkYk-1 + Yk-1 y'''_xk-xk-l) [° 2*8 +5 2 Y"(Xk__Xk-l) I_H _




DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR bLADE-SECTION END AREA
AND MOMENT CORRECTIONS
The spline integrals properly summed give the major part of the moment values for
a blade section. The remaining parts needed are obtained from end-circle corrections.
The geometric shapes used for the end corrections are the sector of a circle and two
trapezoids (fig. 5).
Area and Moments of End-Circle Sector
The blade-end-circle size and location are determined from the blade-section sur-
face end-point coordinates and slopes, which are known from the spline curve fit of the
interpolated surface points. In general, the four conditions of two points and the slopes
at the points are an overspecification for a circle, which is a second-degree equation
with three constants. Since preservation of surface continuity is of first-order priority,
the compromise is made with slope. The condition imposed is equal slope difference be-
tween the end circle and the surface at the suction- and pressure-surface end points.
The geometric placement of the blade-secUon end circle is shown in figure 11.
To give r L = ru, the equations for the end-circle center coordinates are
xc =x U+r U sin(_U+AK)
and
Yc = YU - rU COS(KU + AK)
Xc =x L- rLsin(K L+AK)
Eliminate x c and Yc
Yc = YL + rL c°S(KL +AI¢)
by subtraction:
xU - xL : -ru[sin(,:U + At) + sin(KL + Ag o
YU- YL = rU['°S(Ku + &K) + COS(KL + AK)]
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Eliminate r U by di-,ision:
Expandtile trigometric functio_ to get the solution for -_x:
(x U _ x L) (cos _U cos AK - sin x U sm .X_ + cos _L cos _x - sin _L sin _X_)
= -(Yu - YL )(sin XU cos A_ + cos x U sin ,X_ +sm xi, cos .Xx + cos KL sin A_)
E(y U - yL)(COS KU + cos x L) - (x U - XL)(sin. U + sin XL)lsm ._x
: -_x U - XL){COS KU + cos KL) + (Yu - YL )(sin _U + sin KL)]COS .X_
tall AK = sin AK
C03 AK
_ (xU - XL)(COS xU + cos KL) + (Yu - YL )(sin_U + sin x L) (El)
(Xu - XL)(sin _U + sin xL) - (Yu " YL )(c°s XU + cos xL)
For computing purposes, the more appropriate equation for r U is
YU- YL
r = rU = (cos xU + cos XL)COS Ax ° (sinxU + sin XL)sin Ax
(E2)
because YU is never equal to YL' whereas xU may equal xL.
The area of the leading-edge end-circle sector, which is shown in figure .',I.is
where
are
_+_L r 2 r2rdr dc_ = -_-de =_-(,+e L- 0 U) (E3)
"O U
tJL=XL+AX and OU=xU+&K. The first moments of the end-circle sector
- 78






r2 ] =+dL r 3= XC -_- :_ # _ COS "_3
) U U
r 3
- --- (COS "
:Xxc 3 U ÷ "os :,L ) (E4)
(Yc + r cos _)r dr d0 =
_+_*L r2 (-- Yc
0 U
2 )+-- r cos 0 dr,3
r 2 It+OL r 3 I _+OL r 3
=YcTO[Ou +3 sinO[ou =AYc " 3- (sin 0 U+ sin OL)
(E5)
A similar development for the trailing edge gives slightly different results. How-
ever, a general similarity is restored by using the negative of the trailing-edge area,
r 2
A =m(0 L. OU_ ,7) (E6)
2
in the precethng and following moment equations. This procedure gives negative values
for all trailing-edge area and moment values, but it is a convenience in the program to
use the same coding for both ends.
For the terminal calculations, higher moments axe also used. Such equations for
thr end circle follow:
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-j(__LI+_L_0 r .)2
lx - r sin r dr d,'
Iyy c
:+'_L/. 2 2 2x c r sin2_ _
r 3 sin _ 4ix r
_U
t sin• r'+0L /2Xcr3 '+'L L
J U U
Ix _) 2r3Xc 42 + A (cos d U+cos 0 L) - r__sin(O L-
,c 3 8
Ou)COS(0 U + 0L) (ET)
;+OL _0 r: (Yc + r cos O)2r dr dO
Ixx jO U
O_U =+o L _ 1
/y2cr2 2r3y c r 4
: +_cosO +_cos 2
2 3 _ /
dO
r3yc sin + -_-\2 +
: '_]_'u \-7 /_u
sin 20t _;+_L
4 OU
_) 2r3yc 4= (Yc + A (sin _U + sin _L ) + r sin(0L _
\ 3 8
Ou)COS(O U + o L) (E8)
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(xc cos '.= Yc sin .,.,)r3 4 }_ r sin _,cos _ d¢,4
(E9)
= XcYc:% - -_-r3 [Xc(Sin v L + sin _U) + Yc(COS 0 L + cos OU) ] - r28 (sin 0 L - sin _U)(sin 0 L + sin 8 U)
lyyyy = (x c - r sin _)4 r dr d_
(El0)
= 2"- c 3 sin _ ÷6x c-4 _ - 4xc-5 sin39 +--6 sin4 d_;




+ .n201 L.r _,13.(2 si }l --I ....
JJU #,\8
+ 4r2)(cos0U + cos 0L) + r2(sin2x. sinKL + sin_U sin2Y.U)]
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r ,':,s * 6v 2 r4 r5 3 6._ 4.). , Co8 2' _ 4V _ , c_,s d-._ , -- -- ",t; :' #3 ' 4 "c 5 6
.÷.,
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"lj
yc4+3 2 2: _ Yc r + ITf
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- r y + {.';in 2. L - sin 2..U) - r _sln 4. L
24
?Y÷'L
_In 2 r' 4" sin 4 "_
4 32 ]_U
(Eli)
- sin 4-'I_ _
S+_L Z "r 0)2(yc
Ixxyy= JPU (xc - rsin + r cosu. _ r dr de
#+0L r2 . 2 r3 cos _ - ZXcY c -_- sin _ + c°s2e + Yc 4- sln2e
_'8 U
_ cos2_ _ _r6 sin2e cos2_,de_]
5 6 J
x2r 4 _'+0 L
_+OL "c (8 + sin 2t_\
29" r2 "+'L " _ X2cYcr3(sin "+SL 2 Xcy2r3(c°s e)eU )'U
• +e Ls 3 _+% ,'sin
• 2 _+OL+ 2 5 _ _+O.+ 2 _,+r (cos _I_XOU ! sin 4_
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Area nnd MOlnents of Trapczo:e_
In addition t. the end cir.?lt.s. _,,.lues for the two _rapt,zoLckil pieces (as sho,,vn in
fig. 5) are also needed to properly acc,,unt for the blade-section erd_ left from the._,pline
integrals. The following, equations f_r the trapezoids use the nomenclature of figure ll"
A=!
2 (xc - xt')(Y:: ' + yc) + -2 (xL - Xc)(YL * yc)
= i : (E:3)
2 (xc " xuI(Yu - yL) + -2(xL - xvilVL_ 4 yc )
A,,: = (x c - Xu)Yc
_C + XU 2x.- _- x x +x L
+-'2 (xc - Xu)(Yu " yc)- _3 c _ (x L- Xc)Y L.c 2
2x c + x L1
+- (x L - Xe)(y c - yL)
2 3
x c - x U
6 EYc(2Xc + x U) + Yu(2Xu _-Xc)_ +
x L - x c
6 EYL(Xc + 2xL) + Yc(2Xc + XL)_-]
(E:4)
Yc 1
- Xu)Yc 2 + 2 (xc
Y__L_L1 _
_ Xu)(y U _ yc) YU + 2Yc + (x L _ Xc)Y L + _ (x L Xc )
3 2 2
Yc + 2YL
x (Yc - YL )
3
; , U + YuYc + YC) + _ +
Higher moments for the trapezoidal-shaped pieces are needed in the terminal calcu-
lations. The ,alues ol these highe_ moments were found by integration. For the trape-
zoid with a corner at the suction-surface-curve ond point,
Y -- Yc + (x - x c)
YU - Yc
x U - x c
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The form of this equation for integration is a + bx where
a=y C- xc
YU " Yc
xU - x c
and
b YU - Yc
x U - x c
xc Y x2 _ _ +
I_= L Yx 2dy_ = yx2 _+
C C
fTu-,fl,, "'. _ _a-,ft.,= _ Xc " Yc_2_+ _ _+ Xc





YL - Yc x 3 dx
x L - x c
= - X C _ + - X c ÷
c -- - c XL 4/x
: _,,c-,,,,_._ -":v,,,,. .4)+' ''_-'c[-_(-'c..,,e:,,+4),-
Xu_ Xc]X c XcXU 4x U x c
+,,,., o ,, ,,,.-,_cr.,.(.t,-.,.,o.',,_)-o
. xL _ Xc t.,
_ - Xc(YU - ye) -
_"_",,_'_(x_,._c.,.,--4),- ,,_"(,,_÷,o,,u÷4)- ''_ '_43 4
+ (xL- Xc}Yc (X2c. XcXL+ x_..) - Xc(YL "' yc) (XC2+xex L + x2)+ _L° Y.______CX3L (E16)
3 12 4
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IX. x =
y2 dy dx + x[ . dy cLx cLx -_ -- cLxv 2 v
J
c 'U c
/,c /,, [ , xl 1(a U > buX)3 + bLX)3 (a U c3 d:_ (aL " +-.b-L'x) + !aL + bLx,4 xL= + 3 d_'- 12b I 12b Ix
JXu -- c
y . y 14"_Xc
j
+ (X _ Xc ) YL-VC141 xL
/ gc x L - xcJ
x L - x c ]
AXc
¢,E17)
_ ('-u-*_c(- Y_)+ (*L"*c)(Y_- _'_)=
12(y U - yc ) 12(y L - yc )
+- + YcYL
12
Ixy _ xy dy ctx • xy dy d._
.,_ X¢,
x¢ /x L
,,a U + buX)2
2
(a L + bLX)2
I 2
\Xu - Xc ] \xu - xc/ J xU L \x L - x,.. I
• . _ ,=,. ,,
2
_x I - xc/
• J xc
x L - x c
(E18)
x Y x 4 ,i', d:¢ ,.4 ,i,, _tx
Iyvyy =
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DEVELOPMENT OF BLADE BENDING MOMENT EQUATIO_IS
The centrifugal force on a blade mass element dm is
(FI)
For a thin blade section, this force is approximated by
dF : _ w2r (F2)
12g
A corresponding bending moment on _hls blade element is
dM : dF. l (F3)
Bending Moment from Centrifugal Force Acting with a Meridional Plane Lever
The net effect of centrifugal force on a thin blade section can be considered as a
summed force acting at the center of area of the blade section. This force acting with a
lever arm in the meridional plane can be expressed as
r - Ih
dM = dF_ tan _
12
where x is the stacking-axis lean shown in figure 12.
r t
Ma = pw 2 tan
144g
h
Ar(r - rh)dr = tan x = (Ca)tan X
(F4)
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Definition of Tip Volume Element for Moment Corrections
When the end streamlines are sloped, the prrvlous summation is not complete. The
wedge-shaped e:_cessand decrement masses ,'rom [he tip blade section should be ac-
counted for because their centers _f m:,s_ ,,.re far from tlJe st_ckim.,, axis (fig. 7}. The
material at the hub, for practical purposts, can be considered as part of the blade base;
so no moment correction is made for the offset hub material.
The reference plane for excess volume definiuon passes through the stacking-line
intersection of the end of the blade at the tip (fig. 12). The hright of an element of ex-
cess volume is the radial distance from the local tip edge of the blade to the reference
plane. The side surfaces of an element of volume are apprgximated by radial projection
of the reference section shape. In the tip region, the blade camber is usually quite
small; so a simple linear fit between the blade-section definition points was used. The
resulting equation for the path between surface points is a line
Yk(X - Xk_ I) + Yk_l(Xk - x)
y : (F5)
Xk - Xk- 1
The moments are needed in the axial and tangential directions. Since the wedge ele-
ments are also more naturally defined in an axial-normal coordinate system, the surface
definition equations are redefined in the rolated coordinates shown in figure 13.
z : x cos ) y sin ) (F6)
n =: x sin_ + y cos:. (FT)
The coordinate z is the new independent variable, and n is the new dependent variable.
Tu get a relation between x and z, use equation (F5) in (F6). The result is
Z(Xk - Xk- 1) - (YkXk - 1 - Yk- lXk )sin y
x = (F8)
(Xk - Xk-l)C°S ) - (Yk - Yk-I )sin y
Substitution of equations (F5) and (FS) into (F7) _l_ _-; ,n, rotated form for
knowns and the independent variable
n in terms of
Xk - Xk-l)sin Y + (Yk - Yk-I )c°s -/]z + Yk_iXk - YkXk_i
n = (F9)
(Xk - Xk-l)C°S ¥ - (Yk - Yk-I )sin}'
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(Xk - Xk-1)sin _ + (Yk - Yk-1 )c°s )




(Xk - Xk-l)C°S T - (Yk- Yk-1)sinT
Tip Correction Moment for Centrifugal Force Acting in Meridional Plane
The be'_ding moment associated with forces acting in the meridional plane is defined
as positive in the counterclockwise direction in figure 12. The differential moment for
the tip correction can be expressed as
dM = dm 002_l
where r is the average element radius
.. aM _ d(Vol)_27rt
g
dM =-fl---144_(ns-np}Z.tana dzw2r[z+ (rt- rh)tank] (F10)




Z_l_ re 2 np)rZ
tan '_('_s - [z _ (r_
144:: rh)tan _] ¢t2.
z + B (A ;' + F't) ' • . it" rt t,.), , ;<)..
" n= 1 Zll-1
The integral is applicable between surface points alter the eqLlati_n.g f,}l line s_.n:_.1;t_
have been substituted. Since the constants change for a l)Uim un either surlac, . the.
number of summation terms is 2k- 2, where k is the number ,d p, dm_ _,t, ,a.L ._,lr-
face. The term r was removed from the integral because it is relativeh ;nd.p,,ndon'_
of z for the integration increment between surface points.
2t "..L /,,;[
Maa : a'*---Ag-n-'-' _ r " _A s -
144g "n I
Al)_Za - - Bp);_ 2 - ;-2 . tlq _ _, 1
,B dz + {r t rh}tan _ r: A._ A .. P ,.j,....
r,-I
N
' Z} ',]'I l ,I4 "n _'n ,3 •_ tan _ r- A s - Ap) " -_ B - Bp) z3 • (r! - rh)tan , A - A _ .... B 1_ :'i '
• n i ' /l 1 n-1 - J_
N
n,l
. n n-._J _au_ , iz n - .,n_l)
4
• ."As___ (z3z2z .. ,.2 . z 3 ,_. Bs_-B£ "" z 2 ) rh,,.an If"--A .:, ,. : b P4 _n n ); 1 'n r 1 e-l/ 3 (z2n+ZnZn-l" r,-I *(r! , :; /n'':( !'"r I " "
2
D a * Cda tan
• . _ i •
(_-_)
The previous summation carried from the leading-edge-circle center to the trailing-
edge-circle center. The edge circles have the largest element height, so they are ac-
counted for too. The approximations used are illustrated in figure 14. An end semi-
circle is used, with the shaded areas considered to approximately compensate each
other. The center of area of the end semicircle is 4re/3;; from the circle center. The
end-circle moment additions are expressed as
---p_2r r'r2e [z 4re + {r t rh)tan a] !F12_Mda 144g 2 (z e tan o) e _ 3a
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The minus sign ls us¢'d1,)rthe.h,adl_v-edge c,.rcle,,andthe plus sign for the trailing-
edge circh..
Stackin_-Axi._ Lean An_h, from a M,gment Balance tn Meridional Plane
When t,quations (F4). (FI1). and (FI2) are summed, the bending moment due to
centrifugal force of the blade mass ts expressed m terms of the lean angle X as
M a = D a + C a tan x
The lean angle which will balance the axial component of the steady-state gas bending
moment Mba is then readily availabte from the moment balance
Idba + bt a = 0
Mba+D a+C a tanX =0
SO
(Fl3)
tan A Mba + Da= (F14)
C a
Stacking-Axis Lean Angle from a Moment Balance in r-0 Plane
The procedure of determining a stacking-axis lean angle in the r=0 plane is similar
to that used in the meridional plane. The bending moment produced in the r-e plane by
centrifugal force acting at the :enter of area of blade sections has the same form as
equation (F4),
= (Ct)tan n (F15)
where C t is equal to the C a of equation (F4). The moment Is positive in the counter-
rotational direction.
For the tip correction moment, the differentialmoment arm is expressed with a dif-
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(F16)
For the end semicircles, the equation is
Mdt =P _2_r ar2
144g 2 zetan o[- ne+(r t-.-rh)tan q] (F17)
When equations (F15}, (F16), and (F17) are summed, the moment equation in terms
of the tangential lean angle is
M t =D t+C ttan77
The gas bending morn at Mbt is calculated with the opposite sign convention of the mo-
ment produced by ceutrifugal force. Thus, the moment balancing equation in the r-_
plane is
Mt - Mbt = 0
D t + C t tan ,7 = Mbt
l_j t - D t
tan _1 - (F18)
C t
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t_:a¢te-ElernentCoordinate Adjuounents Associated with
Stac_ng-Axis LeanAdjustments
"!_'I_cblade-edgecoordinates changewith changesin stacking-axis lean. These
'.'i_ap4:'-s can b,_ approximated by b_ade-element tr:mslations on the cone. Thus, the shift
,:.f blade-e(t:r,' coordinates for a bla6e element is assumed to be the same as the shift of
the atackintz-a_s intersection with the blade element. Tt'..e geometry associated with the
shifts is shown in figure 15, where a n is the new stacking-axis lean in the meridional
plane and ;t0 is the stacking-axis lean from the previous iteration. The equations for
the three lines are
rn _ ro = (z n - Zo)tan o, (F19)
z0 _ Zh = (r 0 _ rh)tan )to (F20)
Zn _ Zh = (r n _ rh)tan Xn (F21)
To elm, inate
Then, {_) ,:li L i0.a_e
be expr,, ss{,tt aa
Zh, subtract equation (F20) from (F21).
zn - z 0 =(r n - rh)tanX n- (r 0- rh)tan a 0
rn, ",.,so _quation (F19) in the precec]ing equation. The z shift can
The
z n - z0 -
(r 0 - rh)(tan )tn - tan X0)
1 -tan ottanx
n
r ahift from the use of equation (F22) in (F19) is
(F22)
rn - r0 =
(r 0 - rh)(tan Xn - tan )t0) tan _ (F23)
1-tanc_tanX n
Th,.' bl, ide stacking-axis lean angle X is not directly stored in the program. R is
calculated from stacking reference points at the hub and tip. Since the hub point is the
fixed rcferen_'e stacking point, it is necessary to relocate a point at the tip to conform
with the new a. The new tip reference point will be assumed to lie on a line which
passes through the old reference point with the slope of the tip blade-element cone.
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_mce me tip casing wall may be _'urv_d, the new tip reference point may be slightly off
the physical wall; but this is of no consequence since the point is only used for a
stacking-point reference. The equation used for zn - z 0 in the program appears dif-




BLADE-ANGI.E CORRECTION F_OM LOCAL STIREAMLINE
SLOPE TO LAYOU-I-CONESLOPE
The differentialblade-element-cc_e an_le c. rrection from a local direction c_ to
the layout-cone direction o_c is illustrated in figure 16. The equation used to express
the relation is
tan K C =
rd_-r &--_(dr-dr c)
r de, c ar
dm c dm c
:_rd___.._Od/,_. r a._.O_(dm)sin a - (dmc)sin eCc
dm _dmc] _r dan e
r de) os a r _-_
-  g T TJ-




COS 0 C cos a_c sin a,- cos a sin ac&)
r--
Cos O _r cos
cos o e 00 sin(a - ac) (GI)
= tan _st r--
cos _ _r cos a
In equation (G1) the blade angle on the layout cone is expressed in terms of the _ direc-
tion angles, the blade-edge angle on the local streamline, and r(a0/Or) Th_ only un-
known is r(a0/Or), which must be determined from a fit of blade-element en, l points
across stacked adjacent blade elements. Since the blade-element end points were set
up in a common coordinate system in subroutine POINTS, the end points axe curve fit
directly for the slope r(d0/d/). Since for normal blading the slope is relatively low, a
simple three-point parabolic curve fit was considered adequate.
The curve-fit _alue, r(dO/dl), can be related to r(aO/ar) through the directional
derivatives associated with the geometry shown in figure 17.
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d. _- dr dz =-, ,',_
r _ -- r . l........ r-- cos ._ . r-" sin._ (G2)
dL .r d/ z d/ -r ,-:z
Another equation in terms of the known partials is the one for the definition of the blade
angle on the cone.
tan_c : r d_____: r _:_ dr + r ' = r--sin _c +r-c°s a c (G3)
dm c Or dm c ;.z dm c _r _z
The elimination of 30/?z between equations (G2) and (G3} yields an expression for
r(O0/ar). After some trigonometric manipulation, the equation can _ expressed as
r aO rdO cos a c k
-- = - tan Kc (G4)
ar dl cos(t_ c + _t) cos(a c + _t)
Now there is a choice either of substituting equation (Cr4) into (G1) so that r(d0/d/)
is stored and used directly or of using these equations separately so that r(d0/dr) is
stored. The latter approach was used in the program because of procedural considera-
tions. First, note that it is not desirable to compute r(d0/d/) as needed when calcu-
lating successive streamlines because a different level of iteration would have been made
on the ends of the curve used for the fit. So instead, curve fits for r(d0/d/) are made
after the same level of iterative adjustments has been made for all blade elements.
Secondly, the direction of 1 changes during stacking-axis lean adjustments, so it was
considered fundamentally better to save r(d0/dr) between iterations since the deriva-
tive direction is constant. Thus, the procedure in the program is to obtain r(dS/dr)
values from equation (G4) with the curve-fit value of r(d0/d/). These r(d0/dr) values






"rhetorsion constant is a geometry paran_eterwhich is used for both st, ess and







_0 U t 3F= dU
(31)
A is the section area, t is the thickness normal to the blade-section median line, and
U is the length of the blade-ser'tion median line. The blade-section geometry param-
eters are illustrated in figure 18.
Unfortunately, the blade sections are not defined in terms of a median line and thick-
ness. They are defined by 13 points on each surface. These points, however, have al-
ready been curve fit for the purposes of determinil_ blade-section areas and moments.
The surface curves provide sufficient information to calculate a blade-section thiclmess
everywhere. ]?he trace of the median points of these thickness paths defines the median
line.
While this approach is good in principle, it is difficult to apply in the full differer_tial
form because the generat equation for t is too complicated for the subsequent integra-
tions. So instead, the principles are applied in a piecewise way from the surface defini-
tion points. Specific thickness paths are calculated at the surface definitior, points. The
median path passes through the midpoints of these thickness paths. The slope of the
median line at these points is the average of the surface curve slopes at the end points
of the thickness path. Then using the centerline path as the independent variable, a gen-
eral thickness is defined by a cubic curve fit of the end thicknesses and the slope differ-
ences between the suction and pressure slopes at the ends of the segment-end thickness
paths. A more detailed description of the procedure follows.
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Definition of Blade-Section Thiclaless at Pr('ssure-Surface Points
Let the piecewise segmentjupctions be at the pressure-surface definition points.





On the suction surface, the point which satisfies this condition will generally be offset
from the corresponding suction-surface definition point. The suction-surface point
which satisfies the angle condition is found with a simple iterative procedure. For the
first trial, the suction-surface point corresponding to ",he current pressure-surface
point is used. The angle )t is defined from a trial suction-surface point as
(H2)
The convergence criterion is then expressed as [ a_ - _ ( 0.0001.
When the convergence criterion is not satisfied, the point adjustment mechanism is
derived from an assumption of negligible suction-surface slope change for the adjustment
increment. An equation for the new point along the suction surface is
Ys - Ysn
tan @s - (H3)
xs - Xsn
An equation for the new point along the thickness path is
X --
+_n_ a = P Xsn
Ysn - Yp
(H4)
Upon elimination of Ysn between equations (H3) and (H4), the equation for Xsn is
Xsn = Xs + (_ - Ys)tan o a + (x]p - Xs} (HS)
1 + tan c_a tan ors
This value of Xsn is used in the spline equation for the appropriate suction-surface s._g-
ment to get Ysn and (_s for the new point.
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Whenthe convergencecriterion is satisfied, t is expressedas
•_ 2t = (Xsn - Xp)_ + (Ysn - Yp)
(H6)
Median Line Length of a Segment
The thicknesses and their associated directions at the end points of a segment are
used to define the segment centerline-path length shown in figure 20. The centerline
path passes through the midpoints of the segment-end thicknesses. The straightline
lengthbetween the points is
= - k-1 )2 (Yp,k k Yp,k-l-Ys, k-1 )2l _-p,k +xs_k-xp,k-I Xs, + +Ys_ "
2
(H7)
The path u k has an angle difference of aa, k-1 - aa, k between the ends.
sumed that the path is a circular arc, the path uk is expressed as
l
aa, k- 1 - °ta, k = 2 2 eva, k- 1 - °ta, k2R
U k 22




_a, k-I - _a_ k
°ta' k- 12 °_a'k -1 Ca'k-116 _a'k) 3
1 a, k-l_+ _ Seat
120 2
1-1 a_k-1 %. +_ a_k-1 °tat
6 2 120 2
(HS)
Definition of a General Blade-Section Thickness
A general cubic equation for the thickness of a segment is
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t : a + bu + cu2 + du 3 (H9)
Two conditions for the evaluation of the four constants are known thickness at the ends,
or
and
t =tk_ 1 at u :0 (H10)
t:t k at u=u k (HI1)
The other two conditions come from the slope difference between the surfaces at the seg-
ment ends.
tan Os, k - tan Otp, k
Sk = tan(as, k - @p, k ) = I + tan @s, k tan Ctpl k (H12)
They axe expressed as
s =Sk_l at u=0
s = s k at u = uk
Application of the condition expressed by equation (H10) directly gives
(H13)
(H14)
The derivative of equation (H9) is
a = tk_ I (H15)
dt = b + 2cu + 3du 2 (HI6)
du
Application of the condition expressed by equation (H13) directly gives
b --Sk_ I (HI7)
When the other two conditions are applied, the equations for the other two constants are
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2Sk_ 1 + s k _,t,___ -. tk_ (Ht8)
and
sk_ 1 + s k 2(tk_ 1 - tk)
d=- +
2 3
u k u k
(H19)
The general equation lor
t =tk_ l+sk_ lu -
t, therefore, is expressed as
o + - u 2 ÷ + -. u 3
(H20)
Integrals of t with Respect to du
For _e area of a segment, _he integral is
A = t du = uk
(H21)
The integral for F for a segment is
_0 uk t3 du = /Uk la + bu + cu2+ du3) 3
du
Some of ,'he integratign bookkeeping can be reduced by use of integ_'ation by parts.
wdv =wv -/V dw
Let w = t3
dw = 3t2 dt = 3t2(b + 2cu + 3du2)du
v = u, and dv = du. Therefore,
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Uk Oj( uk/ uk t 3 dr' =(t3u)0 - 3t2(bu+2cu 2 _ 3du3)du
_0
The same procedure could be used on the remaining integral; however, at some
point an integral has to be evaluated. The resulting equation is
0_uk + + 43t 3_ Ukt3du= (43t3-1 27t2-1tk 27tk-lt2+ k]_
2
+ 97t 2_, "]uk




End-Circle Contributions to Integral F
The major part of F for a blade section is obtained from a summation of the seg-
ment contributions as determined from equation (H22). A minor addition is made for the
end circles. The geometry for this is shown in figure 21. The independent variable for
the end-circle integration u is referenced from the end-circle center. The limits of the
integration are from r sin(_ s - _p)/2 to r. The local thickness is
t = 2 "_r 2 - u2
So the integral for an end-circle contribution to F is
Let u = r sin 8,
_rsr / r 3/2
t 3 du = 8 (r 2 - u2)
in as'_P sin
2 2













The program information presented is (1) a description of tile input parameters,
(2) a description of the variables in the program commons, and (3) a listing of the pro-
gram.
Description of Input Parameters for Blade Design Program






Incidence-angle option for blade design purposes. Inter- A4
pretable options are 2-D, 3-D, SUCTION, and TABLE.
A noninterpretable incidence option word is set to the
2-D option. The 2-D and 3-D options mean incidence
angles are determined by reference 2 procedures for
the respective option. The SUCTION option gives zero
incidence to the suction surface of the blade at the lead-
ing edge. The TABLE option means the blade incidence
angles for the blade element will be input in tabular form,
INC(IROW, J), at the end of the data set.
Completes the incidence TABLE option. Tc reference in- A4
cidence to the suction surface at the leading edge, the
eight columns of the card for AA and AB must read
_. (If AB is anything other than E SS, the in-
AA AB
cidence angles will be referenced to the leading-edge
centerline. )
Deviation-angle option for blade design purposes. Inter- A4
pret_.ble options are 2-D, 3-D, TABLE, CARTER, and
MODIFY. Noninterpretable input is set to the 2-D op-
tion. For the 2-D and 3-D options, deviation angles are
determined by reference 2 procedures for the corre-
sponding option. The CARTER and MODIFY options are









:Ho  i owl I
CHORDC(IROW)J
Desc ription
Ca:-ter'_ rule ,.tith a nl_dkiication when blade elements
have rti..Cferent c;tnlber rates on the front and rear seg-
mere.; uf a blade element t_q. (21)). The TABLE option
mean_ the blade deviation angles fox- the blade elements
will be ihput in tabular form, DEV(ROW,J), at the end
of the data set.
Rotor mate,-ial density, Ibm/in. 3. If a positive nonzero
number is input, the blade willbe stacked so as to bal-
ance gas bending moments with the centrifugalforce
moment for the material density (see section Balancing
of Bending Moments on p. 31). The hub stacking point
stays fixed, so the tip location is moved if necessary.
Number of blades in each rotor or stator blade row
Blade-element geometry option for blade design purposes.
Interpretable options are CIRCULAR, OPTIMUM, and
TABLE. The CIRCULAR option gives equal segment
turning rates. Noninterpretable input will be set to the
CIRCULAR option. The OPTIMUM option means that
the ratio of blade-element segment turning rates will be
set by aa empirical function of inlet relative Mach num-
ber M' 1. Below a lV|'1 of 0.8, the bla¢le element will
be a circular arc. As M' i is increased, the ratio of
front-segment turning rate to rear-segment turning
rate is reduced. A limit of zero camber on the suction
surface of the front segment is _pproached at a M 1 of
about 1.60. The TABLE option means the ratio of
blade-segment turning rates will be input in tabular
form, PHI(IROW, J), at the end of the data set.
#..
Constants to define ratio of blade-element chord to tip
chord on projected plane.
c = 1.0 + R. CHORDA(IROW) + R 2" CHORDBffROW)
c t
+ R 3. CHORDC(IROW)
where R = (r t - r)/(r t - rh) or a fraction of the annulus

















D_ }red n:lllL:_uI_" r:)'i,,_ O f. excess "_[ Pa {._ ChoKe :zrea
within a t:_tde passage. If zero: is input, no adjustment
zill be attempted withL._ the L,_,-ug:mv. For input values
greater than zero, incidence angie will be mcrca_cd a_
necessary to a maximum of t_.. 0 ° on the ieading edge of
the suction surface in an attempt to give the specified
choke margin at _e covered channel entrance.
Cons "tants for the specific-heat polynomial functiot_ of tem-
perature.
Cp = CPCO(1) + CPCO(2)- T + CPCO(3). T2 + CPCO(4)- W3
+ CPCO(5). T4 + CPCO(6)- T 5
Option control of location of transitionp,)im between seg- A4
_aents of a blade element. The interpretable options are
CIRCULAR, SHOCK, and TAI_LE. ]_neSHOCK option lo-
cates the transitionpoint on the suctio,t.-urfaceat the nor-
mal shock impingement point from the leading edge of the
adjacent blade. The TABLE option means the location of
the transitionpoint willbe input in tabular form,
TRANS(IROW, J), at the end of the data set. The
CIRCULAR option and noninterpretable data put the tran-
sitionpoint at midchord.
Deviation angle (,_-g),which may be specifiedby option. If
the tabular op,:._nis used, a value is expected for each
streamline st:_rtingfrom the tip.
Option control oi location of maximurf -thickness point of a A4
blade element. The interpretable options are TRAN _md
TABLE. The TRAN option and noninterpretable options
will set the maximum-thickness point at the transition
point. The TABLE option means the maximum-thickness-
point,location willbe input in tabular form,
ZMAX(IROW, J), at the end of the data set.
Completes the TABLE option of the maximttm-thickness A4
location. Ifthe eight format spaces in figure 22 app_:ar
















be used as the fraction of chord distance from the leading
edge. If EB is not as shown, the values of
ZMAX(IROW, J) will be used as the fraction of chord
distance behind the transition point.
Calculating station index. Each blade row accounts for two
calculating stations, one at the leading edge of the blade
and the other at the trailing edge.
Incidence angle (deg), which may be input by option. If the
tabular option is used, a value is expected for each
streamline starting from the tip.
Blade-row index
Streamline index. Streamlines are numbered from 1 at the
tip.
Molecular weight of gas (28.97 for dry air).
Number of sections across a blade for which fabrication co-
ordinates are desired. If zero, the program will set the
number of XCUT's on the basis of aspect ratio. For all
positive values, the program will set appropriate loca-
tions to represent the blade. Negative values of
NXCUT(IROW) activate an option to read cards for the
XCUT values. The number of values expected for a blade
row is the absolute value of NXCUT(IROW).
Number of streamlines (maximum of 21)
Option controlling amount of output information desired.
Interpretable options are APPROX., VEL. DIA., DE-
SIGN, COOR., PUNCH, and ALL. The program as pre-
ser+-d in this report is not run in conjunction with an
aerodynamic design; so it essentially always uses the
COORD option, which gives the printout of blade-section
properties and coordinates for fabrication.
Option controlling output from systems peripheral equip-
ment. options to get blade-section coordinates on





























Lewis System. The option is specified by only a single
letterin card column 18 of the 17-_.0column fieldfor
OPO. M gives microfilm coordinates. P gives punched
cards. B gives both microfilm and punched cards. Any-
thing else gives neither.
Ratio of inlet-segment turning to outlet-segment turning
(ratio of dx/ds's) for a blade element. If input values
are expected by use of the tabular option, the data cards
go within the optional cards at the end of the data set for
each blade row (fig. 22). A value is expected for each
streamline beginning from the tip.
Stagnation pressure for each streamline starting from the
tip, psia
When blade edge coordinates are input, l_)(I, J) is a tem-
porary storage location for the radial coordinate of the
points.
Radius of each streamline at blade-edge reference stations,
in.
Radius coordinate of hub stacking point, in.
Radius coordinate of tip stacking point, in.
Compressor rotational speed, rpm
Streamline slope angle at blade-edge stations, deg
Tip solidity oi a blade row (chord/circttmferential spacing)
"Polynomial coefficients for ratio of blade-element leading-
edge radius to chord
tl---_e= TALE + TBLE- R + TCLE- R 2 + TDLE. R 3
C
where R is (r t - r)/(r t - r h) or the fraction of passage
































olynomial coefficients for ratio of blade-element maxi-
rhUlll thi._._kleSS t, ,.hord
n_ax = TAMAX , TBMAX" R + TCMAX" R 2 + TDMAN" R 3
"Polynomial coefficients for ratio of blade-element trailing-
edge radius to chord
tt--_-e = TATE + TBT_." R + TCTE- R 2 + TCTE- R 3
C
where R is (r t - r)/(r t - r h) at the blade trailing edge
Circumferential direction angle of stacking-axis tilt at hub,
deg. The angle is positive in the direction of rotor rota-
tion. If ITILT(IROW)t is greater than 100.0_ a curved
stacking line is specified according to r - r h = C sin :r,
where 7 is the local stacking-line slope with respect to
a local radial line. The code of the digits of TILT(I.ROW)
is -xxx xx. xx, where xx is the T angle at the hub in
degrees with the sign of the overall TILT(IROW) number,
and xx. xx is T at the tip in degrees.
Description of blade row for printout and later identification
Total temperature for each streamline starting from the tip,
o R
Location of transition point on blade-element centerline as
a fraction of the blade-element chord. If input values are
expected by use of the tabular option, the data cards go
with the optional cards at the end of the data set for each
blade row (fig. 22). A value is expected for each stream-
line beginning from the tip.
Tangential velocity component at blade-edge stations, ft/sec
Axial velocity component at blade-edge stations, ft/sec
Radial location of blade-section planes. Whether or not
data cards are read for values of XCUT(IC) for a blade
row is controlled by the value of NXCUT(IROW). Any
























must follow all cards read in subroutine INPUT. It is
preferable, but not necessary, to list the XCUTS(IC)
for a blade row in order starting from the tip.
Axial location of blade-eo<e reference velocity diagrams,
in.
Axial location of hub stacking point, in.
Initial axial location of tip stacking point, in.
Location of maximum-thickness point on the centerUne as
a fraction of blade-element chord. If input values are
expected by use of the tabular options, the data cards go
with the optional cards at the ei,a of the data set for each
blade row (fig. 22). A value is expected for each
streamline beginning from the tip with a leading-edge or
transition-point reference according to option (see EB).
















Description of Program Variables in Commons
Description
Area of blade-section end-circle sector
AOAS value for some other location in blade-element
channel
Average inlet relative Mach number for shock at a blade-
element channel entrance
Ratio of blade-element area to choke area at some chan-
nel location
Ratio of a local blade-element channel area to blade-













































Fraction of chord location ,)f blade-element maximum
camber point
Batio of blade-element ln_et to local choke areas
Ratio of blade-element inlet choke to actual areas
Blade-section se*ting angle
Relative flow angle at blade-element channel entrance
shock
Blade-element-inlet relative flow angle
Blade-etement-ou:let relative flow angle
Streamline incidence angle to blade centerline
Number of blades in a rotor or stator
Rotor blade material density
Cosine of blade-element layout-cone angle
Ratio of distance between edge-circle centers to overall
blade-element chord
Product of CALP and CHORD
Cosine of angle that linebetween blade-element edge-
circle centers makes with chord line
Cosine of blade-element settingangle for chord
Blade-element chord as measured along a constant-angle
path tangent to end circles on pressure side. The chord
length is measured from the outer tangency points to
the end circles.
Ratio of the minimum blade-element-channel-area margin
to choke area
Desired minimum blade-element-channel-area choke
margin
CHD(J) for local element
Coefficient for linear term of a polynomial representation




















































Coefficient for quadratic term of chord polynomial
Coefficient for cubic term of chord polynomial
Streamline incidence angle without influence of incidence
on deviation
Cosine of blade-element center!ine angle at transition
point of segments
Cosine of blade-element surface angle at transition point
of segments
Cosine of blade-element 3treamline inlet slope angle
Cosine of blade-element streamline outlet slope angle
Cosine of blade-section edge-circle angle at joining point
with pressure (lower) surface
Cosine of blade-section edge-circle angle at joining point
with suction (upper) surface
Cosine of blade-edge angle in meridional plane with ref-
erence to radial direction
Specific heat at constant pressure
Polynomial coefficients for specific-heat function of tem-
perature
CPC0(2)/2. O_
CPC0(3)/3. OJ {_Polynomial coefficients for an enthalpyCPC0(4)/4. O_ change as derived from integration of
CPC0(5)/5.0 / ,. specific-heat polynomial Cp dt
CPC0(6)/6. OJ
CPCO(3)/2.it [Polynomial coefficient for an isentropic
CPCO(4)/3. _ pressure change as derived from in-
(5 /4. [ tegr tion of specific-heat polynomial
CPCO(6)/5. L ep(dt/t)
Approximation to ),/(_ - 1) with use of only first term of
specific-heat polynomial



































Chordwise component distance of leading-edge center
circle to centerline transition point as a fraction of
blade-element chord
Chordwise component distance of centerline transition
point to trailing-edge center circle as a fraction of
blade-element chord
DAOAS value for some other location in blade-element
channel
Derivative of AOAS in b_de-element channel throughflow
direction
Specific-heat difference, CP - CV
Blade-element deviation angle on streamline-o/-
revolution surface
Diffusion factor, a blade-element aerodynamic loading
parameter
Compressor enthalpy rise
Compressor enthalpy rise required by an isentropie proc-
ess
Inlet- to outlet-blade-angle change on streamline-of-
revolution surface
Blade-element angle difference between suction surface
and eenterline at leading edge
Meridional plane distance between end-circle centers of
adjacent blade elements
The part of the pressur _ loss correlated with diffusion
factor
Normalized-to-chord distance of a point on blade-element
pressure surface from pressure-surface transition
point




























N-,ri'.i., :,,t_.:l-to -cb_a'd c<:rlit r:idit!_ ,. C,l_,:p,.iK lit ironl a
u,ade-cl_nient cod-circle center to the tangency point
:,f tilt) 0_? cJlcIe 'vii:: _: ,-!l'faCC C.,:',c
Nor',na_.tzed-to-chord come radius co::_ptJ,.t:lt ft'onl tLt_
leading-edge end-circle center to the blade-element
si:,_cl:i;:a refercncr point
D_CE t(_, "eading-,__,_f ;!irclt _)th,: p:.'css,:_c .-,,, :.,.:'e
_urL::a[i.'cd-to-chord con:", rad._us _ _,mp,:_-.:it for
m,).xini,,aa-thic_ess pat!i from centerli_e to aurface;
also used as the .4arne type ,)f radiua comp_,nent from
the leading edge to a n:id-channel point
l_ormal_zed-to-chord conic radius component from cen-
terline transition point to surface maximum-thickness
7oir.t
Normalized-to-chord conic radias con,p6nent from tran-
sitiunpoint to maximum-thickness point on the center-
line
Normalized-to-chord conic radius component from
leading-edge circle center to trailing-edge circle cen-
ter
Normalized-to-chord conic radius component of
transition-point thickness oath which is perpendicular
to the centerline and which goes from the centerline to
a surface
Normalized-to-chord conic radius component from
leading-edge circle center to transition point on the
centerline
Normalized-to-chord conic radius component from
leading-edge circle center to pressure-surface tran-
sition point
Normalize.d-to-chord conic radius component from


































Normalized-to-chord conic radius component from
suction-surface transition point to a point on the pres-
sure surface of the blade element on the other side of
the flow channel
Reference streamtube thickness at leading edge of a blade
element
Average of two blade-surface path distances normalized
to chord
Normalized-to-chord centerline-p_th distance from the
end-circle center on which maximum thickness occurs
to the maximum-thickness point
Normalized-to-chord centerline-path distance from the
transition point to the maximum-thickness point
Normalized-to-chord centerline-path distance from the
leading-edge circle center to the trailing-edge circle
center
Normalized-to-chord centerline-path distance from the
transition point to the trailing-edge circle center
Normalized-to-chord pressure-surface path length
Normalized-to-chord pressure-surface path length of
first segment
Normalized-to-chord pressure-surface path length of
second segment
Normalized-to-chord suction-surface path length
Normalized-to-chord surface path distance from either
the maximum-thickness point or the transition point to
the surface end which is in the opposite direction of the
other point
Normalized-to-chord suction-surface path length of the
first segment




DST BLADES Normalized-to-chord transition-point blade thickness path









Normalized-to-chord centerline-path distance from the
leading-edge circle center to the transition point
Normalized-to-chord distance of a point on the blade-
element suction surface from the suction-surface tran-
sitionpoint
Chordwise increment between blade-section surface points








Second derivatives of a spline-fitblade-section surface
curve
Conic angular component from centerltne transition point
to a surface maximum-thickness point








Conic angular component of a channel width path
Fraction of total suction-surface distance
Blade-element surface distance fractions at which points
are obtained for blade-section definition
FSM(J) EQUVV Fraction of covered-channel through-flow distance at
which minimum choke margin occurs













F at the covered-channel exit
Gravitational acceleration conversion constant, 32.1740
lbm-ft/lbf-sec 2
Ratio of specific heats, CP/CV
Local value of GAMM(J),
Angle of a blade-element chord line with respect to a
conic ray










































,)2 O-(;.1 -- 50070 J,7 ft2-!l)Tx_ _ "-H,_
Cunibinati,.,n ,_f sl),,ci!i¢'-h_:ll t_t'Ili:_, (. , 1) I 1)
Combination of specific-hi,at ttquns, , {,, 1
C,mlbination of sl)eci[Ic-heat terms. 1 { 1
Combination of specific-heat _erms, (; _ i), 2
Combination of specific-heat terms, () i) 2
General enthalpy change
Ratio of a local channel to inlet streamtube thickness
Calculating station index
Index for location in blade-element channel
Integer routing device used in blade-element centerline
iteration
Integer parameter for highest level program routing
Line counter for printout of input data
Integer designation of the deviation angle option:
1 for 2-D value of reference 2
2 for 3-D value of reference 2
3 for Carter's rule
4 for Carter's rule modified by equation (21)
5 tabular
Integer parameter which controls the exit when incom-
patible input data are discovered
Integer designation of tt;e option for PHI(IROW, J):
1 for midpoint
2 for optimum (see CC of input parameter list)
3 for tabulated
Integer routing parameter





































Z_'I'_) lilt.'i(it'lt_ ',' !'_ l,';t_i_! " , _L . ',,.I_ .";_lI'f:t("
lil[)tll'dF wilII 5',iClit)l;-_;dI'i,!_ _ Y !('[',.ll('('
desi_'.l!_tlit)ll of h)ss data s, r :t_-:._,l'::,', <! with .I
row
Integer designation of option for blade-_'lc.':_t_nt :naximum-
thickness-point location:
1 for midpoint
2 for tabular with transition-point reference
3 for tabular with leading-edge reference
Blade-element incidence angle on streanfli,_,.,-of-
revolution surface (a real variable)
Counter of number of variables of an arra\ . 'iminated for
a particular calculation (not used in '.hi._ qt.tup of pro-
gram)
Integer routing parameter used for bla&_-,_i, ,,_ent center-
line calculation
Temporary storage, location of an index
Read tape number of computer faciliiv
Rotor index
Blade-row index
Integer designation of calculating _,_,_ti,,, t,.,.,,_
1 for rotor inlet
2 for rotor outlet
-1 for stator inlet
-2 for stator outlet
0 for annular





































llll(PJ I" (_t('51::I'.:ili¢,l; _'.l _!1(' Jpll_)I1 [_)r Ill(, bL_l(!t_-(,h_Ill(,llt
I l';t:]sif i(_11 t),,inI:
1 f(,r l_._t(tt)t,il)I
2 f¢)l" c()v(.rcd-('ll,tnliO} il_lct I)(}iI]| ()ll sucti[)ll ,,4/ll'f,i('e
3 f()r t[lbtll,lF
Write tape number of computer facility
Streamline indox
Inde'_ for mean streamline
Centerline b "lade inlet angle on layout cone (a real vari-
able)
Blade-element pressure-surface blade angle at inlet (a
real variable)
Blade-element suction-surface blade angle at inlet (a real
variable)
Centerline and surface blade angle at blade-element
maximum-thickness point (a real variable)
Centerline blade outlet ar, gle on layout cone (a real vari-
able)
Blade-element pressure-surface blade angle at outlet (a
real variable)
Blade-element suction-surface blade angle at outlet (a
real variable)
Blade angle at some general pressure-surface point (a
real variable)
Blade angle at some general suction-surface point (a real
variable)
Blado-element centerline angle at segment transition
point (a real variable)
Pressure-surface blade angle at transition point (a real
variable)














































Angle of the path acr_._._s a bkidc-c[cmcnt chalmcl with r,:-
spect to the tauaentl.l dir_,ct_,,:i (a r_,ai varliiblc!
l{_:lati'_e Math nun:b_,r ka real v.triabh,)
Numb-r <)t input blad(, rows and alnmlar _t,tti,,>.5 (l_t tlSCd
in this setup ,,t the program)
Number of blade rows (not relevanl in _his _;etup of the
program)
Number of hub contour definition points (not used in this
setup of the program)
Index designation of the option whicfl controls the program
output. In this program setup, the coordinate option is
essentially always in effect.
Number of blade-section Foints that are spline curve fit
Number of rotors (not used in this setup of the program)
Total number of calculating stations, I (not used in this
setup of the program)
Total number of streamlines, J
Number of tip contour definition points (not used in this
setup of the program)
Number of strea_Itubes (NSTRM - I)
Number of blade sections desired in the terminal calcula-
tion
Relative pressure-loss coefficientfor the losses corre-
lated with DF, (P2i - P_)/(PI - Pl)
Rotational speed, rad/sec
Specific PHI(IROW, J) in current use
Relative pressure-loss coefficientfor the losses corre-
lated with DF, (P_,: . r'2)/P ]
Ratio of inlet-segment turning rate to outlet-segment












































Total pressure at blade-edge stations (input and output in
psia, but converted to lbf, ft 2 for internal calculations)
Average inlet total pressure _not used in this setup of the
program)
Pressure ratio (n(_t used in this setup of the program)
Cylindrical-coordinate radius at blade-edge stations, in.
Conversion tactor from radians to degrees, 57.29578
Radius coordinate of hub stacking point, in.
Radius coordinate of tip stacking point, in.
Cylindrical-coordinate radius of a blade-elen_ent stack-
ing point
Normalized-to-chord come radius of a blade-element
stacking point
Normalized-to-chord come radius of a blade-element
leading-edge circle center
Normalized-to-chord come radius of the maximum-
thickness point on the centerline of a blade element
Normalized-to-chord con:c radius ot the maximum-
thickness point on the surface of a blade element
Normalized-to-chord come radius of a blade-element
trailing-edge circle center
Normalized-to-chord comc radius of a point on the pres-
sure surface of a blade element
Normalized-to-chord come radius of a point on the suc-
tion surface of a blade element
Normalized-to-chord come radius of the transitionpoint
on the centerline of a blade element
Normalized-to-chord come radius of the transitionpoint
on the pressure surface of a blade element
Normalized-to-chord conic radius of the transitionpoint






























inlet st_Aion radius diffcrc.nce of the blade t_lemenls which
define the l,.)calchannel conv,,r_encc
Cylindrical-coordinate radius coordin::te of t11(, blade-
elemcx,t end-circle centers
Circumferential direction coordinate from the inlet circlo
center to tht, blade-element stacking point (RCG times
the conic angle difference)
Circumferential direction coordinate from an end-circle
center to the end-circle tangency point with a surface
(RCS times the conic argle difference)
Special REE value, the one to the pressure surface at the
leadirg edge
Blade-eleme.t inlet relative Mach number
Circumferential direction coordinate from the transition
point to the maximum-thickness point along the center-
line (RCM times the conic-angle difference)
Circumferential direction coordinate from the leading-
edge circle center to the trailing-edge circle center
(RCO times the conic-angle difference)
Circumferential direction coordinate from the leading-
edge circle center to a point on the pres3ure surface of
the following blade (RCP times the conic-angle differ-
ence)
Circumferential direction coordinate of a point on the suc-
tion surface referenced to the suction-surface transi-
tion point (RCS times the conic-angle difference)
Circumferential direction coordinate from the centerHne
transition point to a surface transition point (P_CTS
times the conic-a_gle difference)
Cxrc_,mferential direction coordinate from the leading-
edge circle center to the ce_terline transition point













































Circumferential direction coordinate from the leading-
edge circle center to the pressure-surface transition
point (RCTP times the conic-angle difference)
Circumferential direction coordinate from the leading-
edge circle center to the suction-surface transition
point (RCTS times the conic-angle difference)
Circumferential direction coordinate from the suction-
surface transition ._oint to a point on the pressure sur-
fac "_ of the next blade (RCP times the conic-angle dif-
ference)
Temporary storage location for an array
2emporary storage location for an array
:Iemporary storage location for a_ array
Temporary storage location for an array
Temporary storage location for an array
Gas constant for the fluid, lbf-ft/lbm-°R
Product of G and RF, ft2/sec2-°R
Product of blade-element solidity with the mean radius
normalized to chord
Rotational speed, rpm
Relative total pressure ratio, (P_ - pl)/P ' (not used in
the3 setup of the program)
r(OO/al) at a blade-element end-circle center
Ratio of a local relative total temperature to the blade-
element inlet relative total temperature
Constant for computing RTR, [(7- 1)¢°2c2/144_gRfTi]
Constant used for estimation of the derivative of RTR with
blade-element path distance,
RTRC x sin _ × (Blade-element path distance)
Square root of WIR
rV 0 (not used in this setup of the program)















































R1 normalized to chord
Particular value of R(I. J) at blade-element exit
Sine of blade-element layout-cone angle
Secant of blade-element setting angle for chord
Sine of angle that the line between the blade-element
edge-circle centers makes with the chord line
Sine of blade-element setting angle for the line between
the edge-circle centers
Sine of blade-element setting angle for the chord
Sine of blade-element streamline inletslope -_ngle
Sine ol the blade-element streamline outletslope _ngle
Sine of blade-section edge-circle angle at the joining
point witchthe pressure (lower) surface
Sine of blade-section edge-circle angle at the joining
point with the suction (upper) surface
Sine of blade-edge angle in meridional plane with refer-
ence to the radial direction
Blade-element solidity(chord/tangential spacing)
Blade inletangle on a streamline of revolution
Blade outletangle on a streamline of revolution
Sine of blade-element centerline angle at the transition
point of the segments
Sine of blade-element surface angle at the transitionpoint
of the segments
Difference of slope between the neighboring cones used to
define changes of streamtube thickness
Streamline slope at the blade-edge stations
Ratio of relative totalpressures behind a shock to that
ahead of the shock


































Square ot the h)cal spee(t of sound (not used in this pro-
aram setup)
Specific TRANS(IROW,.I) in current use
Constant term in the polynomial representation of the
normalized-to-chord leading- ,_ke radius function of
fraction of passage height
Tangent of the blade-element layout-cone angle
Constant term in polynomial representation of the
normalized-to-chord maximum-thickness function of
fraction of passage height
Constant term in polynomial representation of the
normalized-to-chord trailing-edge radius function of
fraction of passage height
Constant for linear term in the polynomial associated with
TALE(mOW)
Constant for linear term in the polynomm! associated with
TAMAX(IROW)
Constant for linear term in the polynomial associated with
TATE(mOW)
Angular cylindricalcoordinate displacement of a blade-
element stacking point from the reference hub element
(positivein direction of rotor rotation)
Angu "farcylindricalcoordinate from a blade-element
leading-edge circle center to the stacking point
Constant for quadratic term in the polynomial associated
with TALE(IROW)
Constant for quadratic term in the polynomial associated
with TAMAX(IROW)
Constant for quadratic term in the polynomial associated
with TATE(mOW)









































Constant for cubic term m the polynomial associated with
TAMAX(mOW)
Constant for cubic term in the polynomial associated with
TATE(IROW)
Angular cylindrical coordinate of an end-circle center
referenced to the hub-element stacking point
Tangent of angle that the line between the blade-element
edge-circle centers makes with the chord line
Tangent of biade-element setting angle _for the chord
Same as TGB(J) for the current blade element
Value of TGBL on the previous iteration
Normalized-to-chord radius difference of trailing-edge
circle from leading-edge circle
Angular cylindrical coordinate of point on the pressure
surface of a blade element referenced to the hub-
element stacking point
Angular cylindrical coordinate of point on the suction sur-
face of a blade element referenced to the hub-element
stacking point
Ratio of blade-e.l.ementleading-edge circle radius to
chord
Ratio of blade-element maximum thickness to chord
Ratio of blade-element trailing-edge circle radius to
chord
Stacking-axis lean angle in the circumferential direction
(complete description given in input variable list)
Input alphanumeric titleof the data set
Tangent of angle for the transitionthickness path which
is normal to the local centerline













































Tangent of stacking-axis lean from radial direction in
meridional (r, z) plane
Total temperature at blade-edge stations, °R
Average inlet total temperature {not used in this setup of
the program)
Chordwise component of centerline transition-point loca-
tion normalized by the chord
Blade-element inlet relative total temperature, OR
Static temperature, °R
Angular cylindricalcoordinate of transitionpoint on pres-
sure surface of a blade element (hub stacking-point
reference)
Angular cylindrical coordinate of transition point on suc-
tion surface of a blade element (hub stacking-point
reference)
Upper temperature for a thermodynamic-change-of-state
calculation
Meridional component of velocity, ft/sec
Circumferential (0) component of velocity, ft/sec
VTH(I, J) squared at a station, ft2/sec 2
Axial (z) component of velocity, It/see
Ratio of a local blade-to-blade channel width to chord
Inlet streamline channel width in the blade-to-blade plane
Normalized-to-chord chordwise component of the distance
from the leading-edge circle center to the blade-
element stacking point
Corresponding perpendicular component to XBAR(IROW, J)
Pressure-surface blade-section coordinate normal to
chord, in.









































Avera¢(, ,,f the tw() blade-_4ement end-circle radii nor-
realized to chord
C()nstant for first ai)i)r()xunation calculation of
YBAR(IHOW, ,l)
Tangential-dir(-cti()n coordimlte of blade-section leading-
edge circle center, in.
Tangential-direction coordinate of blade- section trailing-
edge circle center, in.
Axial location of blade-edge stations, in.
Axial location of hub stacking point, in.
Chordwise blade-section coordinate on pressure surface,
in.
Chordwise blade-section coordinate on suction surface,
in.
Axial location of tip stacking point, in.
Axial coordinate of blade-section leading-edge circle
center, in.
Axial coordinate of blade-section trailing-edge circle
center, in.
Axial displacement ofblade-element stacking points from
hub- element stacking point
Axial location of blade-element end-circle centers
Chordwise component of centerline maximum-thickness-
point location normalized by the chord
General array of ZM, but referenced either to blade-
element leading edge or transitionpoint
Location of maximum-thickness point with respect to
transitionpoint normalized to chord
Axial coordinate of blade-element pressure-surface
points, in.
Axial coordinate of blade-element suction-surface points,
in.
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Listing of Computer Program
C e** This ROUTINE SERVES AS A CENTRAL CONTROL
REAL INC, KIC, KIP, KIS, KM, KOC. KOP, KOS, KP, KSe KTC, KTP. KTS,
X KWC, wACP
CC_NON IV_CT_RI
1 BETAS(I.2I). 8N&TL(I). HLAOESII). CHOKE(II. CHORDA|I|t CHOROBIIIt
2 CHCRDC(II, CPCO(6), CEV(I.21)_ IDEV(I). IGEOII)t IINC(1).
3 ILCSSill. I_&X(l), INC(I,2I), ISTN(2), ITRANS|I), NOPT(I),
4 NXCUT(1). PHI(I,2I), PO(2,21)t R¢2,21), RBHUB|[), RBTIPII),
5 SLCPE(2.21). SOLID(I). TALEII|t TAMAXiI)t TlTElllt TBLE(I)_
6 T_MAX(II. It_IEiL}. TCLE(1). TCMAX{I}. TCTE(1). TDLE(I|. TDMAX(IIe
7 TUFA(1). TIL.[(1), TC(2.?I), TRANS(L,2II, VTHi2,2I|_ V/12tZII,
8 Z(2.21). Z_HU_(1), ZPTIP(II. ZMAX(I.21)
CCNwCN /SCALAR/
[ RE[_. CP. CO_2. CPH3, CPH_, CPHfi, CPH6, CPP3, CPP4, CPP_, CPP6t
2 CPl. CV. _CP. CF, DHC. CHCI, DLOSC, G, GAMMA, GJ, GJ2, GR[, GR2_
3 CRy. GRA. 6R5. H. It ICCNV. ICOUNT, IERROR, iIN, IPR, IROTOR, IR,
6 IRLW. ITEP_ [W. J. J_. NACH, NAB_ NBROWS, NHUB,NROTOR,NSTN,NSTRM_
5 NIIP. NTUqcS. O_EGA, Pl. POAI, PR. R_DIAN. RF, RG, KOT,TL,TOA_,TU
CCM_CN
3 RE3(2L). R_:_(211. RES(211, RVIHI211, SINAI2ll, SINLI211t SLOSIZll
_._r_I(.(_). THFTAP(21.I31, THEIASI21,I]I, TRELII_[I, TSTATI211,
5 V_lz!}. VT_C[21). X_R(1,2II, YBARI1,ZII, ZPI21,131, ZS(ZI,I]I
I C_C(2I). C_(2II. CCSA2(21I_ FSMI21}_ KIC(21I_ KOCI21It RCAI21I.
2 RFL(.?.?I). RPIF(2,21). SINA2(21)t SKICI2IIt SKOC(2!)_ TALP(21},
3 TCA(21). TEC(?.21). TGB(ZII.TTRPI21I,TTR$I21I,YCCLEIZ5),YCCTE|_5)
4.ZCCLE(25). ZCCTEI25)e ZCDA(2I). ZECIZ,ZI|. ZTRPIZII, ZTRSIZI)
CCNM(]N I_L_UESI
I APACIt, ACCt AISOAS, eISCAI. BINC, CALPt CCCt CEPE, CGBL, CHORDt
2 CI_Ct CKTCt CKTSt Elt C2t DKAPPA. DRCEe ORCGIt ORCNSTe ORCMTt
3 CRCCI_ CRCI_ DRCII, CRL, DSMEt DSMT, OSOlt DSOT, DSSEt DST_ OSTII
4 EWT, FL, F2. GBL. ICL. IGO, IPAS$, KIS. KM. KTC. KTS. Pt PFLOS.
5 RC_, RCW, RCMS_ RCT. RDI, RECGIt REEf REMTt RET_ RETI, RHSJ, RTRC
6,RI, R1C, 02, SALP. SEPE, 5GAN, SGBL, SJ. SKTC_ SKTS. SLJDt It
7 TAPE. TGBLL. THD. TPLEt THMAXt THTE, TKTN, TLS, WC|, YBIt YB_t Zfl
CCV_CN IMARGI
I AL. A_AS, ACAL, CCHCRBt DAL. DAOA5, DPW, DPWL, DRCLEP, DRCM,
2 ERCTPl. CRETSI. DRC_T. CSA, DSPt DSPI, DSP_, DSS_ DSSI, DSSI, DSW
3.c_. LWC. F. _C. ICHCKE. KIP. KOP. KOS. KPt KS. KTP. KWC¢ Pl2, RCI
4.RC(. RC _ . _CS, RCTP, RCIS, RELEP, REOI, REP, RES, RETP, RETS_
5 REWT. RTR, RIR0, RTRC, SECGBL, TCGI, TGBL, WC, ZMT
DI_NSICN "I(2I), BKTC(21). CF(21), FAI21), FT121), PSII21|,





































C $1t _ERIV_T[VE _F A FUNCT[C_ FR_] _ A PARAfftJL|[ FIT
_F_IR,FI,FZ_F_tR[,R2,P3) = (IF3- F2I*IRL * R2 - 2.C*R)IIk2 - R3)
X + IF2 - FI)*IR2 • R3 2.C*R)IIR2 - R[) )IIR3 - R[)
C @*_ LCC_L VALUF GF A FUNCTIC_ FRCM A PARABI]LIC FIT OF NEARRY P()INTS
_RESSIRtPltP2_P3,RI,R2,R_) = P2 + IR - R_IIIRL - R3)_IIPl - P2)*









NTUeES = NSTRN -I
J_ = NTUBESI2 e I
P[2 = PI/Z.O
C _ev CALCULATE PARAMETERS TPAT ARE NOT ITERATION DEPENDENT
RTA = PIT,l) + RII-I,II
RHT_ = RTA - IRII,NSIRM) ÷ RiI-ItNSTRRII
CHD(II : PI*RTAtSOLIDIIRCW)/BLADESIIROWI
OC 690 J=ItNSTRM
SIN_IJI _ SLOPEII-I,J)ISGRTII.O _ SLOPEII-ItJI_2I
COSA|JI = SQRTII.O - S[NA|J)Se2|
SINA2IJI = SLOPEIItJIISQRT(L.O ÷ SLOPEIItJItt2I
CCSA2IJI = S_RT(I.O - SIKA2IJ)I*2|
RPTEII-I,J) = O.O
690 RPTEII,JI = 0.0
C _@@ THE VAIN CPERATING LGCP
TCC ITER = ITEQ + 1
IF (ICONV.KE.2) GO TC 7DE
C *** CCMPUTE SIATIC PRESSURES ON STREAMLINES AT THE BLADE EDGES
WR|IE (IW_25_O)
DE ?O_ JI = Lt3





HR = ((VZII,JI)IC_SA2IJI))**2 ÷ VTHII,JIIll2)IGJ2
TU = TOll_JI)
TL TEMPIHR)




RBF{.J) = (R(I-L,J) ÷ RII_J))I2.O
702 IF IJJ.EQ.NTUBES) GO TG 704
IF (RBF(JI.GE.(RII-I,JJI ÷ RII-I,JJ÷|I)I2.OI GO TO 70_
7C3 JJ = JJ + 1





































































7C_ FA(j) = pI_SS(RP, F(J) ,FSt(JJ-]I_PSI(JJ),PSIIJJ*I),R[I-I. tJJ-I),
X R (I-t,JJ ),R( I-] ,JJ÷I I )
IF (J.NF.NST_M.CR.JJ..IC._,TUB_S) GU TO }"35
IFI_ = t
OC fC 703
1(35 WRIIi: lIW,255v} _(I-[,J), Z(|-itJ}, VZ(I-I,J), VfH(I-lvJlt RlltJ)t
X Z(I,J}, VZilt.llw VT_(I,J)
WRIIE (IW,?bOM)
JJ = 2
ORATIO : pI*(PSI(IIITST_TII)*VZII-I,L)*RII-I,L) + PSII2I/TSTAT(2)*
X V/II-I,2)*RII-I,2))InF*IRII-I,I) - RII-i,2IilIRBF(1) - RBF{2))
?OB DE GO0 J:ItNS_R_
IF [[CC_V.CE.2) GC fC a95
IF [ITER.Er..I) GO TO ?_,0
C *_$ CCRRECT TH_ VELCCITY CIACRAMS TO THE EDGES OF THE BLADE
IF {J.EC.[) GO TO 710
JU = J- l
JI = J - 1
J2 -- J
j3 -= J + I
IF (J.NE.NSTRI_I GC TC 72-"
JL = J
JU = J - [
Jl = J - 2
J2 = J - t
J3 = J
GC TC 73 _
7It JL, -- J
Jl = J
j2 = j + l
J3 : ,J + 2
72C Jt = J + l
'f3C CC ??O I=I,2




740 YANKF = TA_IKQC(J|)
CCS_E = CCSA2(J)
75C CRI = (ZII,J) - ZEL| ItJI)*SLCPE(ItJI
VTH(I,J) = VTHII,J)*(I°O - DRIIRIIwJ|)
DAOR = {SLCPEII,JU) - SLCPE(I,JI_|II(I.O ÷ SLOPEII,JUI_SLOPEII_,ILll
t IIRII_JU) - RII,JL) { |ZlltJU) - ZIIt.II)ISLOPEII,JU| - IZII,.ILI -
2 ZII,JI)*SLI3PEII,JL) )
_RATIO = (I.0 + CRIIRII,JII_(I.Q - DADR*IZIItJ) - ZELII,J)II





VZII,J) = VZll,J)*ll.2 ÷ II.CIAKATIO- l.Ollll.h- IVZll_,ll/
x CCSA_I_*2/IC, AMMIJI_RC_TLI II
760 MR "- ((VZII_JIICOSAE)_2 ÷ VTHII_JIe*211GJ_
TL = TEMPIHR)
RVZ = VZ{I_J|*PU(I,J)/(TLeRF*PRATIO(TU))
IF (ABSIRVZlRVZC - I.Ol.LT.O.O00I) GO TO 165
VZII,JI = VZII,JIe(I.," ÷ (]..C- RVZIRVZCIIII.Q- (VZII,JI/COSAEIt_
x 21 (GAlliC(J )_RG*TL l I)














































C _ SET THE ED_ bERIVArIVE, P_PARfI_L )IF THFTA WITH _FS_(\T TO P
765 TANLD = HF!_R(REE{|,J),TEC{ I,J[}tZEC(TtJ2},ZE¢{T,J3}_C(|tJI}_
X qEC(I,J2),_C(!,J3})
TANLA = (TANLC + TALPIJ))I(LoO- TANLP*TALI"(J))
CCSL_ = I.C I_RT(I.O + TANL_**2|
CALP = I.CIS_RTII.g + TA[P(Jli*2|
RPT_II,J) = DFDRIRECIItJItTE2II,JIItTECII_J2I,TECII,J]I,RECII,JI),
X RECII_J_),_CII,J3!)
770 RPTEII,JI = (REC(T,JiIRPTEII,JI*CALP - TANKE*SINLDI/COSLA
780 ZELII-[,J) = Zll-l,J)
ZEL(I,J} = ZII,J)
C _ VELOCITY DIAGRAM PARAMETERS FOR THE BLADE ELEMENT DESIGN
VP(J) = VZII-I,JIICOSA(JI





GAP_IJ) = CP/ICP - OCPI
$CNICIJI = RG_GA_MiJI_TL
V_C : VZII,JIICOSAZIJI




TLCSIJI = l.O - PC(I,JI/PO(I-I,JI
GC TO 8OO
7gO U = OMEG_*R(I-I,J,,'I2.O
HR : U_(_.O*VTHli-I,J) - U)/GJ2
T_ = TO(I-L_J)
TRELIIJI = TEMPlaR|
WTH[ = U - VTH(I-I,J)
WI = SQRT(VMIJ)**2 + WTHL*_2)
WTH2 = RII,JI*CMEGA/12.0 - VTH(I_J)
GR2 = GA_M(J)/IGAMMIJ) - 1.0 )
TLCS(J) = (1.0 - PO(I,J)/PC(I-I_J)/(TOII,JI/TOII-I,J))*_GR2)*(1.0
I + (CMEGe_RII,JII**21128_.0*GR2*RG*TRELI(J)|*(I.O - (All-1,Jl/




RJA = RII,JI + RII-I,J)
DR : (ell,J) - _(i-i,J;)**2
CR = SQRT(1.0 - (1.0 ÷ (VM(J)*VMO - WTHI_WTHZI/(W|*W2|)*DR/(Z.O_
X (DR + IZlI,JI - ZII-I,J)I**2II)
eRA = IRTA - RJA)IRHTa
IF (J.NE.II GO TO 810
CRT = CR
GC T_ R20
810 CR = CRT*(I,O + RHA*(C_0RDAIIROW) + RRA*(CHORDB(IROW) ÷ RRA*
X CHCRDCIIRCW)JJ)ICR
CHild) = CMD(II_CR
820 IF (ITFR.NE,I) GO TO P25
BETAS(IROW,J) : O._eBETAIIJ) ÷ O.2_BETA2(J)
IF (ITRANS(IROW).NE.2) GC TO 82_
TRA_S{IRCW,J) : SIN(PETAI(J))tRJA/(RTA*SOLID|IROW)e(I.O + eRA*
X (C_CRDAIIROW) + RRA*(CH_RDfi(IROW) + RRA*CHORDCIIROWI)|))





























































C s** ,i:,__ L/'.TE T_ ',b_C-.,_t.CS. PARAMETER
_25 O'i " OAWI_IJ) + 1.']






SSBLIA= BETAIIJ) - BETAS'IR(]W,JJ
C _*_ IESI FOR SUPERSCN'C VELOCITY
IF (RELM(JI.LT.I.OI G£ IF] 830
SMM = S(_Pf(RELW(J)"I"I'2 - _._)
PMEYER = GRIOATANISMM/GRI) - ATAN(SMM)
3C TO 8,C
B)C PWEYER = 0.0
840 O_'EYER = PP_EYER + SSBETA
IF (PMFYER.LE.O.C) GC TO 860
C *** ITERATE FCR THE SUCTICN SURFACE MACH NUMBER
TEPPM = I.C + 3.0*_MEYFR
85C SP = SQRT(TEMPM**2 - I.O)
St/G = SMIGR1
_V = GRI*JTANISMG) - ATANISWII
DIF; = PWEYER - VV
TEMPM = TEI_PM • DIFFOSI_IITEMPMIII-O ÷ SP_;*o2) - I.OITEMPMI
II ,,AB_,DIFF).LEoO.O01) GO TO B70
C',C "_L _50
E_C TF#PM = I.C
_70 _,_ACH = (REL_J} + TEwPW)/2,O,
_F (AMACH.GT.I.O) GO TC e80
_',.C:S(J) = 1.0
GC TO gqO
BBC A"SC : APACHe*2
SL_S(J) = ((GR4_AMSQ/(I°C + CR5_AMSOI)_,GR2I_IGR_/(GAWIM(J)_AMSQ-
x c,pb ) )**GR3
SLCSIJ) = l.O- (1.0 - SLOSIJI)/AMSQ
8_0 CHJ_J) = (ILCS(J) - 1,0 + SLOSiJ))/(I,O - (1,0 ÷ GMI/Z.OtRELM(J)
X **2)**(-GR2))
8_5 CALL BLADE
IF (iERRCR.EC.I.ANO. ICChV.LT.2) GO TO lO
,._l_t SBETA
IF (_CC,%VoLT.2) GO IC q_.
IF {IGO.NE.2_ CAi_ M_RC:I_
C *** Cr_FUTE TPE ffLADE F:'lnCFS
B96 _r _JJ.E(_°KIUBES_ G_ TC _g-I
!F: IRBFIJ).GE.IR{[,J._I + RII,JJ÷II)I2,0I GO TO 897
Ct; TI; _q6
t}Gt FA(,I) : 2.P'I'PItRBF(J ._tIP_ESSIRBFIJItPS_(JJ-I)tPS2(JJItPS2(JJ÷|lt
X R(I,J,I-I),RII,JJ),R( [,JJ÷ll I -FAIJII/BLADES(IROWI
IF (J.NE.NSTRI_) GC TC 898
Rt, TIC.= _P,,aTIC
GC TC _9q
BSB RATIO = PI*IPSIIJI/TSTATIJI,I, VZ(I-|,JI*R(I-[_J) • PS|_J÷I)/
X TSTATIJ÷I)*V_II-I_J+It*_(I-I_J+I)I/RF_(R(I-I_J) - R(I-I_J+I))/
2 (R_F(J) - I_t'F(J+ll)
8sq FT(J) = (_rlC + CRATICI/I2.C*C*BLADESIIROW))
FAIJI = FA(JI ÷ FT(JI'_IVI([_I - VZ(l-ltJ))



























































• ** SET UP CALCULATE( _L_[_ ELEMENT PARAMETERS FOR PRINTOUT




DEV(IRCW,J) = BcTA2iJ) - SKOCJJ)
BKTCiJ) = KTC 7ACIAN
SF(J) = F£
CFIJ) = F2 - FI
WRITE (IW,2570) THLEt [H_AXv THTE, LM, T, Pt $SCAMBt GBLt SJf
X CHEIJ)_ ACCt RBFIJ)t FA(J)t FT(J)
9CC CALL POINTS
CALL STACK
IF IICONV.EQ.2) GO TC 920












93C WRITE (IW_2590) BI(J), SSI, BI, SKICIJI, KlCiJ)t DVt B2
X,SKCC{J), KOCIJI, BKTC(J), SF(J)t CF(J), CHK(JIe FSM(J)
CALL CCCRC
GC TO I0
2540 FCR_AT (IHI t/// 40X,52_*** TERMINAL CALCULATIONS WITH THE STACKED
I EL=OE *** /// 43X,45H** INPUT DATA CORRECTED TO THE BLADE EDGES
2 ** I/ gXv23(lH-),TH INLET t22IlH-}v 9Xt22(ll+-)tBH OUTLET t22(IH-I
3 II 7X,2IZX,1OHSTREAWLINE,TX,SHAXIAL,qXt_HAXIALtSX,IOHTANGENTIAL,
4 8X) /?X,2{_X, bHRACIUS,/X_BHLOCATIQNt6XtBHVELOCITYt6XtBHVELOCITYt
5 9X) / 7X,Z(3Xt8H(INCFESI,6X,BH(INCHES),bXtBH(FT/SECI,6Xt
6 8PIFTISECItgX) // )
2550 FCR_AT (3X,2FLA.4,IXt2FIA.3_SXt2F14._,lX,2F16.3)
25_C FCR_AT (1H1 /// 2X,BhL.E.RaD.,2X,THMAX.TH.,IX,BHT.F.RAD.,2X_
I 7MMAX.TH.,IX,8HTR_N.PT.,IX,THSEGMENTt2XtBHIST SEG.,IXtTHBLD.SET_
2 2X,THELEMENTt3X,5HAERC.,2X,IOHLOC.OF MAX,6X,IBHLOCAL BLADE FORCES
3 / 3XtbPICHORDt2(3X, GP/C_ORD)e3X,THPT.LOC. tlX_8HLOCATION,2X,
4 6HIN/OUT,TX,8HS.S.CAN.t2XtSHANGLEt3X,BHSOLIDITY_2X,_HCHORD_3X,
5 BHCAMB.PTo,3XtbHRADILSt2XtgHFDR.AXIAL_3X_SHTANG. / 27X,2(3X_
6 6H/CHORDI,2XtgHTURN._ATEtLX,SHIOEG)_XtSH(DEG)tI3X, SH(IN-),AX_
7 6HICHORDtAX,SHIIN.),3X, Bti(LBSIINI,2X_BH{LBSIJN) 14 |
2570 FCR_AT (2X,F7oAtSF9.4,FB.2tFO.2,FlO.6_2Fg.6_FIO.3t2F10.6)





5 5PANGLEtAXtTHON CONEt2Xt8HBL.ANGLE_2X,BHAS FRACT_
6 2X,BHAS FRACT,AXtAHAREAt3X_gHPT.LOC.IN I 3X,SHIDEG),3X,5H(DEGI,
7 _X,SH(DEC)_4X,SH(DEGI,SX_SH(DEG)_AX,SH(DEG)_3X,SH(DEG)_SX_SH(DEG)
8_5X,SH(DFG)_SX_5H(DEG),_X,THCF S.S._3X,THOF S.S.,3X,
9 bP_ARGINt_X,gHCOV.CHA_. II )













































C{-F,N,p;_ IV _,;T' ;_I
2 C_Ca;iCII 1, L._C'%(_.), .Fv _ ,:£11, T_i-VI !), i ;. _i kl, II'_',-.I I},
} ILVSS{_I , :_((11, I_r( I, Ji 1, iST';{?I, :[_A\5{ i), 'I_2PT( l},
SICPE(2,'!), S{!t_lt]{l), lAl_(1), TA"_'_XI_), TATs{l), TBIEII),
b T_VA){lll, T!2TE(1}, TCL_ {1.}, r2_.'_X{ l._, T:2_F (:}, T...t {l), T3MA}{{I),
? TOTEIL), lltT(l}, TCId,:I), T,_Ah3(1,21), "¢T_l_,221_ VZI2,2II,
8 Z{2,211, 7_HUd.(ll, I?TIP(I), ZMAXII,_ll
CCM_,{!N ISBALA_I
1 BETA, C _' , (2o_2, CPH3, CPH_ CPHS_ CPH6_ CPP3_ CPP4e CPPS_ CPPc}_
2 CPlt CV, CCP, CF, _)I-C, (HCf _ OLISSC_ {;, ';_,M_a_ C,Jt (;J2. GRIt GR2,
3 GRt, SR{, .I,R.:), H, I, ICCNV, ICUUNIt IERROR, IIN, IPRt [ROIORt IRt
4 IRCW, ITER, Tat J, ju, P&CH, NAI_t NBROWSt NHUBtNROTORtNSINtNSIRMI
5 NTIP, NTCPES_ C_EGA, Pl, POAI, OR, RAUIAN, RF, RG, ROT_IL_TflIII,TU
DIWENSICN WCoCI2O)
CCmMCN /L._,PELI TITEEI I_I
DaTa WC,;F) / 41_VEL., _,FCESI, 4HCu0R, 4HPUNC_ 4H_LI , _H?-D , 4H3-D
X, 6FTAPII, 4HSUCI, 4HCA._T, 4H_ODI, 4HCIRCt CHOPTI, 4NSHOC, {.HAPPRt
X 4_E SS, 4NE LF, 4N B , 4F _' , 4H P /
1 __ REAL2 (IR,IC32I |IITLE(II,I=I,18I
WRII__ (IW,;SO8) (III[_(I},I=I,IBI
C ,t,** RE,_C THF SPECIFIC I_EAT CCEFFICIF'ITS
REAC (IR,I_L ") (CPCO{II,I=I,6)
WRITE IIW,2-_,_} ICPCC(I),I=I,6)
REAU (IR,121",) hSIRM, MCJLE_ ROI_ Z_TIP(IROW)_ ,LBTIP(IRC)W)_




G = 32.17_ ^





CP_2 = CPC, (Z)12.,J
CPH3 = LoCI ( 3)/3.Q
CPP4 = cDr( (q)I4.C
CPH:. = COCC(_.)/5.C
CPP_ : CoCC(_)I6.?




COl = CPCC{I)/CC p
CP = 0.2_
REAC IIP,I 30) .r_LADFS( IRI_W)_ S_ILIDIIROW), TILTIIROW}_
X P_M_TL(IRCTGR)_ CHOKE(IRCW)
IF (ROT.C,T..'.oI GC TC PO
IST_II} = -z
GC TL 3.S
2n ISI_(1) : 2
3C REAC (IR,I.'__,?) TALE(IRC_), TP.LEIIROW), ICLEIIROWI, TDLE[IRC)WI_
X IAIF(IRF_), I_TEIIRCWI, TCTEIIR(_W), TDTE|IROW)


















































X TON'&XII_Cw_ , CHE]ROAI IPC_I, CH[',_.I'_I_(IR(.)W).CHQW, tJL( I _'CW}
READ (IR,IC'-,C'I ('P, _pf_, _A, AB, ,b. CO, OO, Er., EB
WQIIE (IW,?O1u) ";bTRM, MI;L_, _b[, IRflPIIROW), P.RTIP(IR+)W),
1 ZPkUBIIQCW), R_+Uq(IRCW), gLADES(IR!]W), Si)LIu(IROW), TILT(I_C)W)
WRITE (IW,?J2U) TALE(IqU,,), T&TE(IR(JW), IA_&XIIROW), [i_L_(IR _W),
l TBTE(IknW), IBMAX(IRCW), CHCRt]AIIRC)W|, TCLE(IROW), TCTE(IR;_W),
2 TC_"aXIIRCW), EI_I]R_B(IRCw), IDI_(!R_)W), TDTEIIk(jW), Tf)MAK(IR(}W),
3 CHLROC( I RCW)
C ,I,_,,I,SET COTICN ,_HICIg CCNiRELS THP AM(]U_IT L]F I'_F+]RMAIILIN ;]L:SIREU
IF (OP._,E.WCRC(5)) GC TO _,3
NOP'IIROW) = 6
GC TC 60
410 IF (CP.NE.WORB(4)) GC TO 50
NCPTIIROW) = 5
GC TO 120
50 IF ICP.HE.WORDI3)I GC TC 90
NCPTIIROWl = 4
6C IF IOPO.NE.WCRD(18II GO TO 7C
NCPTIIROW) = NI]PTIIRGb,) 4, 30
GC TC 120
70 IF Ir_PO.NE.wORO(20)) C C TO 8C
N(]PIIIROW) = NOPT(IRCW) + 20
6C TO 120
80 IF (CPO.NE.wORDI[9)) CC TO 120
NCPT(IRCWI = NOPT(IRCW) + TO
GC T_ 120
90 IF (CP.NE.WQRU(2)) GC TO I00
NCPT(IRCW) = 3
GC TO 120
IC0 IF (CP.K_.WGRC(1)) GO TG It0
NOPTIIRCW) = 2
GC l r_ 120
lie NCPI(IROW) : l
][20 IF IABSITILT(IROW)|.LT.I O.C) TILTIIROW| = TILT(IROW)/RADIAN
IF (ISTN([).LT.0) GO IC 140
WRITE (IW,2355)
IF ICHOKE(IRC,_).LE.O.3) CO TC 130
WRITE (IW,236u) CHOKE(_RCW), BMATL(IROTOR)
GC TC 160
130 WRITE (IW,2370) BMaTLIIRCTOR)
GC TO 16. r'




160 IF (NOPT(IRGW).Lf.3) CC TO 620
I TAeLE = 0
F. _,H, SET BLADE ELEMENT DESIGN CONIROL OPTIONS AND READ NECESSARY INPUT
410 IF (AA.EQ.WORO(7_) GC TO 420
IF (AA.EO.WCRUIg)) GC TO 4_0




_23 IINC(IROW! = 2
WRITE (IW,?_80)
GC TO _34
43C IINC(IRCW) = 3
WRITE (IW_Z3g0)




























































_" T _ 4 _'"
[TApL_ - l
[F (A_,o_L. kD(I_I t GC TC 445
[ [NCI[_ W) _ 4
WRIT_ (_W,2192)
_C T C 4_q
dRl IE (!w,2._4)
450 IF (,_R.EC.WCRD(7|) GC TC 460
IF {BB.EQ.WORO(IOI) G[ TC 470
I_ i_B.EQ.,URUlll)) CC TC 48C




46J IOEVIIRGW; = 2
WRIIE {IW,2410)
GC TC 484
_?e ICEVIIRCW) : 3
WRIIE I[W,2420)
GC IC 484
• @O IOEVIIRCW) : 4
W_IIE IlW,2_30)
484 De w@6 J:I,NSIRM
486 DEViIROW,J) = -0.0
GC I_ 500




5CC IF ICC°EQ,WCRO[13}) G[ TC 510
IF (CC.EO.WORDI8); GC TO 520
IGEC(IRCW| = I
DC 505 J_I,NSIRM
5C5 PFIIIROW,J) = 1.0
WRITE (IW,2440|
5C TC 530
510 IGEE(IROW) = 2
WRIIE |IW,24501
514 DC 516 J:I,NSIRM
516 Phl(IROW,J} = -0.0
GC T_ 539




530 IF (DD.EQ.WOR_iI4).ANC.IGEOIIROW).NE.I) G_ TO 540
IF (DD.EQ.WCRCI6)) GC TO 550
IIRANSiIRCW) : I
DE 535 J:I,NSTRM
535 TRANS|IRCW,J) : 0.5
WRITE (IW,2458)
GC TC 560
540 ITRaNS(I"CW) = 2
WRITE {IW,2460)
CC _45 J:I,NSTRM







































IF (TRANSIIRrW,J).LT.C.O.OR.TRANSIIROW,J).GT.I.O) GO TO 554
552 CCNTINU[
GC TO 560
554 WRITE (IW,2465i IRCW, J
IERRCR = l
RETtRN
560 IF (EE.EQoWCRC(8)) GC TC 570
IMAXIIROW) = l
OC 565 J=I,NSIRM
565 ZMAXIIROW,J) = 0.0
WRIIE 11W,2470)
GC TC 580
570 READ lIRtl030) (ZMIXIIROWwJI,J=I_NSTRM!
ITABLE = l





514 I_ IITRANSIIROW).EQ.2.ANC°IMAXIIROWI.EQ.2) GO TO 580
_C 576 J=I,NSIRM
ZT = _MAX(IROW,J)
IF (I_AX(IROW).EQ.2) ZT = ZT ÷ TRANS(IROW,JI
IF (ZT.LT.O.I.OR.ZT.GI.O.9) GO TO 578
576 £CNIINUE
GC TC 580
578 WRITE (IW,2_75) IROW, J
IERROR = I
RETLRN
58C IF (ITABLE.EC.O) GO TE 620
WRITE (IW,2480)
IF (I[NCII_CW).E_.5) WRITE(!Wt2482)
IF (IMAXIIROW).EQ.3) CC TO 582
WRITE (IW,2484)
CC TC 584
582 WQ_ TE ([Wv2486I
5e4 _RIIE (IW,2488I
CC 590 J=I,NSIRM
WRIIE (IW,24go) J, INC(IROW,J), OEV(IROW,J), PHI(IROW,J),
X TR_NSIIRCW,J), ZPAX(IROW,J)
I_C(IROW,J) = INC(IRCW,J)/RACIAN
5gO DEV(IROW,J) = DEV(IROW,J)/R_IAN
• m* REAC IN "LADE ELEMENT INLET AND OUTLET CONDITIONS
62C DC 630 J=i,NSIRM
63C REAC (IR,IC30) RiI-I,J), ZII-1,J), VZII-1,J), VTHII-I_JI_
X SLEPE(I-|,J), TO(I-|,J), PO(I-|,J)
OC 640 J=I,NSIRM

























































65C WRITE (IW,253G) J, RII-ltJ), ZII-I,J), Vl(T-1,J)t VTH(I-I,J),




WRITE (IW!2530) J_ R(ltJit Z(|tJ)t VZ(ItJIt VTH(ItJ)t SLOPE(ItJ)t
X TCII_J)I PG(itJ)
PC(I-ltJ) = POII-ItJ) *[_4-0
PC(ItJ) = PC(ItJ)_lAh.O
SLOPE(I-I,J) = TANISLCPE(I-I,J)IRADIANJ




|010 FORMAT II5,_X,bF10.4, I10)
|02C FCRPAT (3E20.8)
103C FCR_AT (8FIC.6)
IO60 FORPAT (A6,2X,A6t2&At2X,_iAH,6X),2AA, ZX)
2000 FORMAT (1H1 /111/ 61X,48_eee INPUT DATA FOR COMPRESSOR DESIGN PROG
1RAM ee_ //// 30X,|8A6 )
201¢ FORMAT (3X,DHNUMBER OFt_XtqHleOLECULARtAXt|OH_OTATIONAL_3Xt
I 9HTIP AXIALt4Xt|OHTIP R&DIAL,3XtqItHUB AXIAL,GXtIOHHUB RADIALt3X,
2 9HhUMBER CFtTXe3HTIPt6X,IOHSTACK LINE / ZXt|IHSTREARLINEStSXt
3 6HWE]GHT_TXtSHSPEEOt6Xt6IIOHSTACK LOC.t3XI_2XtbHBLACHESt6Xt
4 8HSOLIDITY,3X,|0HTANG- TILT I 31X,SN(RPM),TX,HiSHiINCHES)tSX|t
5 25X,qH(DEGREES) IF 7XwI2,FIS.3,F|3o|,AFI3.AtFI2.|,F|H-H_F12-3 )
2OZ0 FCRMAT (I/ 22X,elHt PCLYNOMEAL CONSTANTS FOR THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIO
INS CF RADIUS WITH TIP = 0 AND HUB = I s /I 25X,tTHt..E. RADIUS/
2CHGRD,BXtI7HT.E. RAOIUSICHGRD,bXt2OHMAXo THICKNESS/CHOROtSXt
3 15HCHORD/TIP CHORO #/ IIX,SHCONSTANTt IOX,3(FI0.HtISX) / 11X,
6 6HLINEARtL2Xt6(F10.4,15X) / 11X_DttQUAORATICe9XtH(FIO-6t|SX) I
5 11X_5HCUBIC,13X,_IFI0.4,15X) //I )
20bO FCR_AT (/I/39X,5]HTHE SPECIFIC HEAT POLYNOMIAL IS IN THE FOLLOWING
I FORM _11 9X_HHCP =_EI2°St3H * _EI2.5_SH'I'T + _EI2.5_8HH'Te_Z ÷ •
2 EI2.5,SH_T_3 + •E12.StBH_T_6 + ,E|Z°SeSHeTe_5 IlIll
2355 FCRPAT (I 45xt42H_ INPUT 8LAEE ELEMENT DEFINITION OPTIONS • //
1BX,9HINCIDENCE,gX_/PCEVIATICN,7X_I2HTURNING RATE_TX_IOHTRANSIT|ON
2,6X,I_HM_X. THICKNESS,?X_5HCHOKE,AXt22HBLAOE MATERIAL DENSITY /
3 lOX,2(5HANGLE,Z3X),SPRATIO,2(I3X_5HPOINT)_I2Xt6HMARGIN•IOX•
6 IOHLB/(IN)t*3 /I )
2356 FCR_AT (I _SXt42Ht INPUT BLACE ELEMENT DEFINITION OPTIONS • II
1 8X,DHINCICENCE,eX,DHCEVIATION,TX•I2HTURNING RATE,7XtIOHTRANSITION
2_6X_I_HMAX. THICKNESS_gXeSHC_OKE I lOX_2(_HANGLE•i3X)t_HRATIOt
3 Z(13XtSHPCINTI,L2X,6HNARGIN_IOX I/ )
236C FCR_AT (_8X_FT.AtlOX_FB.S)





2396 FCR_AT (|H_6Xtl_HTABLE (S.S.REFo))
Z6CO F_R_AT ([He,28Xt]H2-C)
261C FOR_AT (Ifl_28Xe3H3-C)
Z62C FORPAT (IH_•2_X_|2HCARTERS RULE)
2630 FCR_AT (IH_,21X,I6HMC[IFIED CARTERS)
2635 FCR_AT (IH_27X,SHTABLE)
266C FCRMAT (IH_41X,I2HCIRCULA_ _RC)
2650 FORMAT (IH_,;AX_ThOPIIWUM)
2655 FORMAT (tH_SX,_HTABLEI
265_ FCRWAT (IM*_SgXtI2HCIRCULAR ARC)

































































2665 FCRPAT (I/I 12X,53HT_E |hPUT TRANS[TIGN POINT LOCATION OF _LAPE RO
IN NC.tI2t2CH, CN STRE_PL|NE NO.,[2,3GH, IS N0T ON THE BLADE ELEMEN
2T. )
2470 FORPAT (1H+,TSXtIOHTRANS. PT.)
2672 FORNAT (IH+,7_XvI8HTAeLE (TRANS.REF. I)
2474 FCRPAT ([H÷_T5XtIbHTAeLE (LoEoREF.|I
2475 FORPAT (I// 3Xt55HTHE [EPUT MAX. THICKNESS PT. lOCATiON OF BLADE
IROW N0.tI2,20Ht ON S]REAPL|NE NO.tI2,4qHt 15 NOT WITHIN THE REQUIR
2EO I0 TC 90 PCT. (_C. )
26B0 FCRPAT (IHI I/Ill 6LX,49P_ TABLE OF BLADE SECT[ON DESIGN VARIABLES
] INPUT * /12bX,80HIVARIABLES CONTROLLEO BY OTHER OPTIONS WILL APPE
2AR AS MINUS ZEROS IN THE TABLE.) II )
2482 FCRPAT (29XtXSHSUCTIC_ SLRFACE )
2686 FCR_AT (IIXt[GHSTREAMLINEeSX,|SHINCIDENCE ANGLEtSXt
I |5HOEVlATI_N ANGLEt2X,2CHINLET/OUTLET TURNINGt2Xt
2 |6tHTRANS|TICNICHORDt3X_XBHIMAX - TRANSITION) )
2486 FORMAT I|IXtIOHSTREAMLINEeSXp|SHINCIDENCE ANGLEtSXt
I |5_DEV|ATIC_ ANGLEtZXt2_HINLETIOUTLET TURNING_2X_
2 16HTRANSITICNtCHOROtSXtI6HMAXo THICKNESS I
2688 FORMAT (13Xt6HNUMBERt2Xt2IIIXegH(DEGREES))tlOXt|OHRATE RATIOtI|Xt
I 8HLOCAT|CN,gXwlq41LOCATION/CPORD // )
2490 FORPAT (15X,IZ,2XtS(12X,FB.4))
2500 FCRPAT (1H1 // 5IXt3CH#_ INLET STATION INPUT DATA ,I.I, )
2510 FORMAT ( // 5|X_3IF_ CUTLET STATION INPUT DATA s_ )
252C FCR_AT ( / lX,2(3X,10PST_EAMLiNE)_gX,5HAXlAL,IIX,5HAXIALt8X,
I LOFTANGENTIAL,bX_IO_STREAMLINEtZ(bXtIOHSIAGNATION) / 6X,_NNUM6ERt
2 7XtbHRAOIUS_gX,8HLOC_TICNt2(BX,BHVELOCITYI_IOXtSHSLOPE_BX_
I[HTEMPERATUREt6XtBHPRESSURE / 18X,2(BH(INCHES),BX),Z(BHIFT/SEC)_
4 9X),QH(DECREES),7X, BP(DEGoR.),gX,6H(PSIA) // )
253C FCRPAT (TX,[3,SX,FlO.4,F16.6,F|7.3,FI6.3,Flb.5,FIS.2,F16._)

























CALCULATES CPIT) OF TFE FLUI0 AT TEMPERATURE,T
REAL [NC
CC_N /VECTOR/
I BETAS(lt21)_ BMATLII)_ BLADES(lit CHOKE(I)_ CHORDAl1), CHOROB(I)t
2 CHCROC(I), CPCO(6), CEV(X,21), IDEV(I)t IGEO(I), IINC(]),
3 ILCSS(I1, [MAX(I), I_C(1,211, ISTN(2), |TRANS(1)_ NOPT(I),
6 _XCUT(1), PH1(1,21), P012,21), R(2,21), RBHUB(I), RBTIP(I),
5 SLCPE(2,21), SOLi0(I), TALE(I), TAMAX(1), TATE(1), TBLE(I),
6 TB_AX(1), TBTE(I), TCLE(I), TCMAX(I), TCTEII), TDLEI1), TDNAX(|),
? TDTE(I), TILT(I), TC(2,21)_ TKANSI|_2I), VTHi2,21)_ VZIZt21)t
Z(2,21), ZBHUB(I), Z_TIP(I), ZNAX(1,21)





















FUNCt .'f'N TEMPi N_) l
CALCIILAIES TF_MPFPATUDE AssnCIATED WITH AN ENTH_,LOV CHANGE, HD. 2
PEAL I_,rv MAC_ 3
COw_.N /vEcr]_/ 6
I _,FTAS{I_ZI)t O,MATLfL), _LAC)ES(I), CNOKE(L}, CHnPDAfl), C_rJ_r)P,(l}, 5
2 CHnRI,)CflI, '_aCN(61, DEVIL,211, I3_Vil), I¢,F_(I), IINC(I), 6
3 ILJSS(1), i_AXILI, IN¢(I,211, ISTN(2|, ITRANS(IJ, NOPT(II, 7
4 _IXCJTII), Pql(l, 21), Pq(2,21l, R(2,21), PRH')R(I), RRT!P{ll, 8
5 S[OPEC2,2L), SnLIF,,{I l, TALFIII, TAMAXII) , T_TE(I), TBLFfI), 9
5 I_MA_((1), FBTE(I), TCLEIL), TCMAX(II, TCVF(L), TF)LF_(1), TOMAXIII, 10
7 TDTF[ l), TILT(l), Tn(2,__I) , T_ANS([,21), VT4(2,?I}, V7(2,211, lI
B ZI2_2L), /RHtP,(1), 7BTIPfII, ?'_AX{L,21) 12
COMMON /SCALAR/ 13
I BETA, CP, CDH2t COH3_ CPH_, CP_ jq . Cl:'M6, CPP), COo4, CPP_, CPP6t 16
2 CPIt Ctvt OCPt [3I_, OHC, QHCIt :]i , Gt GAM'_t r,j, GJ2t _RI, GR2, 15
3 GQ3_ _,R4, G_5_ lie I, ICrINV, IC , IERRORt (IN, IPRt IRCITORt IR, 16
4 IROW, ITFRt IWt Jt JMt _IACHt NAct N_R{')WS, N4URtNRO'rORtNSTNtNSTRMt L7
5 NT|P, NTURE_;t, I'}mEGAt Pie I>OAlt PR, RADIANt RFt R_t Rf'!TeTLtTI')AItTU 18
IF IAB$IHt'_/TJI.LT.0.00LI GO TC 15 19
lC = 0 20
{VC = '_.OE-,09/#_BS[HD/TU| 2[
IF ICVC.LT.0.O000ll CVC = 0.00001 22
L0 TENP = TU- _D/CP 23
TSUM = TU_.TEWP 26,
SUW] --- CPCOI |l • CPH_WI'TSU_I 2_
PRrlD = TEMP_TEMP Z6
TSUM = TStJ_TU,bPRf}D 27
SUM = StJ_'I'CI_H3'I_T_IJM 28
PROD = PRflO,O,TEMP 2q
TSUM = TSUM_TIJ_.PROrl 30
SLIM = SU_÷CPH6._TS[W'I 3L
PROD = PPOD*TEMP 32
TSUM = TSUM_,TIJ_PRrID 33
DT= TU-TF_P 36
HN = DT*( 5UWI÷CPHSWI, TSUM_.CPH6,1, I TSUN_I'TUePROrJcTF._IP | I 35
IF (ABSII.O- HtI/HO).LT.CVCI GO TO 20 36
IC = IC + I 37
IF (IC.GT.LOI WRITE IIWt20OO) Jt Tll, HD, (iN 38
IF (IC.C-T.151 GO Trl 18 3q
CP = PNIDT _,0
GO TO I0 _.l
15 TEMP = Ttl- HO/CP _2
GO TO Z0 _,3
I_ IEVRnR = I _6
20 RC_TtJRN 45
2000 FO;_MAT (II14Xt36HINSTABILITY IN FUNCTION T__N@ J =t13elSH UPPER 66





CALCULATES PRFSSURE RATIO RY ISENTROPIC PROCESS FOR A
T E'4PER_TURE DIFFE_FNCE
_EAL INCe MACH
COW MrIN IVECT.IR #
L RET6S(I,ZL), RMATL(II, _LAI')ES(LIt CHOKE(lit CHORDA(LIt CHORrIRII|,
2 CHnI_oCIII. SPCOI6I, DEV(Lt?_L), IDEVIII, IGEBIIIt IINCII)e
3 IL_SS(llt IMAX[[), INCiI,211, ISTNI21t ITRANS(Iit NOPT(II,
142
NXCUT(IIt P_lflt2Llt P()(2,21)t R(2121), F_J_(tlt RRTIi:'ILi,
5 SLOPE(2tZI|t SOtlrl([)t TALE(Lit TAWAX(_ _ T_TFII), T_LE(LI,
6 TBMAXfLIt TC_TE(It, TCLE(1) t TCqAX(Ll_ :([it Tf)L_fL)t T_.MAX(L),
7 TDTE(I), TILT( Lit T_(2tZl) , TRANSILI2I), VT'_(2 Zl) t VZ(2t2L),
8 ZlZt21l, /BHUB(I), 7BTl°ltlt ZNAX(I,21)
CON NON /SCALAR/
I BETAt CPt C_HZt CPH_t CPH6t CPHSt CPH6t CPP_t CPP/_t CP0WSt CPP_t
2 CP1, CV, DCPt DFt OHC, qHCI, DLOSC, Gt GAMW_, GJt GJ2, GRIt GR2,
3 C,R3, CR4t GRS, Ht It ICONV_ ICOUNTt IERROI_t IINt II_w IROTORp IRt
4 IROWt ITERt IW, Jt JM, MACHt NABt NBROWSt N-4UBtNROTOR,NSTNtNSTRMt
5 NTIPt NTURESt OMEGAt Pl, POAlt PRt RADIANv :tFt RCt RnTtTLtTP, A[tTU
TSUM = TH • TL
SUI4 = CPCO| Zl • CPP3STSUM
PR_3D = TL_'TL
TSUM = T$1JNSTH * PR(_
Sllq = SUq I. CPPUTSUq
PRO0 = PR[_I_STL
TSLIN = TSUM_TH 4, PRflO
PRATIO • ITH/TL|IW_CP|tEXPiITH-TLI/OCP _(SUN*C ppS'_TSUW_'CPp6e(TSII_teTH

































• _e THIS RULTINE SERVES AS _ CONTROL OF THE BLADE ELEMENT DESIGN.
_** IhCI_ENCE ANT DEVIAT ICN ANGLES ARE SET IN THIS SUBROUTINE.
REAL Ir_CtI2_IO,13_tKC,KI,KICtKIStKM,KOCtKTCtKTStMACHtMD' NI
CCMffON /VECTCR/
I BETAS(It211, BM_TL(1)t _LAUES(1), CHOKE(1), CHORDA(1)t CHURDB(I}t
2 CHCRDC(I)t CPCC(_), CEV(It2I|t IDEV(1)t IGE0(1)t IINCII|,
3 ILCSSII}, I_AX(l)t IkC(I,2I|, ISTN(2), ITRANS(I), NOPT(I)t
NXCUT(Itt PPI(|,2I), PC(2,21), R(2t21)t RBHUB(1), RBTIP(I),
5 SLCPE(2t21)t SOLlOll), TALE(1), TAMAXII)_ T_TE(1), TBLE(I),
6 T_PAX(1)t TBTE(1)t TCLEILI, TCMAX(I)t TCTE(I), TDLEiI)t TOMAX(II,
7 TCIEII), llLT(ll, TC(2t2I), TRANS(I,21)t VTHi2t21), VZ(2,21),
8 Z(2t21), Z6hbB(l), ZPTIP([), ZMAX(I,21)
CC_WCN /SCAL_R/
1 BEIAt CPt CPH2t CPH3t CPH4t CPHSt CPHbt CPP3t CPP6, CPPSt CPP6t
2 CPl, CV, CCP, OF, OhC, CHEf, DLOSC, G, GAMMAt GJ, GJ2t GRI, GRZt
3 GR3, GR4t ORS, Ht I, ICCNVt ICOUNTt IERROR, lint IPR, IROTORt IRt
4 IRCW, ITER, IW, J, J_, MACH, NAB, NBROWS, _HUHtNROTORtNSTN_NSTRN,
5 Kilt, _TLPES, GMEGAt Plt PO_l, PR, RADIANt RF, RGt ROT,TLtTOAItTU
CCNMON
I 0ETAI(21), F_TA2(21), CCSA(2[), COSL(21it DKLE(It211t OL(21),
2 qA_w(21), GPAR(21), nEL_(2_)t KPRI(21), REI(21)t RE2(2II,
3 RE_(21), RE4(21), RE_(2I), RVTH(2|)_ SINA(2I), SINL(21)_ SLOS(2II

























5 _M(21), VTSt(21), XHAR(!,21), YBAR[I,21), ZPIdI,I _), ]S(21,13)
C[_CN I_LIVI
I CHC(21_, CHK(21), CCSAZ(31)e F5_(21), KIC(21), KQC(?I), RbA{2!),
2 _EC(2,21), RPTE(2,2i), RINA2(21), SKIC(21), SKOC(21), IALP{2|),
3 TCa(21), tiC(2,21), TCB(2I),TTRP(21),TTRS(2L),YCCLE(25),YCCTE(25)
6,ZCCLE(Z5), ZLCT£(25), ZCDA(?I)t ZECI2,2|), /TRP(21), ZTRSI21)
CCM_CN /_IACES/
1 AMACH, aCC, A1SCaS, alSCAI, B[NC, CALP, CCC, CtPE, CGBL, CH_Rr_w
2 cite, CKTCI CKIS_ C1, C2_ UKAPPA, ORCE, DRCG| , ORC_SI, DRCMT,
3 CRCf)I, DRCI, DRCTI, [RI, CS_E, DSMT, DSql, DSOT, OSSE, DST. DSTI,
EMT, FI, F2, GBL, ICL, IGC, IPASS, KIS, KM, KIC, KTS, P, PFLOS.
5 RCC, RCW, RCMSt RCT, RCIe RECGI, REE, REMT, RET, RETI, RMSJ, RTRC
6,RI, RIC, P2, SALP, SEPE, SG_M, SGF_L, SJ, SKTC, SKIS, StJU, T,




RCI = RTI - RII-I,NSIWM)
RC2 : RT2 - RII,NSIR_)
C_£R_T = CHC(I)
ItS= (ZBTI-{IROW) - Z_NU_IIROWI)/IRBIIPIIROW) - RffHUBIIROW))






TIPT = TA_((TILTIIROW) - 100.O*FLOAT(IH))IRACIAN)
Ib = IH - (I_/I00)*ICC
HbST = TAN(FLCATIIH)/RADIAN)
6 RI = RII-I,J)
R2 : R(I,J)
RRI = (RTI - RI)IROI
RR2 = (RT2 - R2)IRC2
THLt= TALE(IROW)_(TBLE(In_WI+{TCLE|IROW)+TOLE(IROW)*RRL)_RRI)*RRL





|C P = PHIIIRC_ ,J)
T :IRANS(IRUW,J)
7V = ZMAX(IROW,J)




IF (ISTN(1)oGI.O) B2E_ = RI*_MEGAII2.O - B2EQ
B2EC : ATANIB2E_IIVZ(I-I,J)*SQRIIL°O + SLOPEII-L,J)**2)})
SJ : SOLIG(IRCWI*(RTI + RT2)I(R[ + R2)*CHOROICHORDT
CCC: [.0 - THLE THIE
C| : T- THLE
C2 : 1°_ - T - THT_
































































LOCATE ThE BLADE ELEMENT ST_CKING POINT REFERENCE wITH
RESPECT TG THE HUB WALL gTACKING POINT.
RCA(J)= (R1-RbHUB([_CW) + (ZPHUB([ROW) - Z(I-ItJII=TALP(J))/
X (t.O - TALP(J)=TLS)
ZCD_(J) = RCA(J)*TLS
RCA(J)= RCA(J) + RBHU_(IrOW)
MR= RBHU_(IRCW)IRCA(J)
IF (ABSITILT(IROWII.CE.X30.O) GO TO I2
TCA(J)= ARSI_(SIILT*(S_RT(1.O - (RR*STILT)*12 ) -RR*CTILT))
GC TO 14
L2 TCAIJ) = (RCAIJ) - RBF_8(IRUW))/(RBTIP(IROW) - RBHUB(IROW))=(TIPT
X - PUBT) + (HUBT - RBPUB(IROW)I(RBTIP(IROW) - RBHUB(IROWIIS(TIPT -
X HUBT))tALCGIRCA(JI/R_HUP(IRGW))
l_ IF (ISTN(II.LT.O) TCAIJ) = -ICA(J)
IF (ITER.GT.I) GO TO 15
=_e AN APPROXIMATIOh CF THE LOCATION OF THE STACKING POINT WITH
C RESPECT TO THE BLADE ELEMENT LEADING EDGE CENTER FOR INITIAL STACK
AREA = I2,_THMAX • TFTE + ZM_THC)/3.O
A = ZM_i2.0*THMAX - 2.0*THTE + ZM_THD)/]2.0 • (THMAX ÷ THTE)/*.0
XBARiIRCW,JI = A/AREA - If-fiLE
YB[ = (THLE + THTE)/2.0
VB2 = CCC_(4._ - ( 4.C+ I.O/THMAX|_YBI)/IO°O
]5 IF ICHOKEIIROW).EQ.O.C.AND.ICONV.NE.2) GO TO 60
IF (ICONV.GT.2) GC TC EO
C _ee CALCULATE STREAMTUBE CCNVERGENCE CONSTANTS















SLJP= (R(I,J+L) - R(I-1,J+lll/(Z(I,J_l) - Z(l-l,J+l))
50 RC[ = RJM - RJP
ORL = RDl - ZJM*SLJM ÷ ZJP*SLJP
SLJC= SLJP - SLJM
GM[ = GAPM(J) - l.O
GR2 = GA_MIJ)IGMI
GR6 = (GAVVIJ) ÷ I.OI/2.C
GR[ = GR4/GMI
RMR= 1.0 • GNL/2.0_RELM(J)*_2
A|SCA[ = RELM(J) $(GR_/RVR)e_GRL
PFLES= OEAR(J)*(1.0 - RMR=e(-GRZII
RTRC = O,C
IF (ISTN(I).LIoO) GO TC bO
RTRC = (CMEG_CHORC)_e2/(GR2eRGeTRELI(JIeI_4°O|
6C IF (IINC(IRCW) .GT.2) GO TC 90
e_* IF IhCICENCE ANC CEVIATION ANGLES ARE TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
METFODS CF hASA SP-_6, VALUES FROM SEVERAL PARAMETRIC CURVES ARE
NEECFD. ALCE_kAIC EQU_TIENS WHICH MATCH THE PARAMETER CURVES
WITFIN A FFW PERCENT _RE USEC.


























































• Qe CALCULATE THE 3-O INCIDENCE CORRECTION FACTOR.
13C = (2.55*RRI - 2.8 * ((7.5 - 2.5*RRI)*RR[ *5.275)*RELM{J)*_({((
X 0.1563,RRI - 0.344)*RRI + I.O82R)/RELM(J))**l(O.4375*RRl - 1.1375
X )*RRI ÷ 2.7094)))/RAEIA_
• ** CaLCUlATE SL!]PE _F OEVIAIION WITH 2-D INCIDENCE FACTOR.
A = 3.35 - BI*(O.71+ C.2_*BI)
B = (0.044b_81 - 0.04C_)*_I* 0.0070
C : SINIOI*SJ/I.21
CCEVDI = EXP(-A*SJ) + P*(C/SJ)**2
GC TO BO
70 I]D= 0.0
, _e ChLCULATE KI, IHE BLACE THICKNESS FACTOR ON INCIDENCE.
8C K| : {(1514.4_THMAX - 912.2W)_THMAX ÷ 2_.O)_THMAX
_. _ CALCULATE 2-D INCIDENCE FACTOR FOR IO PERCENT THICK AIRFOIL
12DIO = 5J*BI_(O.O80 - BI_5_0.0014_2_
EINC= 13D 4 KI_I2CIO
._e_ CALCULATE_ NI, INCIDENCE F_CIOR ON 8LADE CAMBER,
AA = lO.[_Eg - O.03757_SJI_SJ - 0.2205 - 0o02838/SJ
EB = ( 0.08833=(1.2 - SJ)=_2 - 0.55653)e0.1882
CC = 1.42T ÷ 7.288 * ISJ - 0o411SJ*.5.2
CB = (O.COo25_SJ - 0.C4_8)*SJ + 0,0165
EE = ABSIBI*RADIAN - 40.0)/30.0
N[ = -0.025=(2.4 - SJ) + (aA÷BB=B[=_2I =81 + IO,5+(ATAN(BI$
X RACIAN- 40.O)t/PII_IO.O278=EE_eIoA5 ÷ DOtEE_tCC)
CC TC 150
90 IF {IINCIIRCWI.E_.4) £C TO 130
IF (ITER.GT.I) GC TO 120
D_LE(IROW,J) : 2.0_AT_((THd_X - THLEI/ZM)
12C CINC: DKLEIIROW,J)





15_ IPaSS : 0
IF (IDEVIIPCW).GT.2) CC TO 180
IF ! IOEV(IR_W).E_.I) GC TO l_O
• _ CaLCULaTE 03D, THE 3-C DEVIATION CORRECTION FACTOR
= -[.75 + 2.5.RR2 + _2.'6.58
B = ((_0.2 - RR2*_6.25)_RR2 - 5.558|_RR2
C = 5.0¢(ABS(RR2 - 0.C5))t%0._66067
D3D = (a + B*(RELPI.I) - C.45 ÷ kR2/6,0I_CI/RADIAN
GC TC I70
160 O3D= 0._
,. _ee CALCULATE C2DICe THE 2-O DEVIATION FACTOR FOR IO PERCENT THICKNESS
170 D2DID = ((I(0.6812*SJ • E,325IeSJ - O.3895)t81 + (0.4957- SJt!
X 0.837 * I.G185_SJI)I_BI ÷ ((0._0825=SJ • 1,473I=SJ - O.[049))eBll
X RACIAN
,eee CALtULAT_ KL, TPE BLACE THICKNESS FACTOR ON DEVIATION.
KC : THMAx_(g._3 ÷ gT,8_T_M_XI
e_* CALCULATE P_, CEVIATICN FACTCR ON BLADE CAMBER.
_C: (i0.05_,_2,_I -O.O_2_I)*BI + 0.040461_BI + 0.25
• ** CALCULATE P, Tt_E SCLICITY EXPONENT.
B : 0.q66 + B1.l-C,17475 + 81.(0,2036 - B1*0,2781)_
CCEV : KB_C2BI(' + I)C*CDFVEI + D3D
5C TC 240































































lg0 B = 0.5
G_L - 0.37,_I ¢ 0.63*"2
IF (IGC.E_.2.C _ !OEO(I_O,!.N¢.2) G(] r;j 1c)5
DK = 2.0*(THMAX - THLE)IIMI(PK - 82)
£M = (REt _fj} - !.O)*RE! V(._)**6
P = (I.0 - DK*C.M*(I.C - l)ll)/(l.O + (I.0 + 0K)*CM)
I_5 GtMPHI = O.5*IP*C2et2/CI - C1)/CCC
It (GAUPHI _ 2C0,220,210
2CC ACC = T _ CI*GAMPHI
GC TO 2_o
21C _CC -:- T 4 :, ,:'_,_Pv,_If;
GC T0 230
22C ACC = T
Z3C Mr -. (C.='q "_ C,BL ¢:C-"r:!C :5 " ,:,.08891SeOBL} _* 2.C¢'AQCI*II2.115 -
X GBL*|2.03_-4 - 0.6Zq22*GFL I )
CCEV= G.O
IPASS = IPASS ÷ I
2¢0 CN = BI - e2_t_ + CDEV - CIhC
OVC = MOISJ**_q
CC = 1.0 - UVC + NI
OKAPPA = C_/C_
BINC = CINC "_ NIeDKAPPA
SKICIJI = el - BINC
SKOC(J| = P2 - C_EV- CVC_'CKAPPA
KIC(JI --/_T_NI(TANISttICIJ}I-"C_'L p - {SINA(JI*CAL p -SALP*COSA(.II|_
X RPTE( l-1 t J) I/COSA(J ) )
KCC(J) :- _tT_,N(|T_NISttCC(J))*C ALP - (SINA2(JItCALP - SALP*COS&2iJ))
X *RPTE ( I ,J) )/CqSA2(J ) )
DI<APPA = KIC(J) - KOC(J)
SGAM = SIN((KIC(J) + KCC(JI)I2.0)
IF (IGECiIRISw).NE.2) £C TO 250
*,I,* SET SEGMENT TURNING RATE RATIO FOR OPTIMUM OPTION
IF (RELMIJI.GT.O.8| £C TC 2_¢2
P = 1.0
GC TC 268
2k2 IF (ITER.GT.I) GO TO 244
OK = 2.0*(THMAX - THLEIIZM
GC TC 246
266 OK = OKLE(IRC_,J)
266 CM = O.75*(RELM(J| - C.8)*RELM(JI$*6
OKT = KICI.I) - KOCIJ)
P = (DKT - UK*CM*(I._ - T)/T)/(DKT + (DKT + OKI*CMI
248 PHI(IR(IW,J) = P
25C CALL CCNIC



















































.t,t, This I_ Tt-v MAIN PLACE i}LtiNENT LAYOUT ROUTINE. BLADE ELEMENTS
*_* "R_ LAIC t2..7 Ch A CO;,,c _LCF THAI THE CIRCULAR ARC CPARACTERISTIC
.I,* OF L(;NSIAIkl _,_?_ LF- Af_C.Lf CHANGE WITH PATH DISIANCE IS MAINTAINED.
REAL INC, i'._('.,.K_:', ,'(iS, KM, ,'._Ct KePt KOSt KP, KS, KT_ KTCt KTPt
l KTtt KW(., MACH








1 BETAS(It2|), _NATLI llv _LA_ESI[), C_OKE(|I, CHI]RDAIIIt CHORDBIX),
2 CHERDC(I), CPC_(6), [EV(I,2I), IOEVIl|, IGEL](L), lIND(1),
3 ILESS(1), iw&Xil), INE(L,21), I_TN(2), ITRANS(L), NOPT(1)t
4 NXEUT(1), Pf_I(l,21), PC(2,21), R(2,2I), RBHUB(I), RBTIP(L)9
5 SLLPE(2,?I), $CLID(l), TALE(1), TAMAX(1)t TAIE(1), TBLE(i),
6 T@MAX(I}, I_TE(1), TCLEIi), TCMAX(I), ICTE(1), IDLE(lit ;DWAX(1),
7 TOTE(1), TiLT(lit TC(2,21|, IRANS(I,21), VT_(2,2I), VZ(2t21),
@ Z(2,21), (_UH(I), ZPTIP(I}, ZMAX(I,21)
CC_M_N /SC_L_RI
l _ET8, CPt CPF2, CPH3, CPH4, CPH5, CPH6, CPP3, CPP4, CPPS, CPPb,
Z CPl, CV, CCP, CF, DFC, LHCI, DLCSC, G, GAMMA, GJ, GJ2, GRI, GR2t
3 GR3w GR4, GRS, V, I, ICCNV, ICOUNT, IERROR, TIN, IPR, IROTOR, IR,
4 IRCW, ITER, |W, J, JP, _ACH, NAB, NBROWSI NHUB,NR_TOR,NSTN,NSTRM,
5 NTIPt NTUBES, OMEGA, Pl, PO_l, PR, RADIAN, RF, RG, ROT,TL,TOAI,TU
CCMMON
1 BETA'(21), _ETA2(2I)t CCSAI21|t COSL(21), OKLE(1,21lt OLl2])t
2 GA_M(21), C_AR(21)t RELM(21), RPRI(2LIt REI(2ll, RE212IIt
3 RE3(21), RE4(21), RE_(21), RVTH(21)t SINA(ZI), SINL(21|t SLOS(21)
4,SCNIC(2I), TMETAPI21,13), TFETAS(21,13I, TRELI(21I, TSTAT(21),
5 V_I21), VTS_I21), X_Rllw21I, YBARIII2IIt ZPl21,13;, ZSl21tl3I
CC_CN /ECUIV/
1CHCI21), CHKIZliv CCSa2(2llt FS_(21lt KIC(21I, KOC(Zllt RCAI211e
2 RECI2,2ll, RPTEI2e211, SINA2(2L), SKIC(211, SKOCI21I_ TALPIZIIt
3 TCa121I, TECIZt2IIe TGBI21I,TTRPIZXItTTRSI21I,YCCLEI25)_YCCTEI251
4,ZCCLE(25|, ZCCTEI25)_ ZCDA(21), ZEC(2,21)_ ZTRP(2I), ZTRSI2[)
CCW_CN /_LADES/
1AMACH, ACE, AISDAS_ AISCAI_ 81NC_ CALPt CCCe CEPEt CGBE_ CHORDe
2 ClhC, CKTC_ CKTS, Cl_ C2, DKAPPA_ DRCE, DRCG|, ORCMST_ DRCMT_
3 DRC_I, CRCT, DRCTI, CRI, CSME, DSMT, DSOl, DSOT, DSSEt DST, DSTI_
4 EWT, FI, F2, GBL, ICL, IGOr IPASS, KIS, KM, KTCt KTS, P, PFLOS_
5 PEG, RCM, RCMS, RCT, RCI, RECGI, REE, REMTe RETe RETIt RMS3, RTRC
6,RI, RIC, R2, SAEP, SEPE, SGAMe SGBL_ SJ_ SKTC, SKTS, SLJO, It
7 TEPE, TGBLL, THD, ThLE, T_MAXe THIEf TKTN, TLS, WCX, YBI, YB2, ZM
CC_ON IWARG/
1 AL, AOAS, ACA1, CCHCRC, DAL, _AOAS, OPW, DPWL, DRCLEP, DRCN,
2 CRCTPl, _RCTSIt DRCWT, ESA, DSP, OSPlt DSP_ DSS, DSSlt DSS2t DSW
3,EBe EWC, F_ MC, ICHCKE, KIP, KOPe KOSt KP, _S, KTPt KWC, PI_t RCI
4_RCE, RCP, RCS, RCTP, RCTS, RELEPe REOIt REP, RES, RETP, RETSt
5 REWT, RTR, RTRD, RTRC, SECGEL, TCGI, TGBL, WC, ZMT
IEO=O
• _ ESTABLIS_ BLADE ELEMENT CENTERLINE TO SATISFY CAMBER, CHORD
• _* Ah_ TRANSITIC_ POINT REQLIREMENTS.
C_AM= SCRT(L.O - SGAP_2)
_K2 = DK_PPAIII,O + P_Cl/C2)
CCHLRD = CALP_CFORC
IF (IPASS.CT.1) GO TC 30
ICL = 1
EPS= CCC*SCAM*SALPI(RIC • ITFLE • CCC_CGAMI*SALP)
DPHI = CKAPPA - EPS
DPHI_ = DPP[I_.0
CP_I_S = DPhI*DRHI4
OS_l = CCCI(I.O - DPFIFSI6.O_II.0 - DPHIHSI20,O))
DSTI= CIlCCC*CS01
DSCT= _SCI - bSTI
IF (ITER.GT.I) GC TO I0
SIKEP_ = CPHI4*SRSIDP_I4)
YBARIIRCWtJ) = YBI ÷ YB2_SINCP41SQRT(|.O - SINDP4**21 - THEE
IC IF (ABS(_ALPIRICI.LT.I.0E-O8) GO TO 20



























































25 RCG = RCI - THLE • (ZCCAIJ| + ZBHUB(IROWI - ZIi-I,J|IICCHORD
3C OK] = DKAPPA - CK2
CALL EPSLCh(KIC(JI,-CKI,RCI,CSTI,DRCTI,RETI)
KTC = KYLfJ) - OKX
RCT= _CI + DRCTI
_5 CALL EPSLCN(KTCt-DK2,RCT,DSOT,CRCOT,REOT)
RCC= RCT • CRCOT
RE_I= RCOIRCT*RETI _ REOT
DROOl= DRCTI ÷ DRCOT
CALL TANKJP(RCI,DRCOI,RECI,TANCCO)
TGBL= (TANCCC ÷ TEPE)I([.O - TANCC_TEPE)
CALL RPCINT(RCI,DRCTI,RETI,TCBL,JRCTP)
SECCBL= SQRT(I.O • TGEL**2)
CCI= DRCTP_SECGBL - CI
OC2 = DRCCI*SQRTII.O * TANCCC**2)*CEPE - CCC
IF (ICL.GT.I.AND.ABS(TGBL - TGBLL).LT.I.0E-O_) GO TO 45
GBL= ATANITGBLI
CALL EPSLCN(GBLtO.O, RCItXBARIIROWtJ)tDRCMT,REMT)
RCM = RCI * DRCMT
CALL EPSLCNiGBL÷PI2t0.OtRCMtYBARIIROWtJIvDRCGItRECGI)
ORCGI = CRCGI + CRCHT
RCI = RCG - CRCGI
ICL - 2
TGBLL = TGBL
4S IF (ABS(DCI)oLT°loOE-05) GC TO 40
OSl= DSTI_CCII(C1 4 CCI)
DSTI= DSTI - DSI
DSCT= DSOT - CSOIeDC21(CCC ÷ DO2) + 0SI
DSOI = DSTI • DS_T
DK2 = DKAPPA/(lo_ • P_£STI/DSOT)
GC TC 30
60 IF (ABSICC2).LT.10E-C6) GO TO 50
DSOT= DSOT - CSCI*OC2/(CCC + DC2)
DSOI = DSTI ÷ OSOT
GC TC 35
SC IF (IPASS.EG.2) GO TC 10C
IF (ICCNV.F_.2) GC TC 55
IF (IDEVIIRCW).LE.2.CR.IZEV(IROW).GE.5) GO 70 100
• e_e CALCULATION OF A PETTER VALUE DF MAXIMUM CAMBER HEIGHI ABOVE
eee T_E CONSTANT ANGLE LI_E CONNECTING BLADE ELEMENT EDGE CIRCLE
e_e CENTERS. II IS USED FOR A MORE REFINED VALUE OF DEVIATION ANGLE
; ode BY MODIFIED GARTERS RLLE.
55 IF IABS(DKAPPA).LT.O.C_I) GO TO 80
GCCC= ATAN(T_NCCO)
DGA_= KTC - GCCO
IF (ABS(OGAV/CKAPPAI.Lr.C.O01) GO TO 90











95 IF (IDEV(IRCW).LT.3.CR.I£EV(IROW).GT.4) GO TO 100
IGC=I
RETLRN



























































P,ESFT PLACE E_C,E CCIRC|NATES
R(I-I,J) : RCA(.J) - (C_C_| "," TI'q.E)*SALP¢CHORD
R(T,J) = PII-I,J) + (C_C_ [ + THLF + THI'EI_S_I.P*CH{}RD
l(l-i,J} = (,*-q-,UE{IRr'JW)+ ZEE;_(J) - ([;RCG[ + THLE I*CCHURD
Z(I,J) = Z([-[,J) + (E_(.I'I ÷ TIgLE + THTEI*CCHfJKD
R1. C = R(I-!,J)I(.PCRD
TCC;I = PECcIIIRIC + (CRC(;[ + TPLF )=SALP)
CCNIC CCC_CINATES P_ T_[ MAXIMLIM THICKNESS PfiINT
ZPT -- ZP - T










SKTC= Z.O*ShKTC*S_RT( 1.0 - SFKTCG)
IF (ABSISKTC).LT.I.OE-O7} SKTC : I.CE-C7
CKTC= 1.O - 2.G*SI_KTCC
TKTK-- -CRTCISKTC









C_LL EPSL(_, (KTC, DK,RC T, CSMT tCRCMT tREMT)
CALL RPC IKT (I_LT, CRCMT, REMT ,TC-BL_DRCMP )
ZIVTCAL= [ PC_I' _SE C(;r_l_
IF (ABS(ZfVTC/_L - ZWT)oLT.I.CE-GS) GO TO 15C
DSPT = CSIVT=_ZMTIZMTCet
GC TC 14P
15C RCM= RCT + DR(.MT
RENI= (1.¢ + LRCMTIRCTI'_RETI + REMT
KM= KTC + DK
HKM= KMI2. "
SFK_= HKIM_SR_ (HKM ;
CPKP= SCRT(I.b - SHKI_C)
SKN= 2.0_SFKV*CHKM
CK_ v= I.O - ;.O*SHK_Q
DSME= _S_E + CSMT
: _ DEFINITICN OF SLCTICN SURFACE MAX. THICKNESS POINT
CALL EPSLC_:( KM+P [2,0. C, IRCM,TPMAX_ CRCM,REM )
RCM_-- RCM + DRCI v
IF (_MT.C,T...L) GC TC I_0
" ,I,** DEFIKITICN I}F SUCTIIZN SURFACE CURVE FOR MAXIMUM THICKNESS
==_$ FcIr, T CK Cr_ AI_F_AE [;F T_-E TRANSITI(3N POINT
DK= 2.L,*(TF-P_X - TPLEIICSMF
KIS= KILl J) + P,K
KIP-- KICIJ) - F_K
DRCI_,= -CRCTI - CRCMT F.RCM
EVSI= RE_IIV.CV + H_M/_ClV<.
CALL SU_F(KIS_P,_KM_CKM,RCI, "CIM_T_LE_fiMSI ,DSSE)




























































DRC_ST= oREMT + BRCM
E_T= RE_IRCMS * RENT/RCM
CALL IRANIKIS_THLEtTF_X,KTS,RCTS,RETS,BSS|I
DHKT= (KTc - KTS)/2.0
DK= 2.O*IDST THTE - []S(T_FKT)/IL_SCT + lOST - T_T_t*I}HKT)
DRCCTS= DRECT - _RCT
EPSC= RETIrCTS - REOTIRCC








DK= 2.O*(TH_AX - THTE)/BSOT
DRCCTS= DRCOT - DRCM
EPSC = REP/RCMS - REOTIRCC
ORCTSI = CRCT| ÷ CRCN
170 KCS = KOC|J) - OK
KCP = K@CIJ) ÷ OK
CALL SURFIKCStKTSeSKTStCKTS,RCOtDRCOTStTHTE_EN_O,DSS21
GC TC 190
e_e OEFINITICN OF SUCTICN StRFACE CURVE FOR MAXIMUM THICKNESS
:eet PCINT BEHINC THE TRANSITION POINT
|BE OK= 2.O*(THPAX - TPTEI/CSNE
KCS = KCC(J) ÷ DK
KCP = KCC(J) - DK
ORCCM= CRCCT- ORCMT - CRCM
ENSC= RE_T/RCM - REOT/RCC ÷ REV/RCMS
CALL SURF(KOStK_ySKMtCK_vRCOtCRC_M_T_TEtEMSOtOSSE)
DRCPST= CREPT + DRCM
EMT= REMIRCMS ÷ REWT/RCP
CALL TRAN(KOStTHTEtT_VAX,KTS_RCTStRETStDSSS)
DHKT= (KTS- KTC)/2.O
DK= 2.O_(CST - THLE - CSTI*D_KT)IIDSTI + (DST - THLEI*DHKT)
KIS= KICIJ) ÷ OK
KIP= KIC(J) - OK
CRCTSI = BRCTI + CRCT
E_SI= RETI/RCT ÷ RET/RCTS
CALL SURF(KIStKTS_SKTS_CKTS_RCI_-DRCTSI_THLEeENSI_DSSE)
DSSI = -DS_E
_ DEFIKITIE_ _F PRESSURE SURFACE MAXIMUM THICKNESS POINT
|gO CALL EPSLCKIKM+PIS_O.C_RCM_-THMAXtORCM_REM)
RCMS= RC_ ÷ _RCM
IF (ZMT.GT.U.G) GC TC 220
• _ DEFIKITICN CF PFESSURE SURFACE CURVE FOR MAXIMUM THICKNESS
ee_ PETIT CN CR A_EAC OF THE TRANSTION POINT
DRCIV= -_RCTI - DRCMT - CRCM




IF IZMT.FC.L.C) GC TC 2,'0
DRC_ST= CRC_T + CRCM
E_T = REV/QEVS + REMTIRC_'
CALL TR._N(_IP_-T_LE_-TV_hXtKTP_RCTPtRETP,|)SP_)
_RccTg- C_FLT - I_RCT
! vS( = K_I/_ET_' - _ECllli(_I









































2_C RCTP = nCVS
KIP: KM
RETp= Rc_S * E_SI
DSpl = -PSS_
DRCCTS= C_CCt - URCM
EPSC = REM/_CMS - RE(_IIRC('
DRCTPI = EOCTI + UQCW
21e CALL SURFIK_3P,KTP,SKT_ ,_KT$,PCf',f)R(LfIT_,-THTE,EMSC,T;SP2 l
GE Te 230
" ,_, DEFIKIIILN IlF PRESSLR.E %URFACt CL}_VE FE]R T1_l PAXIMIJM
" I** TFICKNESS PLINT flcPlNE TEE TRANSITIE)N POINT
220 DRCCM= DRCCT - URCMT - CpCM
EMSE = REPT/RCM - RECT/RCO + RiM/RCMS
CILL SURFIKOPtKM,SKM,CKM,RCO,DWCOM,-THTE,EMSOtOSSE)
DRC_ST= DRCMT + _RCM
EMT : REMIRCMS ¢ REMT/RCM
CJLL TRANIKGP,-T_TE,-TFM_XtKTP,RCTPtRETP,DSP2)
DRCTPl = CRCTI * CRCT





23C DSS : DSSI + DSS2
DSP = DSPI + ESP2
EB : I.CIISJ*IRCI ÷ ERCC[12.CI)
IF IICENV.CT.2) RETUR_
DSA : (CSS ÷ LSP)/2.C
DKLEIIRCW,J) = KI5 - KIC(J)
IF (DKLEIIRGW,J).GE.C.0) GC TO 232
WRITE (IW,?O0u) J, IRCW, ITER
GC TC 233
232 IF IIKOS - KECIJ)I.LE.O.C) GC TO 234
WRITE IIW,201_I J, IRCW, ITER
2]] TbPAX = 2._THMAX
WRITE (IW,?G2G) TMLE, (F_AX, THTE, ZM
IFRR_R = 1
IF (ICO_V.LT.2) RETURh
234 RTRE : RTRC_SALP*DSA
RMSJ = (RlC ÷ R2/CHORE)_SJ/2.O




RCP = RCI ÷ ERCLEP
REP = RCP*EB + RELEP
DRCWT = _RCLEP - LRCTSI
REWT = REP - RETStRCPlRCTS
CALL CHAN
RETLRN
20CO FCRWAT (II/ 6X,74HTHE BL_[)E ELEMENT THICKNESS DECREASES FROM THE L
IEACING EDEF OF ELEMENT NC.,I _,17H OF BLADE ROW NO.tI3,ITH ON ITERA
2TICK NNo,13 )
20|0 FCRM_T (I// 6X,75FTHE _LADE ELEMENT THICKNESS DECREASES FROM THE T
IRAILING EDEL GF ELEMEkT _O°,|3,17H OF BLADE ROW NO.,13_I7H ON ITER
2ATICK _IC.,13 )
202C FCRMAT (/I iX,47HAEJU_T SLIME OF T_IS INPUT DATA L.E.RADICHORD =,
I FT.g,I?H _AX.TH./CHCR; =,FT.4_TH T.E.RADICHORD =,F7.4_






























































C _* EALCULATIC% CF C_ _.I(i ,AEI^t _¢I) CIRCbM_ERE_TIAL COMPONENTS OF
C _* A .I_DE FL_MFNT SE_ r _[T_ _I¥_ PATH ()IST_NCF A%D _ND ANGLE%
REAL KO





CHDK= SCRTII.O - SHDKC)
HKC= KOI2.0
IF l_KO.GT.O.785308|_) GC TC 6
SFKC = HKO*SRS(HKO)
S_KC_ = SHKC_2
C_KC= S_qTIL.O - SJ_K(C)
SWC = 2.O_S_KC_CHKC
CKC= I.O - 2.G_KGQ
GC TC 6
HKO = 0.7853_816 - HKC
S_KC = MKO_SRS(HKCI
SPKCQ = _HKC**2
CPKO = SQRTI [.O - SHKC_)
SK_ = 1.0 - 2,O*SMKOC
CKC = 2.0*S,_KO*C_KC
6 SKA= SI._N*CKC • SKC_CECK
CKA= CH_K_CK_ - SKO_S_CK
C _ CCNIC RACIAL COMPCNENT CF THE PATH
OR= OS*CKA*SR
IF (ABS(DK).GI.0.COOOI) CO TC IO
IF (_BS(RCI.GT.ICO.O_CS) GC TO 60
C _* CIRCUMFERENTIAL CCMP. WFEN PATH ANGLE IS ESSENTIALLY CONSTANT
RE= (RO ÷ CRI_SKA/CKA*ALCG(I.O + DR/RO)
RETLRN
I0 IF (ABSIRCI.GT.ICOPO.C_CS) GC TO 60
RS= ROIDS
IF (RS**2/_SICK).GT.I.TE+Og) GO TO 60
C *_: CCNIC CIPCUMFEREKTIAL CCMPUNENT OF PATH BY GENERAL EQUATION
RCK= RS_K - SKO
QCKS= HDR**21_.0
SES = O.66_66667_RCK*CCKS*(I.O - 0.6_QDKS_(1.0 - O.I5873CI6*QDKS*
X (I.O - C.C77777778*QCKS_(I.C - O.0_6753247*QOKS_(I.O - o031330903
X _CCKSIII))
DRR: DR/RC
IF (ABSICRRI.GT,O.21) GC TO 20
RRM = O,5*CRR*(I.O - C,25*CRR_lI,O - O,5*DRR*II,O - 0.625_DRR*(I.O
X - O,7*DRR*(I,3 - 0.75*C_R*(I.Q - O,78571429_DRR*(I,O - 0,8125_0RR
X *(I.0 - C.81333333-CRR)))))))|
RRC = RRM ÷ L.C
GC TO 30
2C RRC= SQRT(I.0 ÷ DRR)
RRP: RnC - l.C
3_ RM: RRO_RS


































































IF (ABS(XP_}.LT.I.CE-]So_NCoKN.NE.[) GO TO 50
XPS: XPS*XS
OKN_ DK_ ÷ 2.0
40 SXS- SXS ÷ XPS/DKN
5C RE= (RO + OR)_(OK*(SKC + SKA + DK_RS_RRM - SES) - 4.._RCK_SHDK_
X SXS|II)
REILR_
C _** CCr_IC CIRC6MFEREKTIAL CCMPUNENT WHEN PATH DISTANCE IS A VERY
C _* SMALl FaACTIEN CF THE DISTANCE TO THE CONE VERTEX.
60 ORR= ORIRC
RE = 11.0 * DRR)I(I.O ÷ C.5*ORR*(I.O - O.25_DRR_([.C - O.5*DRRS
X (I.0 - O.625*DRR)I))*CS*SKA*SR
RETLRN






















C _* SERIES FOR (SIN(ANG))/ANG WHEN THE M4GNITUOE OF ANG IS LESS
C _4_ THAN PI/4
IF (ABSIaNG).LT.I.0E-CS) GC TO 10
AC = ANOn*2
SRS = I.O - AQI6.G*II.C - AQI20.O_{I.O - _Q142.0,(I.0 - 4Q172.0)i)
RETURN














C _** CALCULATION OF TFE SLOPE OF THE CONSTANT ANGLE PATH BETWEEN
C _** TWO POINTS IN CONIC R_CIUS AND EPSILON COORDINATES
R = DR/RO
IF (ABSIRI.LT.O.II GC TC 20
TK = RE/IIRO • ORI_ALCCI_.O • RII
RETLRN
2C SU_ : [.O
IF (4BSIR).GT.I.0E-O8) GC TO 25
IF (ABS(DRIREI.GT.I.OE-O_I GE TO 35
TK = I,OE*O8
RETLRN




N = I + I
C_ = e_
PRCC = -PRCC*R
]C SL_ = SU_ + PROD/ON


























C _ THIS SU_RCUTINE CALCULATES TPE cONIC RADIAL CP_RDINATE AT THE
C *** IKTERSECTICN CF PERpEKCICULAR CONSTANT ANGLE LINES FROM T_O KN!)WN
C _ FCI_TS CN _ CENE. ThE LINE THRUUGH THE REFERtNCE PCINT H_S TH{
C _ IhPLT SLOPE TK.
R = DRfR_
CK = SQRT(I.@III.O + TK_*2I)
SK = TK*CK
IF (ABS(R)°LToO.OII C[ TC 20
ORP = RC_IEXPIIRE_SKIIRC + CR) + ALOGII.: + RIICKI*CK) - l,OI
RETLRN
20 C = {R_SK/(RC • CR) + R_ll.C - O.S_R_(1.O - 0.66666667_R_(1,0 -
X C.T5*RII)_CKI_CK
O_P : C
30 CS : ORPmI[.9 - C.5*CRP_(I.O - O.66666667mORPmll.O - C.75tDRP}))
IF laBSIICS - C)/Ct.LT.I,OE-Ob) GG TO 40
ORP : DRP_CICS
GC TO 30





















C _ T_IS SU_RCUTINE CALCLLmTES THE _LADE ELEMENT SURFACE CURVE
C mmm TR_SITICN PCI_T CC_REI_TES FROM THE INTERSECTION OF THE
• m* ESTaBLISHE[ SU_F_CE CURVF OVER THE MAXIMUM THICKNESS POINT WITH
C _ PATP PFRPENCICULAR TC T_E CENTERLINE AT THE TRANSITION POINT.
REAL KE, KTS, KM, KT, KTC, KTS
CCPPQN /PL_CESI
I _aCH, AEC, AISOAS_ _]SEAI, BINC, CALP, CCC, CEPE, CGBL, CHORD,
2 CI_C, CKTC, CKTS, El, C2, DK_PPA, _RCE, DRCGI, DRC_ST, DRCMTe
3 ERECT, _RCT, _MCTI, [R1, CSME, DSMT, lISZT, DSOT_ DSSE, OST, DSTI,
4 EM[, FI, F2, CBL, ICL, IGC, IPASS, KIS, KM, KTC, KTS_ P, PFLOS,
5 RCC, RCP_ RCMS_ RCT, RCI, RECGI, REE, REMT, RET, RETI, RMSJ, RTRC
6,RI, RIC, W2, SAt o, S_PE, SGAM, SGRL, SJ, SKTC, SKIS, SLJD, T,
? TEPE, TGBLL, THE, TPLE, THMaX, IHTE, TKTN, TLS, WC1, YBI, YB2, ZM
CST = TM - (T_ - TE)_ICSMTICSMF)_2
DSS : DSTmIKV - KTC) CSMT
CS : (KE - KM)IDSSE
lC CK : CS_OSS
C_LL EPSLCKIKM,DK,RCM_,BSS,I]RCS,RESI
DRCT = ERC_ST + CRCS
RT : RC_S • _RCS
RET = R_S * RT*E_I
CALL T_NKAO(RCT,GRCT,RET,TK)
TKB : (TK - TKTN)I(I.C + TK_TKTN)
IF (^BSIOST*TKDI.LT.I.OE-06) G_ TO 20
DSI = RETI(CKTC - SKTC*TKD)
DSS : DSS + CST*T_C*SCRTII.O + TKD**2IIII.O -(DK +KM -KTC)**212.0)
GC TC IC
2C KT = K_ + C_
RE = RTeRETIIRCT + RET
DS : DSS - bSSE













































S'JBRP+IT INF S!l{aF IKF _K_M, SKU_C Kw t RFItORC, TEt FwSf DS S |
C *** TFIS S+JF_P.nIITINE CALCOLATES THE BLARE ELEMENT S'.JRFACE CURVE
C *** Lc_0 PF_INT C_]RDI_'ATES. THE SURFACE CURVE I_ NORMAL TO THE END
r *** arIINT _FICKHESS PATH AND T/_NGENT TO A SI]RFAC_ RECFQENCE POINT
C *** WHICH IS EITHER THE TRANSITION OR hlAXIMUq THICKNESS POINT.
RFAL KEt KEI, KIS_ K'4s, K'4MI, KTC_ KTS
CnMNON IgLA_ESt
L A"_CHt AI1C_, AISCt. ASt AISOA1t _INC, CALP, CCCt CEPE_ CGBLt CHORDt
2 CtNCp CKTCI, CKTS_ Clw C2t DKAPPA_ DRCE_, _C,_I_, DPCWST_ DRCImTt
3 _CC}I_, DR('Tt CRCTIt r)Pl, DS_Et DS"tTt OSOlv ")S(1T_ DSSE_ OSTt OSTI_
6 EWT_ FI, FZt GBL_ l_Lt IGOr. IPASSt KIS_ KWt KTC_ KTS, Pt PFLOSe
5 RCGt RC_t _'('_$_ RCT_ Rr)lt RFCGIt _EE_ RENT, RETt RETIt RNSJt RTRC
6tR[_ RIC, I_Z, $ALPt SEPE_ $GAN_ SGBL_ SJt SKII'Ct SKTS_ SLJOe T_
7 TEPE_ TCRLL_ THOr THLF_ TH_&Xt THTE_ TKTNI Tt_t WC|t V_|l ¥B2_, ZN
R_S = _O- _C
IT -- !
10 CALL EPSL_NIKE • [.5707963e0.0tRO_TEeqRCEtREEI
_RCS -- C_C _- nRCE




CH)K = SO_T(l.O- SHDK**2|
qgS -- _;PCg/ISR*(CHDK*CKW- SHr)K*SKM|)
Cal. t EP_LFIN( K _,nK tRu S _DSS_ DRC S_RES I
DPF = (R0 • q_CE)*EU_ ÷ RES - REE
IF (A_SICR_I.t.T.I.0F-06) RETIIRfl
IF (IT.FO.P) go TO 20
KEI = WF
n_E I : C_E
K_ = KF - ?.j_P.PE*(CKW*( L.O -Z.O*SHDK**2} -2.0_SKMeSHDK_CHOK)/O$$
IT = 2
.";f, T"l IC







































C_LCLLATICk cF CF_N_EL AREA TO CHO_F AREA
REAL INCt _IC, KIP, KIS, K_, KOCt KOPt KOS_ KP, KS, KTC, KTP_
l KT_ KwCt VAbP
CCM_CN IVECTCRI
I BEI_S(_2!), _MATL(1)_ _LADFS(I)_ CHOKEII), CH_RDA(II_ CHORDB([)_










3 ILCSS([|, I_AX(1), IKC(1,21), IST_I2Jt ITRANS(L), _OPT(L),
4 _XCUTILI, P_llly21)t PCI2t21I, R(2,21), _HU_(1)t R_TIP(1),
5 SLCPE(2,21)v SOLIC(1)t IALEil)t TAMAX(1)t T_IL(IIt TBLE(1),
6 TBMAX(1), TBIEiI)t TCLE(1), TCMAX(II, TCTE(I), TDLF(X), TDMAXiI),
7 TCIEil)_ TILT(I), TC(2,21)t TRANS(I,211, VTH(2,21)_ VI(2,21),
B Z(2121)t 7BHUBiI)y ZPTIP(II, ZMAX(1,2I)
CCWMON ISC_LARI
I BETAt CPt CPh2t CPH3, CPH4w CPHSt CPHbt CPP3_ CPP_t CPPS_ CPPe,
2 CPXt CV, CCPt DFt DFCt CHCI, DLOSC_ Gt GAMMAt GJt GJ2_ GRIt GR2t
3 GR3t GR4y GRSt Ht I_ ICCNV_ ICOUNTt IERRORt [[_t IPRt IRCTOR, IRe
4 IRCWt ITER_ IWt Jr JWt _ACH, NABt NBROWS, NHUBtNROT_RtNSTNtNSTRMt
5 MTIPt NTU_ESt OMEGAt Plt POA1t PR, RADIANt RFw RGw ROTtTLtTOAI_TU
CCP_CN
I 8ETAlI21)t BETA2IZI)t CCSAI2IIt COSLiZI)t DKLEIIt2I)t DLI21)t
2 GA_M(2I)_ 08AR(21)t REL_(21It RPRII2I)t REII2[I_ REZ(2IIt
3 RE_I2I), RE4121It RESI21I_ RVTH(2II, SINAI21I, SINLiZI), SLOS(21)
6tSCNICIZIIt THETAPIZItI3It TFETASIZItI3)t TRELII21It TST_T(2[I_
5 VNiZI), VISQI21)_ Xe_Rllt2I|t YBAR(IeZI|t ZP(2I_13}. ZS(2ltI3)
CC_eON /EQUIVI
[ CPC(2I)t CHK{2[)_ COSAZ(21|t FSNf21It KIC(2])_ KOC(2I|_ RCA(21)t
2 REC(2_21|t RPTE(2t2I)t SINA2{2[)_ SKICI2[), SKOC(2I)_ TALP(21)t
3 TCa121|_ TECI2_21|_ TGB(21)_TTRP{21)_TIRSI21)_YCCLEIZS|_YCCTE(Z5|
k.tZCCLE(ZS)_ ZCCTE(25)t ZCDAI211_ ZEC(2_21)_ ZIRP(21|_ ZTRS(21!
CCeWON IBLACE$1
I a_BCHe aCCt AISOASe AISCAI_ elktCt CALPt CCCt CEPE_ CGBLt CHORDt
2 C|NCt CKTCt CKTSt CIt C2t DKAPPAt DRCEt DRCGI_ DRCNSTt DRCNTt
3 CRCOI, CRCTt DRCTIt CRIt CS_E, OSMTt DSOIt O$OTt DSSEt OSTt OSrl,
6 EVTt FIt F2t GBLe ICtt IGOe IPASSt KISt KN_ KTCt KTSt Pt PFLOSt
5 RCGt RCN_ RCNSt RCTt R_]t RECGIt REEf REMTt RETt RETIt RMSJt RTRC
6_Rlt R1Ce R2e SALPt SEPE_ SGANe SGBLt SJ_ SKTCt SKTSt SLJDe Tt
7 TEPEe T_BLLt THOe TPLEt T_AXe THTE_ TKTNt TLSt WCI_ YB[t YB2t ZN
CCMPON /NARG/
I ALt AOASt AOAIt CCHCRC, DAL_ DAQAS_ OPWt DPWLt DRCLEPt DRCMt
2 CRCTPIt DRCISIt CRCWTt CSAt DSPt OSPlt OSPZe OSSt DSSIt DSS2e DSW
]tEBt EWCt F_ HCf ICHCKE, KIPt KOPt KOS, KPt KS,'KTPt KWC, PI2t RCI
4tRCCt RCPt RCSt RCTPt RCISt RELEPt REOIt REPt RESt RETPt RETSt
5 REWTt RTRt RTRDt RTRCt SECGBLt TCGIt TGBLt WCt ZMT
IF (IGO. EG.2) GO TO 310








WC = SQRTI[.O + TK**2|
IF (ABSITK).GT.IOO.O) GO TC 260
WC = WCtABS(CRCNC)
GC TC 270
26C WC = WC*ARS(REWC/TK)
270 KWC = ATA_(-I.0/TK)
IF (REWC.GT.O.OI GO TC 275
IF (DRCWC.GI.O,OI GO TO 272
KWC = Pl + KWC
GC TC 275
272 KWC = KWC - Pl
275 DK = KS + KP - 2.0tKWC
IF (ABS(DKI.LT.O.OOOX) GC TO ]_0
























































IF (LV.r-T.'_.3} GG FO ?"0
i_KfiS = IKTS KIS)/D_$1
G[ r C .?,_o
28C DKCS : (KCS - KTSIlDSS2
2GC DSW = DK*WC/(2.O - DKCS*wC) ¢ _SW
DK = {)KCS*FjW
CALL _pSLCk(KIS,DKtRCTStESW,ERCS,RES)
KS = KTS ÷ UK
:_RCWC = DRC_T - CRCS
RCS = RCTS + CRCS
REWC : REWT - RES*_CP/RCS
GC TC 250
]CO IF (CNQKE(IROW).E_.O.O.A_0.|CONV.NE-2) RETURN
EWC = REWC/RCP
DRCM = DRCLEP • I_LE - CRCWC/2.0
310 HC : I.C - DRCM*SLJD*CCVCRDI(DRI - Z(I-I,JI*SLJD)
ACAI = wCIwCItHC
F = lOSS1 ÷ CSW)/CS$
PLCSS = SLCSfJ) - (F ¢ ICSPI ÷ DPW)IDSPII2.O*PFLOS
RTR = I.O + RIRC*_RC_*SALP*(RIC ÷ DRCMtSALPI2.0)
RTRC = SQRT(RTR)
AISEAS = (RIR**GR2 -1.3 ¢ PLCSSI/RTRQ
320 ACAS = ACAI*AISOA$/AISCA1
IF (ICHCKE.GT.I.OR.CHCKE(IROW)-EQ._.O) RETURN
IF (AOAS - 1.0.GE,CHZKE(IROWI.OR. IINC(IROW).GT.3) RETURN
IF (BINC.GT.(C_LEIIRCW,JI ¢ C.033)) RETURN
READJUSTMENT OF INCIDENCE ANGLE TO RELIEVE LoE. CHANNEL CHOKE
_I = (I.01(I.0 * P) + CKCS*DSWIIKIC(J) -KOC(J|I)I(I.0-WC*DKDSI2.O|
DSS = OSSI + CSW
_I = GSS ÷ (GSS - wC*(KP * EWC - KSIIZ.O)*AI
al = WC*AI*(I.O ÷ 2.0*All
DI = (BI -SGRT(BI**2 -4.0,AI*(1.0 _CHOKE(IROW)-AOAS)*WC)I/A!+O-001
DIE = BINC + CI - DKLEIIROW_J) - 0.0349
LIMIT INCIDENCE A_GLE TC +2 DEG. ON L.E. OF PRESS. SURF.
IF (CIE.GT.G.G) D[ = CI - CIE










































C *** rESET LF SUCTION SURFACE BLADE ANGLE AT SHOCK
SLBT_CUTINE S_ETA
REAL It_C, KIC, KIP, KIS, _Mt KOCt KOPt KOSv KP, KSI KTCv KTPt KTSt
I KWC, _ACh
CE_CN ,'VECTOR/
2 C_'CRDC(1), CPCO(O), EEV(I,21), IDEV(1), IGEOII), TINCT1),
KxC_r(1), PVI(I_21), P0(2,21)_ R(2t?l), RBHUB(1), RBTIP([)_
5 StCPE(2,2I), SOLID(I), TALE(L), TAM_XII)t TATEII), TBLEKll,
e TP_AX(I), IBTE(I), TCLE(1), TCMAX(1), TCTE(1), TDLEIL)_ TDMAX(I)_
l T{_!{I), TILT(I), TC(2,21), TRANS(I,21), VTHI2,21), VZI2,21)t
/i.;,Ll), ZUHU|_(II, ZeTlPtl), ZMAXIX,2I)
CC_i'_ /SCALAR/
I PFIA, CP, L_2, CPH3, CPH4, CPH5, CPH6, CPP3_ CPP4, CPPS_ CPP6_




















3 GR2. GR4t GR5t H, [, ICCNVt ICOUNT9 IER_OR, IIN, IPR, I_CT:;R, [R,
IRCW. ITER. IW. J. J_. _ACHt NA_. N_R_WS, NHUBtNROTGRtNSTN.N_T_M.
5 _TIP. NTU_ES, OMEGA. Pl. POAI. PR. RAglAN. RE. RG. ROT.rL)TF}A[.TU
CC_CN
I BETAI(ZII, 8ETA2(2II. C['SaI2[). COSLi2i). _KLEIL.2]i. DL(2l).
2 ¢APM(2I|. GffAR(2[), _EIP(21). RPRI(21). REI(2I). RE2(_I).
3 _E3(21). RE4(21). RE_(21). RVTH(21). SINA(21I. SINL(2I|. SL_S(21)
_,SC_IC(21), THETAPI2L,13). TPE(AS(21.13). TRELI(2I}, TSTAT(21).
5 VM(21). VTSQ(21), XBAR(I,21), YBAR(I,21), ZP(21.13), Z5(2i.13)
CCMPON /EQUIY/
[ CHC(2|)t CHK(2]I. CCSA2(2[), FSM(21), KlC(2Lly KUC(21), RCA(2I).
Z REC(2,2||. RPTE(2,2I), SINA2(21), SK|C(21), SKOC(2[), TALP(2I).
) TEA(21), TEC(2,21)_ TCB(21),TTRP(2LI,TTRSI2I|,YCCLE(25),YCCTE(25)
4,ZCCLE(Z5), ZCCTE(25)I ZCOAI2LI_ ZEC(2.2]). ZTRP(2])_ ZTRS(2]I
CC_N /BLADES/
AMACH_ AOCt A|SOAS_ A[SCA[e BINC. CALP_ CCC. CEPE_ CGBL_ CHORO_
Z CI_Ct CKTC. CKTS_ C[. C2_ DKAPPA_ ORCE_ DRCGIt DRCMST_ DRCMT_
_RCO|. _RCTt ORCTI. CRI. CSME. DSMT. DSO|. O$OTe DSSEt DSTe OSTIt
EPT, Fit F2t GBL. |CLt [GOt |PASSe K|Se KM, KTC_ KTSt Pt PFLOS.
5 RCGt RCMt RCMSe RCT_ ROT, RECG|t REEL REMT, RET, . TI_ RMSJt RTRC
6, R], R|C, R2, SALP, SEPE, SGAM, 5GBL, SJ, SKTC, SKTS, SLJD, T,
7 TEPE_ TGBLL, THO, THLE_ THMAX, THTE_ TKTN. TLS_ WC_, YBI_ Y_2, ZM
CC_CN I_ARG!
[ AL, AOAS, AOAI, CCHCRC, OAL, DAOAS, OPW, OPgLt DRCIEPt ORCM,
2 CRCTPI. DRCTS[, CRCWT, CSA, DSP, DSPI, DSP2, DSS, DSS|, OSS2, DSW
3,EB, EWC, F, bC, [CHCKE, KIP. KOP, KOS, KP, KS, KTP, KWC. P12, RCI
4, RCE, RCP. RCS, RCTP, RCTS, RELEPv REOI, REPt .{ES_ REIP, RETS.
5 REWT_ RTR, RTRD_ RTRC, SECG_L, TCGI, TGBL, WC, ZMT
BETAS(IRCW.J) = KS
IF (BSW.LE._SS2) GC TC 336





39_ IF (ITR&NS(IROW).NE.2) RETUR_
C ¢¢¢ RESET IHE TRANS!TI0_ POINT AT THE SHOCK IMPINGEMENT POINT
IF (OSW) 3_7,339,338
]37 DK = KOC|J) - KOS
DSW = DSWI(DSS2 - THTE*DK_{_,O ÷ OK*OK/3.0_(I.0 ÷ O,_*OK*OKII)




TRA_S(IROW_J) = BR_SECCBL • THL£
RETLRN
3]B OK : KIS - KIC(JI
OSW = OSW/(DSSI - THLE_CK*(I.O ÷ DK_OK#3.O_([oO ÷ O._DK*OKI))
OK = (KTC - KIC(JII*(L.0 • DSWI
DSW : OSTI*(I.O • DSW)
CALL EPSLCNiK|C(J)_DK,RCI,CSW_DR_RE)
CALL RPOINT(RCItOR,RE,TGPLL,CR)
















































RE_LINC, KIC't KIP, KISt K_, KOC, KOP_ Kf_St Kp_ KS, KTC, KTp_ KTSe
x Khcv MAC_
CC_CN IVECTCRI
I _ETASIL,21), BMATL(I), _IADESII), CHOKE(If, CHORDAl!l, CHORDBII),
2 CHEROC(1), CPCC(6), CEV(I,21), IDEVIII, IGEOI[), IINC(1),
[LFSS(I}, IPAX(1), I_C(I,21), ISIN(2), ITRANS(I), NOPT(1),
KXCUT(1), PH||l,21), PC(2,21), R|2,21), RBHUb(1), RBTIP(1),
5 SLEPEI?,21), SOLID(1), TALE(l), TAWAX(1), TATE(1), TBLE(1),
6 T_WAX(1), TBTE(1), TCLE(1), TCMAX(1), TCTE(I), TOLE(1), TDMAX(i),
I TCTE(1), TIlT(1)v TC(2,2I), TRANS(I,21), VT_(2,21), VZ(2,21),
8 Z(2,21), I_HU8(1), l_TIP(1), ZMAX(I,?I)
CCw_ON
I _ETAI(21), BETA2(21), CCSA(21)t COSI(21), DKLE(I,21|, DL(21),
2 CAMM(21t_ CeAR(21), RELM(21), RPRI(21), REI(2[), RE2(21),
] RE3(2I), RE4121I, RES(21), RVTH(21|, SINAI21), SINLI21), SLOSI21|
4,SC_IC(2|), TPETeP(21,13), TFETASI2L,13), TRELI(21|, ISTAT(2L),
5 VM(2I), VTS_(2||, XBaR(I,2I), YBAR(I,2I), ZP|21,IB), ZS|Zltl3)
C[PMON IECUIVI
I CHC(_I), CHK|2X), CCSA2IZI|, FSM|21|, KIC|2I|t KOCI21), RCA{2I|,
2 REC(2,2I), RPTE(2,21), SINA2i21), SKICI21), SKOCI21D, TALP|21|_
3 TC_(2I), TEC(2,21), TGB(21),TTRPI2[I_TTRS(21),YCCLE(25|,YCCTE(25)
4,ZCCLE(251, ZCCTE(2S), ZCDA(21), ZECI2,21|t ZTRPI21Ip ZTRS(2_|
CC_NEN IPTSI FSB(13)
CC_P[_ ISC_LARI
1 EET6, CP, CPH2, CPH3, CPH4, CPH5, CPH6, CPP3, CPP4, CPPSt CPP6_
2 CP_, CV, [CP, CFI DFC, [HCI, DIOSC, G, GAMMA- GJ, GJ2, GRit GR2,
GR_, GR4, CRS, H, I, ICCNV, ICOUNT, IERROR, ,IN, IPR, IROTOR, IR,
4 IRCW, ITER, IW, J, ju, MACH, NAB, NBROWS, NHUB,NROTOR,NSTNtNSTRM,
5 _IIP, _TLH_S, GMEGA, Pl, PO_I, PR, RADI_N, RF, RG, ROT_TL,TOAI_TU
CC¥_C_ /_LA_ESI
I A_CH, ACC, AIS_AS, alSCAI, BINC, CALP, CCC, CEPE, CGBL, CHORO,
2 CIhC, CKTC, CKTS, CI, C2, DKAPPA, DRCE, ORCGI, DRCMST, DRCMT,
3 ERC_I, DRCT, DRCTI, ERI, _SPE, DSMT, DSOI, _SOT, DSSE, DST, DST|_
4 EMT, FI, FZ, G_L, ICL, IGC, |PASS, KIS, KM, KTC, KTS, P, PFLOS_
5 RC(_, RC_, RCMS, RCT. RC£, RECGI, REE, REMT, BET, RETI, RMSJ, RTRC
6,Ri, RIC, RJ, SALP, SEPE, SGAM, SGBL, SJ, SKTC, SKIS, SLJD, T,
? TEFE, Tg_LL, TMC, IFLE_ TPMSX, THTE, TKTN, TLS, WCI, YBI, Y82, ZM
CCwMCrJ /_A_G/
I _L, A_^9, AOAI, CCHCRC, OAt, DAOAS, DPW, DPWL, DRCLEP, DRCNe
2 _RCTPl, _RCTSI, _RC_T, LS_, DSP, 05Pl, DSP2, DSS, DSS[, DSS2, DSW
3,E_, EWC, F, _C, ICHC_(, KIP, KOP, KOS, KP, KS, KTP, KWC_ PI2_ RCI
_,RCL, RC p , RCS, RCTP, RCIS, RELEP, RfOl, REP, REg, RETP, RETS,
5 RE_T, PTR, RIR_, RTRC, $ECGPL, TCGI, TGBI, WC, ZMT
C $$* BLADE I:LEMENT SUCTI_]N SURFACE Z AND THETA ARRAYS REFERENCED
C $$$ TC TPE Pt_Bti _UB STACKI_C P_INT
5CC ZTRS(J) = !CCAIJ) + _ERCTSI - _RCC|)eCCHORD
RTC = _IC ÷ (URCTSI ÷ THLE)_SALP
TIRe|J) = _LTS/RIC - ICA(J) - TCG!
/ECII-_,J) : ZC_A(J) - C':CG!*CCHORD
/EC(I,J) : ZCCA|J) + (CRCOI |,RCGII*CCHORU
• TEC(I-],J) = _TCA(J) - TCGI
TEC(I,J) = RECI/(RIC • I [HLE • URCOII*SALP) ÷ TEC(I-I,J)
REC(I-I,J) = R(I-I,J) * IHLE$CCHORD
REC(I,J) = M|I,J) - T_T[_CCHCRC
F_T = I_Sgl/LSS
Bf _9,) K=I,13
FS : FS_IK) - FST
If (FS.f;T._.f_) CC TO E20
_SS = ('gS|_FSIFST

























































GC l @ 530
52C DSS = I)SS2*_S/(I.G - _3r )
OK = (K(]S - KTS)*DSSIEgS
5_ C_LL EpSLC_(KTS_DK,RCT%,t _,['p _ l_yR_ %l
ZS(J,K} = ZTRS(J) * L_CT_cCF_jrU
550 TPETAS(J,_) = TTRSIJ) + _:Fg/IRTC ÷ [)_CTS*_AEP)
C _ BLADE ELEMENT PRESS _E SURFACE Z 4_i_ T_ETA ARRAYS REFERENCED
C _ TC T_E BLADE HUB STACKIN(I _OlNT
ZTRPIJ) = tCDAIJ) + (I:_CTPl - _RCCI)_CCH_D
RTC = RiC + (CRCTPI + IbtE)*SALP
TTRP(J) = RETPlRTC - TCA(JI TCGI
FST = DSPl/0SP
OC 600 K:I,13
FS : FSBIK) - FST
IF (FS.GT.O.OI GO TO 570
DSS : DSPI_FS/FST
DK = (KTP - KIPI_CSSICSP!
GC TO 580
570 OSS : DSP2WFS/II.0 - FST|
DK : IKCP - KTP)*OSSICSP2
5@0 CALL EPSLCNIKTPtDK,RCTP,CSStCRCTS,RES)
ZPIJ,K) : ZTRRIJI + ORCTS*CCFORO































C sCs THIS RCbTINE FINCS THE CENTERS OF AREA OF BLADE SECTIONS
C ¢_I WFICH PASS THROUGH T_E I_TERSECTIONS OF THE BLADE ELEMENTS WITH
C ¢¢¢ TPE STACKING LINE. BLADE ELEMENTS ARE TRANSLATED ON THE CONE TO
C ¢¢* GET THE BL_CE SECTION CENTERS NEARER THE STACKING AXIS.
REAL INC, KIC, KISt K_. KOC. KTC, KTS, MACH, MCA. MCT_ MDA_ MOT
CCV_CN /VECTOR/
I BETAS(I_2]). BMATL(1). _LAOESIII, CHOKE(1), CHORDAl/It CHORDBIII_
2 CHCRDC(I), CPCC(6). CEV(I.2I), IDEV(1), IGEOII)t IINC(II,
ILCSSII), /mAX(/l, IKC(I,21), ISTN(2|. ITRANS(1), NOPT(1),
4 NXCUT(I}, P_l(l,2l). P_(Z.2II, R(2,21), RBHUBIII_ RBTIPIII,
5 SLCPEI2_21)_ SOtID(1). TALE(l), TAMAX(I|, TATEII)t TBLE{I),
6 TBMAXII|, TBTE(I)_ TCEE(II, TCMAX(IIt TCTEI1), TDLEIII, TDMAXI|),
7 TDTE|IIt TILTII)_ TCI2,2IIt TRANS|I,ZII_ VTHIZ,2]), VZIZtZ1)t
B Z{2_I)_ _BHUB|])t ZPTIP(1)t _MAX|]t_I|
CCMNON /SCALAR/
I eETA, CP, CPMZ, CPH3, CPH4. CPHS, CPH6, CPP3, CPP4t CPPS, CPP6,
2 CPI, CV, CCP, OF, D_C, LHCI, DLOSC, G, GAMMA. GJ, GJ2, GRIt GR2.
GR3, GR4, GRS, H, I, ICCNV, ICOUNT, IERROR, fIN, IPR_ IROTOR. IR,
N IRCW_ ITER_ IW. J, JN, _ACH, NAB, NBROWS, NHUBtNROTORtNSTNtNSTRM,
5 _TIP, NTUBES, OMEGA, Pl. POA]_ PR, RADIAN, RF, RG_ ROI_TLtTOAI.TU
CC_WCN
I _ETAII21), @ETA2(211, CCSAIZII, COSLI2II, DKLEII,2]I, DLIZII,
2 CANM(21), C_AR|2I), RELP(21), RPRII2I), REIIZIIt RE2121|,
RE_(21), RE_(21), RE5(2!), RVTH(21), SINA(21)_ SINLIZI), SLOSI2||
4,SE_IC(2]). T_ETAP(21.13), TFET4SI2XtI3I, TRELX(21), TSTATI2|).
5 VU(?I). VTSC{21), XP^R(I,21), YBARII,21), ZP(21,13), ZS(_I,I3I
CcN_rt._ IECUIV/
I CPg(2I). CNK(2I)_ CCS^2(211_ FS_I2I), KICI21I, KOCI21I, RCAI2I),


























3 TC_(21), t_C(2,?llt IC_(21)_TTRP(21),TTRSI21),YCCLEI25),YCCTEI25)
6,ZCCLE(2g), 7CCt_(25), ZC_A(21), ZEC(2,21), ZTRP(21), ZTRS(21)
CCNN_N /_i. AL,ES/
1 A_ACHt Ai-Ct A1SCASv A_SCAl_ UINC_ CALPt CCC_ CEPEt CGBL, CHORDy
2 C[KCt CKTct CKTS_ Cl_ C_ DKAPPA_ DRCEt DRCGIt DRCNST, DRCMT_
3 _rCOI, _RCI_ BRCTIt CRL, CS_E, 8SMTr DS_It BSOT, DSSE, DST, DSTI_
4 EMTy F1, F2, GELt [CLt [GCt lpASS_ K[St KMt KTCt KTSt pt pFLOSt
5 RCG, rcm, RCmS, RCT, RDlt RECO|t REE, REMTt RET_ retI, RMSJ, RTRC
6tRX, RIC R2_ SALP, SEPE, SGAM, SGBLp SJv SKTC, SKTSt SLJD, Tt
7 TEPE, TOPI_L, T_C, TPLE, T_MJX, THTE, TKTN, TLS, WCI, YBI, YE2, ZM
CC_N /RCUII AC, CCSKL, COSKU_ E_TM_ lOUT, |T_ NPt SINKL_ SINKU,
! CX(13), EMIl4), YBP(X4), YBSIZ4), lRPll4), ZBS(14)
ECUIVALENCE (JLtlCL)





XCUT = RCAIJ)_S_RT(X.C - STCe_2)
IF (TALPIJ).GT.q.O) JL = JL - [
IF (JL.LT.2) JL = 2




TANU : (YBS(13I - YBSIXIIIIZ_SII3) - ZBSIX))
CALL INTERPIXCUT,2_O,YESIX_),ZBSIX_))
E e_ TRANSLATE BLADE SECTION COORDINATES TO THE STACKI,NG POINT
C *_ ORICI_ AND R_TATE TO LIE ALONG THE BLADE SECTION CHORD.
CCS_ = I.CISQRT(Z.O ÷ TAhBe*2)
SINE = TA_CCSB
DZ = ZCCA(J)_COSB - RCAIJ)*STC_SINB
DY = RCAIJ)*STC*CCS8 * ZCDAIJ)_SINB
BC 2_ K=L_I_
Y_T = Y_S(K)
Y_SIK) : _S(K)eCCSB - Z_SIKI*SINB + DY





IF (J.NE.I.CR.ICCNV. GE.2) GO TC 28
_F (ISTK(I).LToO.OR.BMATL(IRCTORI.LE-O*O| GO TO 28
DC 26 K=_12
YeP(K) = YES(K)









YHS(K) : YPSIK)_C_SB - Z_SIK)_SINB ÷ DY


































































CALL EF)GES{ZBS(L)_,YBS( L),SSI,ZHPIII_,yI6p( 1),SpII, AtAX,AY,qLE,tCLF_
x YCLE)
_.X = Ax ÷ AxS - AXP - _xT
AY = AY 4 _YS - AYp - AYT
XI_ : AX/_
YB = Ay/,_
READJUSTI'ENT CF XI_R, YI_AR AND BLA[)IF ED,";E LOCATION.
DZ = (XI_*CCSB - YB*SIr,,_)I(1,C - TLS*TALP(JI)
Z(l-ltJ) = Zll-lvJ) - £Z
ZII,JI -- Z{l)J) - DZ
RII-I,J) = RII-I,JI - CZ_TaLP(JI
R(I,J) -- RII,J) - DZ_TALP(J)
Olv = DZeSCRT(1.O + TALPIJ)_*2)ICHD(J)
DY = (XBeSINB ÷ YB_CCSBIICFDIJ)
CGBL = I.OISQRT(I.0 + TG_IJIe_,21
SGBL = CGBL*TGBIJ)
XI_ARIIROW,J) = XBARIIRCW,J) + DM*CGBL + OY*SGBL
YBARIIRCW,J) -- YBAR(IRCW,J) - DM*SGBL + DY_CGBL
IF (ICCNV.LT.2) WRITE (IW,2010) ITERt J, BETAI|JI_ BETA21J),
X SKIC(J)t SKOC(JIy KICIJI_ KCC(J|t OHt DY_ SINBt Olt A
IF ( ISTNI I).LT.O.GR.B_ATL(IRCTOR)oLE.O. OI GO TO 290







IF (ABS(TALP(L)).LT°O,OI) GO TO 290
TAPERFD ROTOR TIP MATL. CENTRIFUGAL BENDING MOMENT CORRECTION
ZPLE = ZCLE*CCSB - YCLE_SIN8
ZPTE = ZCTF_CCSB -YCIE_SINB
ZPL = ZPLE
DC 240 K=2,13
t) Z = ZBP{K) - Z_P(K-_)
DY : YBP(K) - YHP(K-I)
D = [',_*CCSP - I)Y*SINP.
AP :: (t)l*SIr, t_ + DY*CCSnJlD
BP = (ZBP(K)*Y_,P(K-I) - ZBP(K-I)*YBPIK) |/D
IF (K._E.I_) GC IC 22_
ZPP = ZPTE
GC TC 23h
2_C ZPP -: Zt_,P(KJ_COSB - YPP(K)_S|NB
23C ZFSI = /pP * ZPL
ZPS2 = ZPSI_ZPP * ZPL_2
ZPS_ = ZPS2*ZPP + ZPL_'3
CM = (XCL'T ÷ ZPSI_'TALP(I)/4.0),_(Zpp - ZPL)
APT = AP_ZPS21].O + RP*ZPSI/2.0
MEA = MCA - CM*(AP*ZPS31g. O + BP*ZPS21].O)
MCA = MCA - CM_APT
MET = MOT 4, CM_(AP_2_ZPS_/8oO ÷ BP_IAPeZPS2/3.O ÷ BP_ZPSI/_.O))
MCT = MCT - CM_APT
24C ZPL = lpp
ZpL = ZPLE
KL : 14
IF (It_S(14).LE.ZBS(13)) KL : 13
{;,C _73 K:2,KL
('Z : 7°'._,(K) - /PS(K-I)












































_S = (ZBSIK)*Y_S(K-I I - ZBS( _-I)_YBS(K|]ID
IF (K._.KL) GC TC 25C
ZPP = ZPTE
GC TC 260
25C IPP = [BSIK)_COSB - yFS(K)_SINB
2eC ZPSI = ZPP + ZPL
ZPS2 = ZPSI*ZPP * ZPL**2
ZPS_ : ZPS2_ZPP ÷ ZPL_*3
Cw : (XCLT + ZPSI_TALPIII/4.CI_(ZPP - ZPL)
APT = AS_ZPS2/3.O + BS_ZPSI/2°O
MCA = MBA ÷ CMSIAS_ZPS3/4.0 _ BS*ZPS213oO)
MCA = MCA + CM_APT
MCT = MCT - CMe(AS*_2_ZPS3/8.O ÷ BS_IAS_ZPS2/3.0 ÷ BSeZPSII_.O))
_CT = MCT ÷ CPiAPT
27C ZPL = ZPP
CP = PI_(XCUT + ZPLESTALP(tII2.0IeZPLE_RLE_=212.0
NCT = MDT - CM_iZCLEeSINe 4 YCLEeCOSfi)
NCT = NCT ÷ C_
MCA = MDA ÷ CNe(ZPLE - 4.0_RLE/i3,0ePlII
MCa = MCA ÷ CM
CP = PI*(XCUI + ZPTE,TALP(II/2.0|=ZPTE*RTE_e212-O
MCT = MOT - CMeIZCTEeSINB ÷ YCTEeCOSB)
MCT = MCT ÷ CM
MCA = MCA ÷ CM_IZPTE ÷ 4.0*RTEI¢3.O*PIII
_CA = MC_ ÷ CM
_CA : MDe*TALP(I|
MCA = MCttTALPiI)_(XCLT - RCA{NSTRM))
MCT = M_T*TALP|II
MCA = _C_*TALP(1)*(XC_T - RC_(NSTRM)I
GC TC 290
C *_ SUMMaTICN FOR RCTCR MATERIAL CENTRIFUGAL BENDING NOMENT
280 RV = (XU + XCUT)I2.0
DffC = IA + AUI_RV_(RP - RC_INSTRN)I_IXU - XCUI)/2.0
_CA = _CA + CPC








TAKL = -(P_A + GBA/TA_E)/MCA
TAkE = (GBT/TANE - M_T)/_CT
TILT(IRCH) = ATAN(TANE)
OZ = ((RPTIP(IRCW) - RffHLB(IROWII_TANL + ZBHUB(IROWI - ZBTIP(IROW|
X )/(1.3 - TANL*TALPII))
Z_TIP(IRCW) = ZBTIPIIRCW) ÷ BZ
R_TIP(IRCW) = RBTIPIIROW) ÷ CZ*TALP(1)
C st* READJUSTMEhT CF ELACE ECGE LOCATION FOR CHANGE IN STACK LINE.
DE 310 J=ItNTbBES
DZ =(RC_(J) - RCAiNSTRM))t(T_NL - TLS)III.O - T_LP(J) eTANL)
ZlI-l,J) = Z(I-ItJ) ÷ CZ
Z(I_J) = ZII,J) _ CZ
R(I-ltJ) = R(I-I,J) + CZtTALP(J}
3IC R(I,J) = R(I,J) + DZ*T_LPIJ)
RETLRN




































































C _t FOR A I;IVEN X (_IACE SECTION) THIS ROUTINE FINDS BLADE SURF.
{ _ CARTESIAN CCOR_INArES, Y AND Z, AT A GIVEN K (FRACTIqN OF _LADE
C *_ ELEMENT SURFACE DISTANCED. THIS IS DUNE BY INfERPF)LAI[:]'_ FROM
C _ PIECEWISE CUBIC FITS [F APPRCPRIATE _LADE ELEMENT SURFACE COqRD.
C _ IhTERPOLATIC_S ARE BETWEEN TPE 2 INNERMOST CUBIC POINTS WHENEVER
C _4_ FESSIBLF.
REAL KIC, KIS_ KM, KCC_ KTC_ KTS, MACH
CEM_CN /SCBLaRI
I BETA, CP, CPH2e CPH3v CPH4t CPH5, CPH6_ CPP3t CPP4e CPPB, CPPbt
2 CPI, CV, ECP, CF, OPC, IZHCI, OLOSC, G, GAMMA, GJ, GJZ, GRI, GR2,
3 GR_, GR_, GR5, H, I, IC£NV, ICOUNT, IERROR, TIN, IPR, IROTOR, IRe
IRCW, ITEm, IWt J, JP, PACH, NABt NBROWS, NHUBtNROTOR,NSTN,NSTRMt
5 hi|P, MTUPES, OMEGA, PI, PC&le PR, RADIANt RE, RG, ROT,TL,TOAI_TU
CC_CN
X FETAL|21), BtTa2(2X), CCSAI2II_ COSli2|), OKLE(I,21|_ Ol(21l_
2 GAPM(21), CBAR(21I, RELP(21), RPRX{21), RE|I2L), RE2|21|,
3 RE3IZX), RE4121), REB(2[}, RVTH|2[), SINAI21), S|NLI2IIe SLOSI2L)
4,SC_IC{21), TPETAP(21,13)r TPETAS(2|,[3), TRELI(21), TSTAT(21),
5 VP(2l;, VTS_I21), X_aRfl,>|), YBAR(I,21), ZPI21,I3|t ZSI21,13)
CEMMCN IECbIV/
| CHEf21), CHK(21), CCSA2(21), FSM(21), KICi2X), KOC(21), RCA(2L),
2 REC(2,21), RPTE(2,21), SINA2(?I), SKIC(21), SKOC(211, TALP(21)_
3 TCA(21), TEC(2,21), T_8(2L),TTRP(2I),TTRSI21),YCCLE|25),YCCTE(25)
_,_CCLE(25), ZCCTE(25), ZCCa(21), ZEC(2,21|, ZTRP(2[), ZTRS|21|
CC_PON /BLACES/
AM_CH, _CC, AIS_AS, AISCAI, B[NC_ C_LP, CCC, CEPE, CGBLt CHORD_
2 CIKC, CKTC, CKTS, CI, C_, DKAPPA_ DRCE, ORCG[, CRCMSI, DRCMT_
3 [RCCIt CRCT, _RCTI, [R1, CSME, CSMT, DSr}I, DSOT, OSSE, DST_ DSTI,
4 EMT, FI, F2, GSL, ICL, IGC, IPASS, KIS, KM, KTC, KTS_ P, PFLOS,
5 RCG, RC _, RCMS, RCT, _C[, RECGI, REE, REMT, RET, RETIe RMSJ, RIRC
6,RI, R_C, _'2, SALP, SEPE, SGAM_ SGBL, SJ, SKTC, SKIS, SLJD_ T,
? TEPE, [G_t L, TPD, TFLE, TFMAX, THTE, TKTN, TLS, WCI, YB[, YB2, ZM
CCMMCN ILCCATE/ _X, Xl, X2, X3, X4
EC_IV_LENC_ (JL,ICL)
IF (|SURF.E_.2| _C TC 4C
IF (K.EC.0) GC TC Tn
C t_t CARTESIAN CCCRDI_AT_S OF THE SUCTION SURFACE BLADE ELEMENT
C _ PCI_TS (_SE(; FCR INTERPCLATIOE.
]C R2 = RC_(JL) ÷ (_S(JL,K) - ZCDA(JLII_TALPiJL)
ST2 = THETA_(JL,K)_SRS([FETAS(JL,K))
X2 = R2_SCRT(|.O - SI2_2)
IF (x2.GE.XC) G_ TC 2¢
IF {JL.E_.2) _C TC 20
JL = Jl - l
GC T(: I_
2C R3 = RCAIJL÷I) + (ZS(JL+£,K) - ZC_A(JL÷X))_TALP(JL÷[)
ST3 = TPFTA_(JL*E,K)_SRS(THETAS|JL÷X,K))
X3 = R3_S_TIL-O - ST _2)
IF ( X3.LT.XC) GO TO _C
IF |JL.6C.ESTRM - 2) CC T0 3?


























































_0 IF (K,EQ.O) GC TC IOC
C _** CARTESIAN CCCRDIhATES OF THE PRESSURE SURFACE BL&DE ELEMENT
tie PCIhTS USED FUR INTERPCLATIOh.
R2 = RCA(JL) + IZPIJLtK) - ZCCAIJLII*TAL?IJL}
512 = T_ETAPIJLtKItSRSIIPETAPIJLvK))
X2 = RZ*SCRTII.O - ST2..2)
IF IX2.GE.XC! GG TO 5C
IF IJL.EQ.Z) GC TC 50
JL = JL - !
GC TC 4C
50 R3 = RCAIJL+|) + (ZPIJL÷|tK) - ZCCAIJL+IIItTALP|JL_])
ST] = THETAPIJLe|tK)*SRSITHETAP|JLe[tK))
X3 = R3*SGRT(I.0 - ST3**2)
IF I x3.tT.XC) GC TO 60
IF IJL.EQ._STRM - 2) CC TO 6C














C _** CARTESIAN CCORDINATES OF THE SUCTION SURFACE BLADE ELENENT
C _** TR&hSITIEk PCINTS USEC FCR INTERPOLATION
70 R2 = RCAIJL) + IZTRS(JL) - ZCDAIJL|I*TALP(JL)
ST2 = TTRSIJLIeSRSITTRSIJL)I
X2 = R2*SQRTII.O - 5T2_,2)
IF (X2.GE.XC) GC TC 8C
IF (JL.EQ.2) GO TO 8C
JL : JL - I
GC TC 70
80 R3 = RCAIJL+|} + (ZTRSIJL+I) - ZCDAIJL+I|)_TALP(JL+t|
ST3 = TTRS(JL+|)_SRSITTRSIJL+[|)
X3 : R3e$CRTll.O - ST3,,2)
IF (X3.LT°XC) GO TO _C
IF (JL.EQ.NSTRM-2) GC TO 90





































































C _** CARTESIAN CCORDINaTES OF THE PRESSURE SUgFACE BLADE ELEMENT
C *** TRA_SITICN PCINIS USEE FZR INTERPOLATION
:CO R2 = RCAiJL) * IZTRP(JL) - ZCDAiJLII*TALP(JL)
ST2 = TTRP(JL)*SRSITTRP(JL))
X2 = R2*S_RT(I.0 - ST2**2I
IF (X2.GE.XC) GC TO tIC
IF IJL.EQ.21 GG TO 11C
JL = JL- [
GC I C 100
11C R3 = RCA(JL+I) ÷ (ZTRP(JL÷I) - ZCDA(JL+II)*TALPIJL+I)
5T3 = TTRP(jL÷I)*SRS(1TRPfJL÷I|)
X3 = R3*SCRT(1.0 - 5;_*_2)
IF (X3,LT.XC) GC TO 120
IF (JL.EQ._STRM-2) GC TO 120





12_ R1 = RCAIJL-1) + (ZTRP(JL-I) - ZCDA(JL-1II*TALP(JL-1)




R4 = RCA(JL+2) + (ZTRP(JL+2) - ZCDA(JL+Z))*TALP(JL+2)
ST4 = TTRP(JL+2)*SR$(TTRP(JL+2))
Z4 = ZTRP(JL+2)




X4 = R6*SCRT(I.O - ST6,12) - X2
Y4 = R4_ST4
X3 = X3 - X2
_X = XC - X2
TI = (Y3 - Y2)/X3
T2 = ((Y1 - Y2IIXI - TI)/IXI - X3)
C4 = (T2 - (TI - (Y_ - Y2)/X4)/lX3 - X4))/(X1 - X_|
C3 = T2 - C_*(XI + X3)
C2 = T| - (C3 + Ck*X3)#X3
YC : Y2 + XX*(C2 + XX*(C3 + WX*C4))
TI : (Z3 - Z2)IX3
T2 : ((71 - Z2I/X1 - TI)/(XI - X3)
64 : IT2 - (TI - (Z4 - Z2)IX4lllX3 - X4lll(XI - X4)
C3 = T2 - C4_(XI ÷ X3)
C2 : T| - (63 + C_*X3I*X3























































6_CUTINE SPLITG( Xl y, _,tAt aX,AYtS1,._2 )
C _'_' THT_ RCtTINE INTEGRATES UNbER A CUBIC SPL[NE FIT OF BLADE
C _'_ SECIION ._t;_FACE CCCRCI_'AIES° TIfF END PRINT CURVATURES AR_ SET
C _'_' ECUAL TC T_c I%EXT PO!_T CURVATURE AS DETFRMIN_D FP,OI_ A CIRCULH".
C e_'$ ARC FIT OF THE 3 EN[" FCIIXTS. SLOPE BUT NOT CL;RVATURE 'S
C _'_' CCNTIr_UCUS AT THE TRA_SITIO_ PCINT. THE C.URVE FIT IS USED TO GET
C _ AREA, XBAR, _ND YEAR.
CCIvlv_N /RCLJT/ ACt CCSKI_, COSKUt EMTM, IOUT, IT, NP, SINKLe SINKU,
I. CX(I3), EMJI6It YBPIIA), YBS(I_), ZBPII6I. ZBS(IA)
DIMENSION _(16)_, X(:_), Y(N)
CALL ARCS(X(1)tXI2)I, XlS}, Y(II, Y(2), Y(3), El,Oil
CALL ARCS(X|N-II,_,(N-2,, XIN-3ItY(N-IJ,Y_N-2),YIN-3),F21, DII
C _eA, LOCATE TRANSITICh POINT IN THE AL/.AY OF SUKFACE POINTS.
NP = N
NF-" N- 3
lit = 1.0 + FLCATINF)t'iXI_) - XII))/IXIN-I_ - X([))
IT -- DI
IC IF (WIN).GE.X{IT)) GC TO 20
IT = IT- l
GC TC 10
20 IF (XiNI.LE,,X|ITeI|) CC TO 3(}
IT = IT + I
GC TO 20
3C FXI - IXlN) - XIIT))/IXIIT_]) - XIIT||
IF {FXI.LT.C.|) GC TC 60
IF {FXI.GT.O.9) GC TC 50
C ee4 PLACE TRANSITION POINT IN TWE ARRAY.
XT : Xih)
YT = YEN|
NI = N- IT - I
NN = N + l
DC _iO I=I_NI
II = NN- I
Xl[l) = XlIl-l)
6C YIII) = YIII-I)
II = N- NI
X(ll) = XT
Y([I) = YT
IT = IT + I
GC IC 70
50 IT = IT + I
eC NP = N- I
C w_,_. SOLVE FOR SECOND CERIVATIVE VALUES AT THE SURFACE ARRAY POINTS.
TC DX(I) = x(2) - X(l)
OS = (Y(_) - YI1))/DX(1)
EW(]) =-FI
H(I) = O.C
IF (IT.EC.2) GC TC 9C
I TM = IT- 1
DC 80 l--2tlTl_
DSL = DS
DXil) = X(IeX) - X(1)
DS = IY(I+|I - YII))IEX(I)
O = 2.O*fI.,} + OXll)/CX(I-])) - EM(I-I)
EI_(II = DX(I)/(C_,DX(I-I))
8C H(I) = (6.0'_(CS - DSL)/Cx(I-I) - HIi-[))IO
CP = (CS - L;SL)/(CX(ITIv) ÷ DX(ITM-I))
9C NC = NP- 1
0X(f_C) = XIKP) - X{NP.)

























































IF (IT.E(.KC) GC TC ll0
ITP = NC -- IT
De 10O IB=I,ITP
I = NO - IB
DSL2 = D$2
DXI[) = X(I+I) - X(1)
DS2 = (Y(I+I) - Y(1))/CXII)
D = 2.O*Ii.0 * CX(II/EXII+[)I - EMIle2)
EMIl÷I) : CxIII/(_*DX(I*I);
1C0 H(l#l) = (6.0,(CSL2 - CS2)ICXII+I) - H(I+2))/U
CP = (DSL2 - LS2I/(DX(IT+L) ÷ _X(IT))
IF (IT.LE.2) GO IC llC
IF (CM.EQ.O.Q) GC TO 13C
C = CP/CMe((I.0 + I{CSL2*DX(IT) + DS2*DX(IT+I)II(DXIIT) +




II0 C = 1.0
120 EWT_ = (6,0*IBS2 - DSI/CX(TT-1) - HilT-l) - HIIT+II*DXIIT)/
X CXIIT-I)IlI2.0 - EMIIT-IP + 12.O - EMIIT÷II)*DXIITIIDXIIT-I)*C)
EWTP = EWTW*C
GC TC 150
|3C EWTP = 0.0
EVTP = 16.C.1CS2 - DS)/CXiIT-I) - Hi|T-I) - HIIT÷I)eDXIIT)/
X CX(IT-I))/IIZoO - E_tlT41))*DXIIT)/OXIIT-I))
150 E_IIT) = EWTN
IF (IT.EO.2) GC TC 170
ITM = IT- 2
DE 160 IB = l. IT_
I = IT- I8
lot EW(I) = Hill - EM(1)*EV{I+L)
170 EW(I) = _VI2)*F1
EW(IT) = E_TP
IF (IT.EO.NOI GC TC lqO
lB = IT + 1
CC I00 I=IPINC
18C EW(I! = HII) - EM(I)*EM(I-I)
1_C EM(_P) = EwINC)*F2
Sl = (Y(2) - Y(1))IDX(1) - DXII)*(2.O*EM(1) ÷ EM(2I)/b.0






IF (IT.EC.I+I) GO TO 22C
EWU = EMIl+If
GC IC 230
220 EPU = EPTV
23C A = e + IYIII + VII+l) - IEMt + EML)*DXII)**2112.OI*DXII)/2,0
O_S = OXIIl**21bCoO
AX = AX + (YII÷I)*I2.C_X(I_I) ÷ XIIJ) + YII)*IXII+II + 2.0*XII)| -
X CXS*(EVU*(B.0*XII÷I) • 7.D*XII)) ÷ EML*I7.O*X(I_I) + 8.O*XII))))*
X Cw(II/6.G
A_ = AY • (Y(I+I)**2 + YIII*IY(I÷I) + YII)) - DXS*((B,O¢IY(I÷I)*
X EML ÷ Y(I)*EPL) ÷ 7.C*(YII÷I)*EML * Y(I)*EMU)) - (15.0*(EMU**2 ÷





























































C *** THIS RCLIINE WAK_ -_ CIRCULAR ARC FIT OF _ P(]INIS TO FIND
C *,o, SLCFES ,_T TI-_F PCINTS. [FFSE- ARt_ USEC TO DETFRMINE SPLINE ENO
C *,I,* _CI_T FACTF'HS FGR THE SECUIND OERIVATIVE TERMS WHICH KEEP THE
C *_* CLRVATuRE CClNSIA_,r FC:R [hE END Pl]i'_TS.
SLBPCtJTIN_ ARCS( X].,K2,X _,YI , Y?, Y _F,Y[_I )
0X2 = x _ - x2
DYi = v? - Y l
0Y2 = v_ - Y2
O_(Wl = _Xi_;YZ
_XY2 = { KZ*LYI
DXX,W = i:XI*LXZ*(X3 - Xl)
OYY'f = []YI*bY2$iY3- YI)
_'[I = ((_'VYY - OXYI*{)XI + DXY2*IDX[ ÷ X3 - XI))/IDXXX ÷ DXYI$IDYI +
X Y3 - YI) - OXYZ*OYII
YES = ([.'vyY + OXY].*OX! + DXY2*DXZ)IIDXXX * DXYI*DY2 + DXYZ'I'DYII






















r *** TFIg P-i'tTl,_" FIN) c, rHF RLAC)I: SI:CTIN',I AR_.A aNO u.I_'ENT
r .s,, _n-)I-icr._ rc _ pL_,_F LDG: CICCLE.
_fn_ IL_TI_ r t_rt ((X!I_Y_I_ ItXL_VL,_I._A_AX_y_c_ XC_YCI
c_v'-_k I_(_T/ -_C, C_S_L, CnSK_I, _'4T'4, I_),yr, IT, N_, SI_,KL_ SINKll,
i '3X([_II _-*'_(I4l_ y_p( 14l, vn'_(14), rpp(14), 7BSII4)
CP%_ = I.J/S')_TII.D + SU,_*2)
%TK,_' = ._U*C_ICII
first = l. Olb_FT(l.h + _L*ePI
_IIL = _L_(_"_t
_S = SI_,_; + SINL
_C = COS_ * COSt
_v : Y(l -- Yl
TA_I'_, : (X()_SL: + PY_xSS|I( xq*SS - DV*SC}
9._S_w_ -: I.d/SOk T( 1.0 ÷ T_NDKW_*2)
T_'_[ 'u = T_.f 13K :WCOKF'K
P = F'_'Y/(%(,'XI:'_ShK - RS,XSINqKI
_INK_I = qI_,_,_t_-SnW + (_TNqK,'XCC'SII
_TP_Kt = q!t[ _ C"IKOK + _TNgK_'C_SL
"/Y ;" = F*¢C T_IK' I
vC = X'_ + r,y,,:
YC = P¢(nSl,'[ + y[
IT- (IQI T.r'_.[) F,_-T'IP'I
AS'I'_ = h;. _I _ ( _l'l_:IxtCISI(II -- SINKIJ,wCi_SKL)
I r- (_li.[, .0..,) G" Tq l,)
%q'_'_ = acl'- . 3.1_lC')_v
2u t.,.] = P'_:_,)_t S'l"/2. J
.X : k( + (vf)" (vF + Vl ) - ;'_f'_ vII__.C,
I%Y -- _C x_ ( -- !'"_* _':(r I_K'I • C! SKL} /j,,O- (IF'iXC, ((2.0_I( C ÷ Xt) }wwyC @
I _J.u'_X_l * _.-)*v ;} - (x_ ÷ '#Y(.I_(I_C + 2. D*XLI*YL + (XL _- 2.O_XC|'I'
" v,')l/_.j
',V : ;,('eV{ - ;,*_'(q._ _!_'I ÷ SI _JWL)I $.J - {f3_(C_(YC*_2 l- YU_W( YII 4- YC|

































CALCUIATICN CF RCTCR GAS BENDING M(JMENTS ABCUT HUB STACK PT,
REAL INC, _AC_
CCVuCN /VECTOR/
l BETAS(I,21), BWATL{I], PLADESII), CHOKE(1), CHORDA(II, CHORDB(1),
2 CHCROCil), CPCC(_), EEVII,21), IDEVIL), IGEO|I), IINCII),
ILCSS(1), |MAX(1), I_C{I,21), ISTN(2), ITRANS(1), NOPTil),
4 hXCUT(1), PVl{l,2I), PC(2,21), R(2,2i), RBHUB(1), RBTIO(I),
5 SLCPF(2,21}, SCLID{I), TALE(1), TAMAX(1), TATE(1), IULE(II,
6 TB'_X(1}, TBTE(1), ICLE(1), TCMAX(I), TCTE(1), TOt__(1), IDMAX(i),
7 I_I_(1), TILT(1)t TC{2,zL), TRANS(I,21), VTt_(2,21), VI(2,Zi),
8 Z(2,21), Z_HUB(1), ZBTIP(1), ZMAX(I,21)
CC_MCN /SC_L_R/
I BETA_ C_, CPH2, CPH3, CPH4, CPHSt CPH6, CPP3t CPP4, CPPSt CPPbt
2 CPI, CV, ECPt OF, DHC_ LHCI, DLOSC, G, GAMWA, GJt GJ2t GRI, GR2,
3 GRJ, GR_, GRS, Ht I, ICCNVt ICOUNT, IERROR, fIN, IPR, IROTOR, IR,
4 IRCW, ITER, IW, J, JM, _ACHI NAB, NBROWSt NHUBoNROTORoNSTN,NSTRM,
5 kIlP, hTUBES, OMEGA, PI, PO_L, PR, RAOIANt RF, RG, ROTtTL,TOAI,TU
RFS = 2.h*RBHUBIIROW)
G@I = 0.O
Ge2 = O. n
CBVX = O.C
G_VT = q.O




RVZVU = PSIL.VZII-I, II*RiI-I,I)/tRF*TL)












OPF_ = (PSIU + PS_L| _|R(I-£,J)_2 - R(I-l_J÷l}**2}
_Pl = GHI + OPFI*(R(l-l,J) + R(I-I_J+I) - RHS)
PSI_ : PSll




DOF_ = (pS_ U ÷ PS2L),(RII,J)**2 - RtI,J÷I)**2)
G_2 = hH2 + CPF2*(R{ I,J) + R(I,J+[) - RHS)
PS_L : PS2L
RVA = ((R(I-I,J) + R(I-I,J¢II * RII,JI + RII,J+I))I2.O - RHSI*
X (RVZUU * RVZRL)*(R(I-I,J) - R(l-l,J+l))
C_VX : GSVX + tVZII,J) + VZ(I,J+I) - VZ(I-I,J) - VZ(I-I,J+I))*RMA
G_VT = GRVT + (VTH(I,J) + VTP(I,J+I) - VTH(I-I,J) - VTH(l-l,J+l))*
x Ru_
I'] _VII_U = RVlrt
GPA = PI*ICi_VXIG • G_l - GB2 + (PTI ¢ PT2)tIR(I-I,I)t*2 - R{I,I)





























































C _*_ CALC_ OF LUCATION AN£ VALUE OF BLADE ELEMENT MINIMUM CHCKE MARGIN
REAL KIC, KlPt KIS_ KM, KOC, KOP, KOSt KP, KS, KTC_ KIP, KTS, KWC,
X _ACH
CC_VCN
I BEIAI(21), BETA2(21}, CCSa(21), COSLI21), OKLEII,21), DLl21lt
2 GAMM(211, OBAR(21), RELP(2I), RPRI(21), REI(21I, RE2121),
3 RE3(21), RE4IZI)_ RE5(21)t RVIHi2LI, SINAI21)t SINLI2L), SLOS(21)
4,SC_IC(21), THETAP(21,13), TFETASI21,13), TRELI(21), TSTAT(2I),
5 VM(21), VTS_(2I), XBARil,2I), YBAR(I,2I), ZP(21,13), ZSI21,13I
CCMMCN /ECUIV/
1CHC(21), CHK(2I), CCSA212I)t FSM|21)t KIC(21), KOC(21), RCAI2I)t
2 REC(2,21), RPTE(2,21), SINa2(21It SKIC(2II, SKOC(21|, TALP(21),
3 TCA(21)t TECI2,2I)t TGBI2I)tTTRPI2IltTTRS(21)tYCCL[(25),YCCTE(ZS)
4,ZCCLE(25), ZCCTE(25), ZCDAI21), ZECl2t2l)t ZTRPfZI)_ ZTRS(21)
CCMMON /SCALAR/
I BETA, CPt CPH2t CPH3, CPH4 t CPHS, CPH6t CPP3t CPP4, CPPS, CPP6,
CPlt CVt DCPt DFt D_Ct CHClt OLOSC, Gt GAMMAt GJ, GJ2, GRIt GRZt
3 GR3, GR6, GR5, Ht It ICCNV, ICOUNTt IERROR, |INt IPRt IROTO_, IRt
4 IRCWt ITERt IWt J, JP, PACH_ NAB, NBROWSt MHUBtNROTOR,NSINtNSIRMt
5 NTIP, NTUBES, CMEGAt Pit POA1t MR, RADIANt RF, RG, ROTtILtrOA|tIU
CCMMON /BLADES/
I A_aCHt ACC, AISD_St A1SCAlt BINCt CALPt CCC, CEPEI CG_Lt CHORDt
2 ClhCt CKTCt CKTSt Clt C2_ DKAPPAt DRCE_ ORCG|t DRCMSTt ORCNTe
3 CRCOI, ORC[t 0RCTEt ER], CS_Et OSMTt OSOlt OSOTt DSSEt OSTt DSTEt
6 E_T, FI, F2t GBLt ICLt IGCt IPASS_ KISv KMt KTCt KTSt Pt PFLOSt
5 RCG, RCM, RCMS, RCT, RDI, RECGI, REEf REMTt RETt RETI, RMSJt RTRC
6tRlt RICt R2, SALP, SEPEt SGAMt SGBLt SJt SKTCt SKTS, $lJOt Tt
7 TEPEt TGHLLt ThOr TFLE, T_MAXt THTEt TKTNt TkSt WElt YBlt YB2t ZM
CCM_CN /MARGI
1 ALt AOAS, AOAl, CCHCRC, DALt DAOAS, DPW, DPWLt DRCLEPt DRCMt
2 ERCTPI, DRCISIt £RCWI, _SA, USP, DSP1, DSP2t DSSt DSS[, DSS2, DSW
3,EB, EWC, F, ECt ICHCKEt KIPt KUPt K(]S, KPt KSt KTPt KWC, PI2t RCI
¢,RCCt RCPt RCS, RCTPt RCTSt RELEPt REOIt REPt RESt RETPt RETSt
5 REWT, RTR, RTRDt RTRCt SECGBL, ICGIt TGBL, WCt ZMT
32C IGC = O
C *** ESTIMATE DERIVATIVE OF AOAS WITH RESPECT TO F
CK_ = CCS((KP + KS)/2.0)
DAC_I = DS^*iFC_(KP ¢ EWC - KS| - WC*CCHORD*SLJDeCKM/RDI|/WCI
DQTR = RTRC_!RIC ¢ DRCMeSALP)*CKM
DAISAS = (GR2*RTR_GRI - AISCAS/2.0)*DRTR/RIR - PFLOS/RTRQ
D_C_b = (AIS_AS_DACAI + AOAI_DAISAS)/AISOAI
IF ([CHCKE-2) 330t_3D,_4_
33C F! = F
DPWl = DPW
GC TC _5
C t_* SETUP CF CALCULATION FOR TRAILING EDGE CHANNEL WIDTH
34_ IF (K_S ÷ KCP) 365t420t350
_65 KP = K_P
CALL EPSLEk(KOPcPIZtO.CtRCOt-THTEtDRCLEPtRELEP|
RCP = RCC + DRCLEP
REP = RCP_E_ • RELEP + REOI_RCP/RCO
DRCLEP = C_CLEP ÷ DRCCI
DRCWT = CRCLEP - DRCTSI




C *** CAL. CF I.E. CHANNEL wICTH WHEN BLADE EXIT ANGLE IS POSITIVE































































RCS = RCO ÷ DRCIEP
RES = RELEP * REO|mRCS/RCo
DRCWT = CRCC| ÷ CRCLEP - DRCTP[








WE = SQRT(|,O ÷ TK_2)
IF (ABSITK).GT,IO0-O) GG TO 370
WC = WC*ABSIORCWCI
GO TC 380
3TO gC = WC*ABS(REWCITK)
380 KWC = AT&N(-I.01TK)
IF (RENC.GT.G.O) KWC = PI ÷ KWC
OK = 2°O#KWC - KS - KP
IF IABS(DKI.LT.O.O001) GC TO 410
IF (|CL°GT.I) GC TC 4C0
ICL = 2
IF (DK.GT°C°O) GO TO 390
OKOS = (KTP - KIP)IDSPI
GC TO 400
39C DKOS = (KCP - KTP|IOSP2
4CC DPW = DKeWC/|2oO ÷ DKCS@WC) + OPW
DK = DKCS*CPW
CALL EPSLCNIKTP_OKtRCTPtCPWvCRCPtREP)
KP = KTP ÷ DK
ORCWC = CRCWT - CRCP
RCP = RCTP ÷ ORCP
REWC = REWT - REP*RCS/RCP
GC TO 360
41C DRCP = CRCC[ ÷ THLE - [RCWCl2.0 _DRCLEP
EkE = - QEWC/RCS
GC T_ 5_0
_2C OSW = OSS2
OPk = DSP2
SKCP = KOPtSRS(KOP)
DRCP = CRCC[ + THLE + TPLE_SKOP
EWC = RC0 + T_TE_SKOP
WC = EWCeEB - 2.0_THTE_SCRTi[.O - SKOP*_2)
EWC = WCIEWC
GC TC 50_
C #@t SEARCH FOR PINIPUM CHANNEL AREA TO CHOKE AREA
43C F2 = F
DPW2 = DPW
IF (&O&S.GE.nL| GC TC 432
ALC_ = AOAS
OPLCW = DPW
IF (OAOAS.LE.O.O) GO TC 433
GC T£ 43_
432 ALCw = AL
DPWL_W = CPWL
IF ICAL.LT.C._) GO TC 434
433 IF (EAL- CACAS.GE.-O._C01| GC TO 478
634 CI = ()_L - CPW
DI : (_)AL + _A,]AS - 2.C*(AL - AOAS)/CI)/CI**2































































BI : UMtXS • (2.1)*(.I - 3.0*DI*DPW)_,DPW
IF ([_l._C.'_.O) CC IF? 4+5
tic LI+*2 - 3.¢*L,l*iaI
IF (R_/.LT.'. _ ) OC Tt] 47_
_C _ $_RT{n_I/{3.G,I)I!
CC CII(3.C*CII
OPWh : CQ + P(L
IF (3.0*CI*LPw_ - CI.CT..0) GO TO 438
GC TC 4_?
435 DPWf_ : BII(2.0*CI)
4]_. IF (ICHCKE.E(..]) GC TC 444
IF (DPWN.LE.CPWL.CR.CPWN.GE.CNW} GO TO 478
A = At + (P.PWk - DPWI)_(_I - CI* : _N + DPWL) + DI*(DPWN*(DPWN •
X CPWL) + EPWL**2)|
IF (A.GT.ACAS.OR.A.GI.AL) GO TO 4.
IF (AOAS.ET,AL) GC T£ 45?
GC IC 4_5
44C IF (ICHOKE.GT.3) C-O IC 442
IF IaBS(OACAS).GT°O.CCl) GO TO 434
ICHCKE = 4
442 IF |AOAS°LT.ALCW . O.CCOCI| _0 TO 480
DPW_ = (OPW + DPWLCW)/2.C
GC TC 445
444 IF (DPWN.LE°DPWI) CPWk = (DPW + DPWI)/2.O
IF (DPWN.GF.DPW2) OPWN = (CPW + OPW2|/2.O
IF (AOAS.GT.ALOW) GO T£ 445
ALCW = AOaS
DPWLOW = CPw
445 AL = AOAS
DAL = DaCaS
DPWL = DPW
45C IF (ICH_)KE.LT.3) ICHCKE : ICFOKE ÷ [
IF ([CHUKE.EC.2) GO TC 340
DPW = DPWN
IF (OPW) 455,470,460
455 OKCS = (KTP - KIP)/DSPI
GC tC 4(_5
4_C OKCS : {KC_ KTP)IDSP2
4_5 DK = uPw*CWUS
KP -- KTP + UK
CALL EPSLCN !KTP,CK,RCTP,DPWoORCPtREP)
RCP = RCTP + CRCP
REP = RCP*E_ + RFTP*RCP/RCTP + REP
DRCLEP = URCTPI w DRCP
C_CWT = ORCLEP - CRCTSI
GC rG 490
470 KP : KTP
RCP = RCTP
REP -- RCP*£_ + RETP
DRChT = CRCTPI - CRCTS]
OC T C 4qO
47e IF {AF]_S.LT.AL) GC TC 48"
ACAS = AL
F = FI
48 _- C_K(J) : ACAS - I.'_
FSt_(J) = (F FI)IiF2 - FI)
RCTLP, J
4(]0 R.Cw[ _ _F_ - R[Tr_RCp/pCTS
CALl L!_AN






































































GE_=R^TILN (;F TP_ CLTPUT _L_DE SEcLTIQN pR_]p_RII_:S A_U _],]I)R[).
REaL [NC, Klg, KIS, KW, K()C, KTc, KTS, MACH
CCWWCN IVECIER/
I BETAS(I,2t), P_STL(1), _I A_rSIL), CHOKE(1), CH_RD_([), CHQRDB(I),
2 CHCRI)CII), CPCC(6I, ! FVII,21), IOEV(L), IGEOIL), [INCI[),
3 ILCSS(II, I_AX(I), l_Cl 1,21), ISIN(2), IIRANSIL), NGPI(1),
& _XCUT(II, PbllI,21), P(_(2,21l, R(2,2ll, RB_U6|ll, RBTIP(L),
5 SLCPE(2,21), SCLIU(1), TALEII), T&MAX([I, T_TE(I), TBLEII),
6 T_WAX(1), [0TE(ll, IEEE(1), ICMAXII), TCTEII), IDLE(If, IUMAX([),
7 TCTEll), TILT(|), TE(2,2L), TRANS(I,21), VTH(Z,2I), VI(2,21),
8 Z(2,21), /_HL_(1), ZPTIP(I), Z_X(l,21)
CC_MCN /SC_LAR/
BETA, CP, CPF2, CPH_, CPH_, CPHS_ CPHb, CPP3, CPP4, CPPS, CPPO,
2 C°l, CV, [¢P, CF, OFC, LHCI, DLCSC, G, GAW_, gJ, GJ2, GRt, GR2_
) GKJ, (194, _I_5, h, I_ I_iNV, ICOUNT, IERRUR, |I'_, IPR, IROTOR, IR,
[RCW, IT _° , lW, J, JMe _A[f', f_A_, NHR[_WS, NHUd,NRt]TDR,NSTN,NSTRM_
5 kTIP, NTI}_$, CMEGA, FI, PO^I, PR, PADIAN, RF, RG, ROT,TL,TUAI,TU
CC_wCN
! _EIAI(?I), I}ETB?(2[), C,:S^(21), CqSLI2t), DKL_(I,21), DL(21),
2 CA_(211, [PAR(X1), RFLN(2[), R#RI(21), REI(21), R_2|211_
RE_(21), u_4|21), _E_(2]), RVTH(21), SINA(21), SINL(2LI_ SLOS(21)
_,SCN|C(?II, TFEIAP(21,1_), TFETAS(21,131, IRELI(21), ISTATI21|,
5 Vm(21), VTjq{21;, _R(I,2L), YgaR{l,21), Z°(21,1 _), IS(21,131
CCW _C'I /_CUIV/
l CHI.(211, L_'K(21), CCS_2(2L), FS_(21), KIC(21), _{]C(21), RCA(2I),
2 R£C(2,?_), _PT! (2,21), SI_AZ(2I), SKIC{?I), SKi]C(21), TALP(21),
TCA(?I), IiC(2,2t), TCI!(?I),TTRP(21),ITRS(2I),YCELE(25),YCCTE(251
_,ZCELCI2_), zCCT[(2 _}, ZC12_(21), ZFC(2,211, ZTRP(21), ZTRS(21)
CEW_("_ I=t_u _ S/
| 6WaEH, Af.C, AISC_S, _ISf,_.l, BINC, CALP_ CCC, CEPE, CGBL, CHORI),
2 CI;.'I, (.rIC_ LKI_, C[, g_, [:KAPPA, DRCE, ORCGI_ ORCMST, DRCMT,
3 CP6( I, LPCI, CRCTI, C(_|, [SME, [ISMT, I)SOI, DSOT, DSSE, DST, DSTI,
4 EWl, FI, fz, (;HE, ICL, IGC, I_ASS, KIS, KM, _IC, KIS, P, PFLOS,
5 RE(,, RC _, RCWS, RrT, _I, RECCI, _EE, R_MI, RtI, RFT|, RMSJ, RTRC
6,RI, RIC, ;>2, SALP, S_PE, SGaM, S_L, SJ, SKIC, SKIS, SLJD_ T,
7 TEvE, T_}'LL, TP{, IFL_, T_mAX, THTE, TKTN, TLS, WCI, YBI, YB2, ZM
CCWFCN IRCLI/ AC, CCSKI, C_S_U, EMI_, iOUT, IT, NP, SINKL, SINKU,
I Lx(13), E_II_), Y_P(14|, Y_S(I_), Z_P(l_), ZBSll4)
CC_C'; /L_PLL/ TIILE(I _)
OlVEtSICh (PSII_), FM[(I;), FMSIIGI_ NSP(_)_ SHP(_B;_ SHS(43),
I SL(4_), _fellI), XCUI(2i), YCP(q3v&)_ YCS|_],4), _C(_3_}
ECUIVALENCF (JL,ICL)
DAT_ F_ I _lSx,_ _k_F9,, 4_4 , _H,4X,, 4H3F9._ 4H_
| 4P_4_,, 4k_Fg., 4P4 , 4P,_,, 4HBF9., 4H_ , _H) /














































C ,w_* FST,aPt I',_" TF, L r_,.q, la L t f (,aT [I IN '_IF T_q[ PLAi. E <,i--<T |r.N PL_P,;ES
_0 C_I I _C.; I ':(h , XCbT )
2_C JL i
If (/%f_g,( r 1i. 1 IRt. W) ).I:F.].'..O.O) G(J r{} 2C_,
TAN[ [ I {-i { inh'_ ) *_RS( T ILTI [ROw ) )
T_hl -: I_hT/S_RT(I.O - T_NT**21
IF ( I%T_( I )°LT.O) TAN( : -TA_T
GC T C 2_6
2_4 HL_.T : TILT( IRE]W)/IOC. '_
IF : I'_UBT
TIPT = TAN(ITILT(IROW) - 100.O*FLOATI IH) )/RADIANT
IP = IF_- (lIa/100}*iCC
HL_T -- T_N(FLCAT(II_)/RA_IAN)
2_6 d = l
2_8 IP : 1
hl_AX = 23
WRITE (IW,PCCCI (IITLE(IJ),IJ=I,IB)
WRITE (IW,2u2_) _.L_DES(IR(JW), ZBHUBIIROWI
C _'_* IhT_RP_LATICN FOR REF. CCORDINATES ON THF D_SIRED BLAUE SECTIONS.
2gC Dr_ ._00 K-_l,13
CALL INrERP( XCUT(JI, I,K, YBS(K ) ,ZBSIK} )
_C_ C_LL INT_RP(XCUTIJ)_2,K,YBP(K),ZBP(KI)
CALL INT_RP( XCUT(J)_ 1,0, Y_S{ 14 )_ZBSI l_) )
C_LL INTFRI_( XCUT I .I) ,2,C,YBp(14) _ZBp(14) )
C '_*'_ CALLbLATICh CF THE BL_CE SECTION CHOR[J ANGLE
C/_LL ARCS(/uS(I) , ZSS ( 21, ZBS (3),YSS( 11 ,YF_S(2 I ,YBS(3) , SP|,SSI)
CALL ARCS( l_P( I ) , ZBP( 2t, IBP( 3 I_YBP(I) ,YBP(2),yBp(3),TANB_SPI)
lILT I







,_)Y YCLTI (J) - YCCLF(J)
_Z -: ,I(.LT'_(J) - 2CCI. F(J)
I]P = _l[ - _Tt
CPC,:I; : SC_T(CY**2 + 1:7,,2 - CR**2)
C *** T,_,:'_SI.ATE Ill[ HLALE SECTII]N CO[IRUINATES TO TH_ STACKING POINT
C *** ORI,:.lh ._NI; '_CI_IF TO t IE AIUNG IHE BLADE SECTION CHF]RL}
CCS,' = I. /_CrI(l. _' * TA_,B**2}
SI_! = T_.K,_*CLSU,
()l -- X(.I.T(.J) - RSFbP,(I_C_)
IF (a,ISITII T(IRCWII.GF.Iq.O) GO TO _,_4
DTh -- i)I*TA,wT
GE I(: _,]g
3C4 RCC r .: XCUT(J)
()TAt : ,", _






















































DTH = GT + (PUBT - RBFUHII_[]W)I(RBTIPIIROW) - RBHUB( IROW))_(TIPT -
IF (A_S(DT_ - DTHLi.LT.L.OE-7) bq TO BU6
RCCG = qCCg + (XCUT(J}/CCS(DrH) - RCCGIIIL.0 - DTH*(GT ÷ HUBT))
OTHL = _TP
GC T£ 305
]C6 OTH = XCLT(J)_TAfl(CTH)
IF ([STN([).LT.O) OTH = -DTH
3C_ DZ = TLS)CZ
@Y = DTH*CC_B + OZ*SINP
DZ : DZ_CCS8 - DTH_SIKB
DE 310 K=L,L4
Y_T = YBS(K)
YBS(K) : YB_(K)*COSB - Z_S(KI*SINB ÷ OY












YBP(K) = YRP(K)*CCS@ - ZPP(K)*SINB ÷ OY





370 AXXS = AXXS - AXX
AXYS = AXYS - AXY
AYYS = AYYS - &YY
AXXXXS = AXXXXS - AXXXX
AXXYYS = AXXYYS - AXXYY








X AYY, &_XX_ AXXYY_ A_¥YY)
A : A ÷ AS - AP - AT
AX = Ax ÷ AXS - AXP - _XT
AY = AY ÷ AYS - AYP - AYT
AXX : AXX + AXXS - AXXT
AXY : _KY ÷ 4XYS - &XYT
AYY : &YY ÷ AYYS - AYYT
AwXXX = AXXXX + 4XXXXS - AXXXXT
AXXYY : AXXYY ÷ AXXYYS - AX_YYT
AYYYY : _YYY + AYYYYS - AYYYYT
Xn = &XIA
y_ : _YI^
AlP = _KX ÷ AYY
B_T_ : ;_ACIAr_*ARSI_(SINB)
TANT_,I : 2.j_AXY/(AXX - _yy)

























































BE[_I = qACIAN*ArANiT_NsI} + BETA 173
CCS_I : l../S_RT(I.O , T_N_I**2)
SIN !_ = rA_BI*CCS_I 174
175
AI_I"_ : AYY*C2SBI**? + SIN_IVI_XX*SI_BI - 2.0*AXY*Cr;%ftI) 116
aI_nx : lid + A[_I_
177
CaLl T{}RSNIITS_NPS,_S,_wTS_LE,SS1,SPI,SS21Sp2_ByTC_S} l_ 8
TWI_T : _x<X • AXXYY * _YYYY - AIP**21A
YCE : T_L{ - YCLE I_
¥S! = YCr3 * UY lq2
ZST : _C_ - CZ 1_3
WRI[_ {TW,_O_O) J_ XCLTIJ)_ ZST_ YSTs BETA_ ZCG_ YCG, A_ AIMIN, 185
x aINAX, _EIAI_ TORS_ T_IST 186
C _ SET [_E _LAOE CCCRU. _EFINITIQN INCREMENT TQ GIVE BETWEEN 20 187
C _* A_B 40 PCI_TS AT _ RCL_C DECIMAL VALUE 188
CPCRO = RTE * ZCTE - ZCLE + RLE
01 = CHCRCI20.O I_9
OIL = ALOGIO(OI} 190
ICIL = OIL 191
IF IDI.LT.I.O) IDIL = ICIL - I I92
RL = DIL - FLG_flI8ILI 193
IF (RL.GE.O.30103) GC TO 430 19_
Ol = 1.0 195
GC TC _55 196
_30 IF (RL.GE.O.3gTgG) GC IO _40 197
OI = 2.0 I98
GC TO 655 I99
6_0 IF (RL.GE.O.698?TI GC TO 450 200
OI = 2.5 201
GC f_ _55 202
_50 Dl = 5.0 203
_55 Ol : Ol*tO.O**IOIt 20_
Ph : CHO_CIUI - O.OOCO1 205
NPT = PN 206
NPT = NPT + _ 207
2O8
C *_ INTERPOLATICN FOR BLACE SECTION SURF. COORD. AT THE DESIRED LOCS. 209
_C(i,lP) : 0.0
YCS(I,IP) = RLE 210
YCP{I_IP) = RLE 21I
ZCTE = ZCTE + ZCG 212
ZLE = RLE - ZCLE + ZOSII} 213
ZTE = ZCG + ZS2 2Ik
DC _6'3 K=I,I_ 215
Z_SIK) = Z_S(K) + ZCG 216
46C Z_PIK) = ZHP(K) + ZCC 217
K = 2 218
KS = 2 219
IE : 0 220
4e_ IF (RLE.GE.ZC(K-I_IP) , LI) {0 TO 470 221
ZC(K,IP) = RLE 222
IE = 1 22}
KLE = K 22_
GC lC _80 225
226
470 ZCI_,IP) = ZCIX-I_IP) + CI
48C IF I_C(K,IP).GT.ILEI CC TO 4_ 227
" 228
YCS(K,IP} = RLE } S_RT((2,C_RLE - ZC(K_IP))_ZCIK_'CC TC 53n ' • 229
49C IF (ZL(K,IP).LT.ITE) CC TO 5C0 230
23I
YCSIK, IP) : YCTE + YCC + SCRT(RTE_2 - (ZCIK,IP) - ZCTE)_2) 232CC IF 53 n
233
178
5CC IF IZC(Ktlp)oLE°ZBSIKS)I GO TO 505
KS : KS * 1
GC TC SCO
5C5 E_U : EM_KS)
IF {KS.EC.ITS) EMU = EPTS
DE = ZBSIKS) - /BS(KS-I)
DZ_ = ZCIK,IP) - ZBSIKS-I)
ZR = D_M/CZ
IF (ZR.GT.C.CO01) GO TC EIO
YCS(K, IP} = YCG ÷ YBSIKS-I) • ZR*(YBS(KS) - YBS(KS-I;) -DZM*DZ*
% I2.0*E_S(KS-I) • EMb)/6.O
GC TC 530
510 DZP = ZBSIKS) - ZCIK,IP)
Zg = DZP/CZ
IF (ZR.GT.C.00OII GO TE 520
YCSIK,IP) = YCG + YBS(KS) - ZR*IYBS(KS) - YBS|KS-I)) + DZM*_I=(
X 2.C*EMU + EMSIKS-tII/6.C
GC TO 530
520 YCSIK_IP} = YCG • OZP_IYeSIKS)IDZ * ENU*IDZM**Z/OZ - OZI/b.O}
X + CZP*IYBSIKS-IIIOZ + EMSIKS-1I*IDZP**Z/DZ - DZ)I6.0)
53C K = K + 1
IF liE-l) 465,540,550
540 IE = 2
545 ZC(K,IP) = ZClK-2tlP) + CI
GC te _eO
550 IF (ZCTE.GE.ZCIK-I,IP) + Oil GO TO k70
IF (K.E_.NPT) GO TC 57C




GC T C 490
5bC IF IlE.NE.3} GC TC 470
IE = 4
GC TC 545
57C K = 2
KS = 2
ZTE = ZCC + ZPZ
580 IF CZC(KtlP).GT.ZBPI[}) CO TC 590
YCPIK,IP) = RLE - SQRT((?.O*RLE - ZCIKtIP)ISZCiKtIP|)
GC lO 630
590 IF (ZC(K,IP).LT.ZTE) CC TO 600
YCP(K,IP) = YCTE + YCC - SGRTIRTE**2 - (ZCIK,IPI - ZCTEI**2I
GC TC 633
6CC IF (ZC(K,IOI.LE.ZBP(K_)I GO TO 605
KS = KS + I
GC TO 600
6C5 EMU = EM(KS)
IF (KS.EQ.II) EMU = EMTW
DZ = ZBP|KS) - ZBP(KS-I)
OZM = _CIKt| p ) -- ZBPIKS-I)
ZR = OZMICZ
IF (ZR°GT.O.COOI) GO TC 610
YCP(K,IP! = YCG + YBP|KS-I) + ZR*(YBPIKS) - YBP(KS-I)) - DZR*DZ*
X (2.0*EV(KS-I) + EMU)I_.C
GC TC b3O
EIC DZP = ZHD(KS) - ZC(K,IP)
_R = OZP/CZ
IF (7R.GT.r.CO0i) GO TC c2C
YCP(K,IP) _ Y(,G + YBP(KS) - IR*(YBP(KS) - YBP(KS-I)) ÷ DZM*DZ*































































&2C YCP(K,IP) = YCG + _ZM_(Y__!P(KS)IDI .m.EMU_iDZM.m,21DZ _ DZ)I6.O) 4-
CIP*(YPP(K%-I)/L;Z + _(KS-I)*(OIP_*21DZ - D_}I6.0}
63C . c (K,E_,_DT-I) GC T[" 6_4.
K : K + 1
GC TC 5_.0
6_C) _CINPT,Iv) = CPGRU
YCS(NPT,IP) = YCTE * YCG
yrp(NPT,I p ) : YCS(NPT,IP)
IF (_,(3PT(IRCW)°LT°I.")I CC TC 6_8
NPS = NPT ?
DC _42 K=L,NP5
KS = K+I
IF (K.LT.KLE) KS = K
IF (K.GE°KTE-I) KS = K+2
SLIK) = ?CIKS,IP)
SI"P(K) = YCP(KS,IP)
6_2 $PS(K) = ¥C$1KS,IP)
IF INCPTIIREWI.LT.2,')I CC TO 6_.6
PU/_CP lq_C, XCUTIJ), IT!TLEIIJI_IJ--I,4)
PbNCH 1913, NPS, BETA, ZST, YST, RLE, RLE, RTE, ZCTE
PLI_CH 192 r', (SL(KI,SHF(KI,SHSIKI,K=I,NPSI
IF IN(]PT(IRCWI.LT°39) GO TO 6t+8
6_6 CENT INUE
6_@8 IF (NPT.GTo_MAX) I'_.MAX = kPT
IF (NPT.LT.hWIN) NMII_ = NPT
I_SPIIP) = I_PT
IF IIP-,_E.z,I GC TC 7g¢
JS = J ÷ | - [p
JF = J
WRITE (IW,2_,7,,_) {J,J=JS,JF)
650 DE _60 K=I,/_MIr;
660 WRIIE (IW,F_C) (ZCIK,IJI, YCP(K,IJ), YCS(K,IJ}I, IJ=I_IOl
IPl = !
IF (NMAX.NE°._MIN) GO TC e65
IF (IP.NE. z') GC TC 71 _.
GC TC TP_O
665 I_,Mlr, = _I_ + I
DC 77_'_ K=N_INtNMAX
GC TE (760,_2U,68U,6?_)_,Ip
67C IF (_SD(6).bE.K) GC TF 6_-3
IP = 3
FM_(II) : FMS(5)
FMC( 12l : F_S{6)
68C IF (NbP(]).C-E.K) CC TC 729
IF (IP.EQ._) GC TC 7C]
IF (IPI.LT.3) GC TC "/I(3
IPl = 4
6_C FVC(_) = FWS(5)
FMC(9) = FvS(6)
GE TC 720
7C0 IP : 2
GE TC 69'_
7LO FVD(, _) = F'S(/)
ZE(K,3} : _CRC(LI
YCP(K,'_) = _N['RC(II
YCS(K, _) = WCkl](1)
"/20 IF (NSP()).GE.K.I]R.IPI.CT.2) GO TO 760
IF (IP..!0..2) GC TE 7_"
















































730 F_C(5) = FMS(5)
F_C(6) = F_S(b)
GC TO 760
740 IP = L
GC TC 730









IT0 WRITE IIW,FMD) (ZCIKtIJ),YCP(KvlJ),YCSIKtIJ),IJ=IPI,IP)
FM0(2) = FMS(9)
FPC(3) = FMSI[O)






?80 IF (J._.NC) GO T_ 8;_
J=J+l
GC TO 268
79Q IF (JoEG.NC) GO T_ 8CC
J:J÷l
lP = IP + I
GC TC 290
8CC FMD(II) = FVS(5)
F_D(12) = FMS(6)
JS = J + 1 - IP
JF = J
IF (IP.LT.3) GC TC 810
WRITE (IW.2G60) (J,J=JS,JF)
GC TC 650
810 FVC(8) = FPS(S)
FVC(g) = F_S(6)
IF (IP.LT.2) GO TC 82C
WRITE (IW,2OSG) JS,JF
GC IC 65 n







IqCC FCR_AT (3X,3HX =,FIO._t2X,6A6)
191C FCRPAT (15,SX,7FIO.5)
192C FCRPAT lqFR.4)
20CC FCRMAT (1_1 / ZTX,32H_* _LADE SECTION PROPERTIES OF , 18A4 )
2C2G FCRVAT ( / 23XtIBbNUPEER OF ELAOES =tFb. I,ICX,_7HAXIAL LOCATION OF
I STACKIKG LINE IN CD_PRESSZR =,FT.3,4H IN.// 4X,13HBLADE SECTION,
2 5X,I4HSTACKING PCINT,SX,THSECTIONt5X,I3HBLADt SECTION,4X,
3 ?HSECTICNt3xyI8HVOME_TS OF INEKTIA,4X,¢HIMAXt_XtTHSECTION,SXt
4 7FSECTICK I i3Xt6HR_C.,TX, II_CCORDINAIES,6X,7HSETTING,3X,




















































, _*,_ 1'_. " ,t _,.-_,!- _._,_ _3. _.
204C FCR_aT {/ 7X,III-KF:ITI_ h Ni'.,l _, ! f _. _ :Q! I'.Af_ L / l_×,
l I_[ ,_X,?h_-i,,.'x,pt-_Go,_ / 4X, _,;x. IN.) ))
2050 FCPwAT (' -'x,2(SX,1I_--T::_' Tr?'; Nf'.,l *,].r_'_" ;" ;r_: : ,LTfG) / *'_,.__14X,
l l_'t, JK_?;+F',Txtjt-rq, .:x_ / _ 14K_ a(,.x,¢?_. J_.))) )
2C6C FEUWAT (1 9X,3lSX,llwS_C[[q_; N!_.,13, 12i_ "O_R[:I,_aTES) / 6X,3(6X,
l I_L,gX,?hHP,FX,2H_S,7_) / _{4X,_(4XtSH( :. )|),
207C FCnwAT (I _X'"(SX'IIF"_ rI' • hC-,ix, Ift_ C( " _S) / _'*_,4(4X,












C ,i* THIS ROUIINE SETS TFE RADIAL LOC_TION OF THE BLADE S. ,;rI_;'i
C ¢_ PLAINS TC COVER THE BLADE SPAN IN ROUND DECIMAL INCREMEN''.
REAL IqC, KIC, KCC, M_CP
CC_£N /VECTOR/
l BETAS[I,21}, RMATL(I), _-LADESII}, CHOKEII), CH$]R,"_t_;; CHORDBI1)=
2 CHCRDC(II, CPCO(6), CEV(I,21I= [DEV(II, IGEO[I, . liNE(liD
] ILCSS(1), I_AX{II, I_C(l,21I, ISIN(2), ITRAN.(,_.I;, NOPT(II,
4 hXCUTIII, PHI(I,21), PC(2,2I), RI2,2I), RBHUB(1), RBTIP[I),
5 SLCPE(2,21), SOLIOII), TALE(IT, TAMAI(I), T&TE(1), IBLE(I|,
6 TBPAX(t), I_TE(1), TCLE(L), TCMAX(II, TCTE(I), TDLE(Ilt TDM&X[[|,
7 TDF_(I), TILT(I|, T0(2,21), TRANSIItZII, VTH(2,2I), VZI2,2II,
8 /(2,211, ?t_HUB(I), Z_TIP(I|, ZMAXII,ZI)
CC _ PC _'_ISC^LAR/
I 8F_TA, CP, CPF2, CPH3, CPH4, CPHS_ CPH6_ CPP], CPP4, CPP5_ CPP6_
2 CPl, CV, ECP, DF, OHC, EHCI, DLOSC, G, GAMMA, GJt GJ2, GRI, GR2,
3 GR_, GR4, GR5, H, I, ICENV, ICOUNT, IERROR, TIN, IPR, [ROTOR, IR,
4 IR,"W, ITER, IW, J, JP, MACH, NAB, NBROWS, NHUB,NROTOR,NSIN_NSTRM_
5 NTIP, _,TI;_ES , CMEGA, PI, POAl, PR, RADIAN, RF, RG, ROTeTL,TOAL,TUCCV_,CN
I PE.I_.I(2]}, 9ETA2(2I}, CCSA(21|, COSL(2I}, OKLE(I,2II_ DE[21|,
2 GAW_(?l), 6P.AR(21), REL_"[21I, RPRI(21), REI(21), RE2(2I)_
3 RE3(21), Rk4(2l), RES(2I), RVIHI21I, SINAI21), SINL(2I}, SLOS[21|
4,SC_16(21), IHEIAP(2I,I31, /PETASI2I, I3), TRELI(2I), TSTAT(2I),
5 V_(21), VTS_(2I), XBaR(I,21), YBAR(I,21}t ZP(21,13), ZS(ZI,I_I
C Ct*vCN /E_UIV/
1 CPI_(21), CHKI2I), CCSA2(21), FSMI21), KIC(21), KfJC(21|_ RCA(21I_
2 REC12,211, RPTE(2,21), SINA2(21), SKIC(211, SKOCI21), TALPI21|t
TC_(21), TEC(2,2[), TGB[2].)tTTRP(2L|,ITRS(Zl)_YCCLE(2S)_YCCTE(25)
4, ZCCLE(25), ZCCTE(25), ZCDA(21|_ ZEC(2,2LIt ZTRP[21I_ ZTRS|21)
DI_::_S ICN XCUI(25)
IF (_C.GT.q} GO TC bO
Xt_ = _-:;.O*[Z.3 - E)IP(-C-5*[R_TIP(IROW) - RBHUBIIROW))ICHD(JM})) +X 5._'
NC : XN
63 IF (_C.LT.S} NC = 5
IF (_C.GT.?4) NC = 24
NI : ,_C - 1
IF (!_([,I}.,,_.R(I-I,L)) ,'_0 fC 70
X|-l.;_. = _'(I-l,l)











































7(] XPIC_" = R{I,I)
OXH|GH -- R(I,I) - RI I-l,ll
EP_ XLC_, = R(I-L,NSTRNÁ_,CCS{THETAPINSTRM, I)J
OXLL]W : R([,NSTRM)_CCS(T_ETAS(NSTRM,I_)) - XLOW
IF (BXLCW.GE.O.O) GO TC _0
XlEi, = XLCW + DXLCI_
DXLEW =-_XLOk
9(] OX = XH[GP - XLCW
OIL = _LOGIOICX)
[CIL = CIL
IF (OX.lT.l.O) IOll. = ICIL - I
RL = D[L - FLGAT( IDlE )
IF (RL.GE.C.30103I GC TG IC0
Ol = 1.0
GC [C 130
[CO IF (RL.GE°0o39794| GC TO llO
OI = Z.O
GC TG 13q
11(_ IF IRL.GE.O.69897| GC TC 120
OI = 2.5
GC TO 13O
120 Ol = 5.0
130 OI = Ol*lO.O**(lOll. - 2)
XCUTII) = XHIGI_IOI
ICUT = XCIJTII)
XCtTlll = CIelFLOATIICUTI • 1.01
XN = IXCUTIll - XLOklI/CI + I,O
NX = XN
XCUT(NC) = XCUT(I) - CI_FLCAT(NX|
IF (NC.LT.7) GC TO 215
XN [ = NI
FN = 1.0
OXCtT = XCUTtl} -XCUT(NC)
|6C F = DXCUT'_IFN 4, 0.2)IXNI
IF (OXHIGP.LT.F| GC TC 150
FP_ = FN + l.O
GC TC 140
150 XT = OXHIG_IDI + 1.0
NT = XT
IF (NT.LEo;_X/NIIS| GC TO 170
NF = FN
XCUT(NF+IÁ = XCUTII} - OIeFLCAT[NT)
IT = 1
IF (NF,EQ.1I GO TC 180
HTI = (NT + I)/NF
160 IT = IT + l
XCUT(IT) = XCUTIIT-II - CI_FLOATINTI)
IF (IT.EQ.kF) GC TI_ 180
GC It']. 160
17C NT = 0
IT = 0
leC Fh = 1.0
19C F = CXCUT_IFN + O.2)lXl_I
IF (CXLCW.LT.F) GC TC 2C.:
Fh -- FN + I.G
CC 1C lg0
2CC XT = DXLCW/EI + 1.O
hi- -- XT
IF (NH.LE.KX/P_I/5) GC TO 220
NF = F"J































































XCLT(NFH) : xCbIINC) 4. L I_,FI_{ ,_I{NH)
IF (_,F._-q.1) CC TE 2_ _"
Nil -- (h_ + I )/NF
21C IF - [H ÷ 1
II_l-. : NC + i - IH
XCLTll_,II--) = XCUTIINH÷ll + CI*FLLJ_IIN_[)
IF (IP.EQ.KF) GE TC 2_0
CC IC _10
215 NT -- 0
IT _ O
22C NP : O
If- = O
23C NX = NX - NT - NH
NI = NI - IT - IH
24C I I = NXlNI
NL = NX- II*NI
JL = IT 4 2
N = NI + IT
IC =(_
OC 250 J=JLtN
IC = IC _ I I
IF (J.LT.JL*NLI IC = IC + 1
25C XCt_TIJt = XCUTI]T_I) -FLI]Ar(IEI_DI
NC = NC 4 I
XCLTINC) = ReTIPIIROWI
































C _* _C_L_T_ CF INERTIA USING TPE SPLINE CURVE AS THE SURFACE BOUNDARY
CC_CN /PCLT/ AC_ CCSKL, COSKU, ENTMf IOUT, [Tf NPI SINKL_ SINKUt







N[ : _P - I
DE '? g=I,_l
EL = E_IK)
IF ([T.EC.K_I) CC TO IC
EL : EP(K+I)
GC TE 2_
IC EL = E_T _
2C BXS : DXIK)**2






































Z_ : 7 +,*z+,
A,_X : _ (" ' ij'(II< )+_ ! " _' ' )t( /'P * , ._)*/_) t _. j_L_ i _ yp_( 7'_ + /p*
l 12._*/_' + 3.',]*/P) )) /?.,_ - _]_*(_+L*IZ p_tZplIb,_ _ '_/L]']) + '{'>/
2 12.J) + Pt-*iZ p*(,,O/l T-O + Z_/IC*<]) + 13/] c_'3} } )/r)'_
_XY : &XY + i X(K)I _4.:*( _SI( !._*I _ + IP! + yr_.(?.,jll/',. + /pl_,y',' 4,
3 ]6_.:]_(ES*( _5.3*Z_ + Z_.';*]°) ÷ E Ij*(5.7-']*FI--'I_(ZM + "!P) + cIJ* (2'9.0"
Z_ + _5.C*ZPl))I)
&_y = &yY 4. CXIK 1/12._]'_( YF. + (YS + (YM ÷ YP)=Y¢)*YP - DX.S/5:).O=( (
I 5.L_*YS + (o.C'_YM + z_.C*YPI*YP)*EL + (-_,,,'_Y'_+ 16.C.'I'YW ÷ 5.O*YP)*
2 YP)*EU- CXS/8_.G*(( -_5.-*E S + (62.C'*_-L + 2g. Ow_EL)w_EU)*YM ÷ (29.C*
3 ES + (_2._*_L + 35.O*_UI*EUI*VP - bXS/6.,)*(I.u'EC + (2O.3*ES +
4 (2].9*EL + 7.3*EL,)*_L.I_'_U)) II
,IXXWX = _,)_wXX + CX(K)_'(YP_'I(IIS,.'*ZP ÷ 4.0*ZMI*ZP ÷ 3.O*ZS)*ZP ÷
I_ 2,,]*ZC)*_ ° _" ZQ) + YN'*( 1( (ZP ÷ 2.'J*_M)*IP + J.0*ZS)*ZP ÷ _..0wl'IC)*
2 ZP + 5._7_) - i]XS*(EL*(35.'*Z'a + ZP*(52.')*ZC ÷ ZP*(S4°O*ZS ÷ ZP*
3 (44.0x'Z M + 25.O*Z_))l) + 2U*I(I(]5-n*ZP ÷ 52.)*lM)tIP ÷ 54.,3"ZS|_
ZP + '_.r'_zC)'_Z9 + 2 _--,_°Z_) llibR'O)13']'"
AXXYY = AXXYY ",.F,XIKIt(YC*(Zo*IZP ) 4._*ZMI + I'.).+_*ZS) ÷ YP*IYS*(
I 3. j*TP*IZP 4" _.j*_M) + c...:_ZS) + YP*|YM*Jb.O_ZP*JZP + ZM) + 3.0"
2 _S) + Y°#(ZPw_(L:]-]*_ p _" 4.3+ZM) ÷ LS))) - _)wL;*(YS*(EL*IZP_(g°.*ZP
3 + 26.9"./- P_) + 35-C *,/--S) + __i._(ZP*(g.)*ZP + 2_.J*ZM) ÷ 25.0*ZS)) +YP
5 ]o°**Z N'} + -_Z-3w_ZS) ) + Yo*| FL*I_-P*(25"O*ZP + 2Z.0*ZM) ÷ 9.O*ZS) ÷
Eb*(7_P_-(3"i."_P + 2_.2*,'M) + *-').:*ZS))) - [jXS_(ES*(YM*(ZPw_(].g°._,*ZP
7 ÷ _4._*_- _ ) + 4_.',]_-S ) ÷ Y_+*I'_Pv(27'')*ZP ÷ 3q.j#ZM) ÷ 22.3"ZS}) +
8 EU#(_L_IY_V*I4L.')*TP'_ (;'P + 2.'J*,iM) b 66._*_S) + YP_(ZP*I6B.',)*ZP ÷
9 80.n'Z, V) + 4C.0*ZS) ) + :_tiC(Yt_*IZP*( 22.'3"ZP + _8.C'IZM| ÷ Z-/.0*ZS)I
• yp(,lZ,:),_(,_).'}*Zp + 44.';_7_) -" I9.J*ZS))) - DXS*IEC_'IZP*I52.9'I'ZP +
I 13_..] .7_'_')+ 77.3+ZS) + !U+(pS_:(ZP.IITI.',..*ZP + 2q4.?*ZM) ÷ L95.J*
2 ZS) + ,_,(EL.(ZD,_{I-,-..,]-;Z ;; + 794.]*?_| ÷ I?I.J#ZS) + EU*IZP*(77.O
3 *_P + lI2.]*ZH) + 52.:+_S))))lo6.'))ltd,:_)l?B.v)/V'].3
3C AYYYY = ",YYYY + E_.X(Kl+(( (( {(YP + ywl}*yp + YS)*Y9 ÷ YCI*YP ÷ YQI*YP
i + _'v*YC) - L_(._L'_((( ( (5.*YP + 6.0*Y_)'_YP + 9.J*YS)*YP ÷ 8.Ow_YC) *
2 YP + :;.'_+YC) - {'_(SFt((((5.J*YP + 9.C*YM)W, YP + 9._,*YS)*YP ÷ 5.:.'*YC












































C *** THI'q +,]LTIN!; C_I_CLL,'_TFS rh_ _F)_:4T q_- !NE.,ITIA CORRECTIONS
C ,,I,,I,_.SSL.CI,',T__, ,_i[_- TF_ P,,("_ R T,_EATMI-."_I !)F lfl,_ _LADE END CIRCLES.
SL!_>CUII'JI :%CS(Z$_YS,/P,YP, /C,YC,R,,'_ "_ ' 'Y,AYY_AXXXX_,AXXYY_
X AY*YYY )
CEO'S'F, /I,'C'.[/ AC, iCe'<L, C_qKL:, FL"_T_, l UT, IT, NP, SINKL, SINKU,
I 0_((]_3), ;-'(1_,}, Y6P(14), Yt3S{ 14), Z",P(14), Z8S(14)
I;Z(, : _+. - /'_
CZL = ?C - ;'_)
OYb : Y:. - Y














S[N_ = _I_KL ÷ bINKO
CCS_ = C05KL ÷ CCSKU
SINEKL = Z.JmSINKLmCCSKL
SIkZKU = 2.,]*SINKU_CCSKU
SINC _ SINZKL - SINZKL
RT : R*(SIN2KL - SINZKU)I16.C
RC : RS*(SIN2KL*(I.O - 2.0*SINKL**2) - SINZKU*(I.S - 2.0*SINKU**2
))/48.0
AXX : (ZCS + RS/k.OI*A - RC_J2.0*ZC*COSS/3.0 • RT) -
1 IDZU*YC/3.0 - ZC*OYU/12.0Im(ZCS + ZS*(ZC ÷ ZSI) * (DZLmYC/3.0 -
2 ZC=DYL/I2.OI=(ZCS ÷ ZP_(ZC ÷ ZPll - (OYU=ZS=*3 - DYL_ZP**3I/4.0
AXY = ZCIYC*A - RCe(IZC*SIhS ÷ YC*COSS)/3,O +
i RmiSINKL - SINKUi*SIESI_.OI - (DZU*IZS*iYS*I].O*YS +
2 2.C*YC) + YCSI ÷ ZC*IYS*IYS ÷ 2.0*YCI ÷ ).O*YCSI) - DZL*IZP*IYP*
3 (3.O*YP ÷ 2.OmYCI ÷ _CSI ÷ ZC*|YPmIYP ÷ 2.O*YCI ÷ 3.OmYCSII|I2_.O
A_Y : (YCS ÷ RSl*.O)*a - RC*(2.0*YC*SINSI3.0 - RT) -
I (O/U*(YCS + YS_'2)_(¥C ÷ YS| - DZL*IYCS ÷ YP_*2)*(YC * YP||I[2.3
A_W_X : (ZC_ ÷ RS*II.E*ZCS ÷ RS/B.OII*A - RC*(ZC*((IO.O*ZCS ÷ 4.0.
I RSImCOSS + RS*(SIN2KL*SINKL + SIN2K_*SINKU))IT.5 ÷ R*(I3.OmZCS ÷
2 RSI3.0I*SINC - ROllS.hi - ((6.O*YCIOZU - ZCIOYUI*IZCQ ÷ ZS*(ZCC ÷
3 ZS*(ZCS + ZSi(ZC ÷ ZS)))) - (6.C*YC*DZL - ZC*DYL)*(ZCQ ÷ ZP*IZCC
4 + ZP*(_CS + ZP*(ZC ÷ ZP)))))130.O ÷ IDYL*ZP**5 - DYU*ZS**S)I6.0
AXX_Y : (ZCS*YCS ÷ RS*(ZCS ÷ YCS + RS/b.O)I4.0)*A - RC$(ZC*YC*(JZC
I *SINS ÷ YC*CCSS)/I.5 4 P*SINS*ISINKL - SINKU)I2.0) ÷ RS*(ZC*|
2 CCSKL**3 + CCSKU**3) + YC*iSINKL**3 ÷ SINKU**3))I7.5 - R*IIZCS -
3 YCSI*SIND - 2.0=R0)/1_.C) + (DZL*(ZP*(ZP*(YCC ÷ YP*I3.O*YCS + YP*
4 (6.0*YC ÷ IO.O*YPIII + /C*(4.0*YCC ÷ YPtI6.0*YCS ÷ YPtI6.0*YC ÷
5 4.C*YP)))) ÷ ZCS*([O.C*¥CC ÷ YP$|6.0eYCS ÷ YP*(3.C*YC ÷ YPI))I -
6 _ZL*iZS*iZS*(YCC ÷ YS*i3.O*YCS ÷ YS*ÁB.O*YC ÷ IO.O*YSII) ÷ ZC*(
7 4.C*YCC ÷ YS*(b,O*YCS ÷ YS*(b.O*YC + 4.0*YS)I)) ÷ ZCS*(IO.OtYCC ÷
8 ¥S_(O.O*YCS + YS*(3.C*YC + YS)))))/180.0
AYYYY = (YCq + RS*il.5*YCS + RS/B.O))*A - RC*(YC*I(IO.O*YCS + 4.3.
I RSI*SINS + RS*(SIN2KL*CCSKL + SIN2KU*COSKUII/7.5 - R*II3.0*YCS ÷
2 RSI3.0I*SINC + RDllB.g) + (CZL*IYCQ*YC ÷ YP*(YCQ ÷ YP*(YCC ÷ YP*(
3 YCS + YP*iYC ÷ YP))))) - DZ_*(YCQ*YC ÷ YS*|YCQ ÷ YS*IYCC÷ YS*(












































CALCULATION CF TF_ "LACE SECTION TORSION CONSTANT
CC_CN /ROUT/ AC_ CC_KL, ¢_SKU, EMTM. lOUT, IT, NP_ SINKL, SINKU,
t Cw(13), E_(14), ynp(]_}, YOS(I_), ZBP(141, ZBS(14)
U = '_. ,3
X_L = (?"P(i} + Z£SIti)I,.?













_c : l 14
_ ' - _T_ 17
': _:Pq-';P) lO, 30, 70 I o
I_', I = (_ S.LT.fl) _ 5 = ) 19
q_ T" ,,_ 2C
_ T- 40 22
30 _S -- _F + l 24
40 _t : 7PFfKS) ?_
vt = v_S(KS) 2_
If: (K .EC.NPl G_ Trl _0 27
TALC'| : (Yc_P(K I - YRP(K-].II/(ZIP(K) - IF_P(K-I |) + I).O_E"_(! * 2R
X TT_(K-I)I_'(/_P(KI - TaP(K-Ill/6.0 2Q
E_'I = FvSIKS) 30
I_ (KS._O.IISI [-'_t = F_TS 31
TALPtl : [YI_S(wS) - YRS(KS-IIIII/RS(KSI - 7F_S(KS-Lll + (2.3*I'w) )2
x • F_SIKS--III*(/RS(K_) - 7BS(K_-I})/6.0 33
50 TLAW = (?t_P(_ I - '(LI/(YL - YP, P(KI) 34
T_LP8 = (T,_,t:)t! • TALPL)I( 1.0- TALP1J*T&Li_L + SOR'_( (l.O • T_LP'JW_*21 35
x *[ l.O + TiL)l*'l'2ll) 36
Ig (_SS(T_LPa - TL_MI.LF.0.O00[I GL) TF_ ¢)0 37
Xt = xt + ((VBP(K) - YL)=TALPa • IFO(K) - Xt}l(l.O * TALPU*T_,LPA) 3R
I= IWL.LE.?_S(KS)) r,3 Tn _0 _9
<l! = w'S • l 40
_(L : WS 61
F W'l = FU_IKIll 62
II_ (KII.E0.ITSI Full = [.-N'TS 6)
q_ T," 70 4_
60 K'I : KS 45
KL = KS- l 66,
E'a_l = F_S(KS) 67
IF (KS.FQ.ITS) E"l_ = EWTS _R
70 nl = 7gS(KtJl - /PS(WL I 6q
_X,I = 7I_SIK_I) - _(t _0
3XL = XL - )'oS(KL } 51
Vt = _XLaIYHS(KU)/b? * [-MU$(qXL'I'*Z/DT - D/I /t.O) + O_(ll* 52
w' (YBS#KL)IDI • EUq(=(L|*lrtWtl"'w21D/ - D/fib. O} 5)
TALPtl : (YBS(KH) - YRS(KL) + (E_USfIXL_$2 - gM(;(Ktl$r)xtlSWm2l/ 56
X 2.0|1q7 • {[MS(KLI - F',4=II*DT/6.0 55
F,_ Tn _:0 56
80 SF) = 1F$2- _PZIIfl.0 * SS?*SP2I 57
TAL. PA : lSS2 + SP2)I( 1.0 - 5¢,Z*So2 • SQRT((I.0 + SSZ$$2)*(1.0 + 5FI
X 5_'2*$2)1J $9
qo Tq lO0 60
q,3 SO) = (IAI Ptl - TALPLIfl [.0 ÷ TALPU*TALPL) 61
iOC xa : (/I_P(KI • XL )/2.0 62
YA = IYRP(KI • YL }/2.0 63
T = S(_RT(IZP, PIK) - Xt 1"'2 • [YL - YBPIKII$*2} 64
AN _, = ((ATAN((TALPAL - "r&tPAI /( [.O • T&LPALW=T&LPAII 1/2.0}$$2 65
JK = (SCt-_T(fXA- X&tl*e2 • (YA - Y&L|**2||#([.O- AN.';t6,,Oa(|.O - bE)
x _*I_120.011 67
_1 :" II + Ijv 68
TNRS : xn_S + IIKII40. O*((_3.0=TL ÷ 27.O*TI*TL**2 + (27.O*Tt • 69
I 4_,.0*1)*T'='2 t. +lglb. 0"( ((9?.O'('TL + ?0. O*TI*TL + 43.05Te*2)$SF)L - 70
? ((63.C*I + TO.0*TIwTL + gT. OST$$2I=SD • lIKe(( (].6.O*TL ,(,.8.O*TI* 11
18"/
SPl - [_.]_(TL ÷ T)4,St_)'_S_L + (_.O*TL + I6o']*[)*SF)**2 4- UK'_




lie SCL = SC
C @** ENL) CIRCLE INTEGaATICINS F_R T,_*3m,DU
SIN2A = SI._,KU_CCSKI. - SI_,KL*CCSKU
CCS2^ : CCSKIJ*CL]SKL 4. SIt_KL*SINKU
UK = RLF*II.O - SIN2A/SC_T(2.0*II.O + COS2A)))
U = U + UK
TCRS = TP_S + RLE**4*((3.1415'_21 - ARSIN(SIN2AI)*3.C - SIN2A*(4.0
X + CCS2A))I_.O
ICI;I = I
CALL EDGE S(ZHS(NPS), Y_S (_PS),SS2, ZBP(NP ), YBP( NP ), SP2,UK,UK,UK,RTE,
X UK ,UK )
SIP_2A = SII_KL_'CCSKU - SIItKU_COSKL
CCS2A = COSKU_'COSKL ÷ S[NKL_SINKU
UK = RTE*(I.O - SIN2AISQRTI2.OtIX.O ÷ CO$2A)|)
U = U + UK





























C @ee PRINTOUT OF UNROTATEC CCERCINATES WITH HUB STACKING POINT REF,
REAL INC, KIS, KM, KIS, _ACH
CE_MCN /VECTOR/
l BETASII,2I), BMATL(L), _LAOES(1), CHOKE(1), CHORDA(1)t CHORDB(1),
2 CHCRDC(1), CPCO(b), CEV(I,21), IDEV(I)_ IGEO(I), IINC(ll,
3 ILLSSII}, IMAXII), IkC(I,21), ISTN(2), ITRANSII), NOPTII),
hXCUT(1), PHI(I,21), P012,21), R(2,21), RBHU8II), RBTIPII_,
5 SLCPE(2,?I), SCLIDII), TALE(I), TAMAX(I), TATE(I), TBLEII),
TRiAl(1), T_TE(L), TCLEII), TCNAXII), TCTE(L), IDLE(1), TDMAXIL),
? TOIE(1), TILT(1), TC(2,21), TRAN$(I,21), VTH(2,2XIt VZ(2,21),
8 Z(2,21), Z_HUB(1), Z_TIP(1), ZMAX(I,21)
CCV_CN /SC_LeR/
l HEIA, CP, CPH2, CPH], CPH4, CPHS, CPH6, CPP3, CPP6, CPP5, CPP&,
2 CPI, CV, CCP, DF, OHC, CHCI, DLOSC, G, G&MN&, GJ, GJ2_ GRX, GR2_
3 GR_, GR_, ORS, H, I, [CCNV, ICOUNI, IERROR, fIN, IPR, IROTOR, IR,
IRCW, ITER, IW, J, JP, MACH, NAB, NBROWSt NHUB,NROIOR_NSTN,NSTRM,
5 hi/P, _TUPES, CMEGA, Pl, POAI, PR, RADIAN, RF, RG, ROT,TL,TOAI,TU
CCw_C_ /_L^DES/ OUW(35), ICL, DUMM(_4)
CC_CN I_TSI FSB(13)
CC_r+I /LA_CL/ TITEEII_)
IIIMLhSILN XCUTI25), YCP(I4,3), YCS(14,3), YLE(25), YTE(25),




11 I_ I_._F._) GI_ TL _,_





























30 IDC 40 K=I,13
CALL INT_RP( XLUT (J) , I tK,YCSIK. ICI _ZC (K. IC) l
4g CALL INTERPIXCUTIJI,2,K,YC_IK, IC),ZCIK+I4, IC))
IF (IC.f_E.]) GG TC 8C
JS = J - 2
JF : J
WRITE (IW,202(J) (J,XCLT(J),J=JS_JF)
_C DE 70 K=l,l





IP = IP* !
IF I IP.GT,2) IP = 1
80 IF IJ.EC.hC) GC TC IGC
IC = IC + 1
J = J + 1
IF (IC.EQ.II GC TC 10
GC TC 30
lgC IF (IC.EC.?) RETURN
JF = NC
IF TIC.hE.2) GC TC IIP.
JS = J - 1
WRIIE (IW,2015) JS, XCUT(JS)_ NC, XCUT(NC|
C,C T C 60
llC WRITE (IW,2CIG) NC, XCLT(NC)
JS = JF
GC T C b0
20CC FCRt, AT (IHI III Ix,58F_* BLACE SECTION COORDINATES IN TURBOMACHINE
I CRIENTATIC_ - ,18A4 )
2010 FCR.VAT (// _X,bHFRACT., 4X,THSECTION,13,I2H FOR XCUT OFtFS.4t
I 4h IN. v2X / 5X,2HOF, bX,IbHSUCTION SURFACE,4X_IbHPRESSURE SU
ZRFACE I 4W,ShSURF,, 7X,IHZ tSXt lHYwgXt IHZ _ 8X_ IHY,kX I lkXt
3 5P{IN.},4X,5_(IN.),SX,SF(IN°),4Xt5H(IN.) 11 )
2015 FCR_T (// _,X,bhFRACI.,2i4X,THSECTIDN_I3,12H FUR XCUI OFtFB.4t
l _t- I_.,2X) 1 5X,2HOF,IX,2(SX,15HSUCTION SURFACE,4X,IbHPRESSURE SU
2RFACZ) / _,X,SHSIJRF.t2(?X,IHZ,BX_IHY_9XtIHZtBXtIHYt4X) / 7X,_2(TXt
5_(IN.),4X,SFiIN.I,SX,SF(IN.I,4XpSH(IN.) ) II }
2020 FCRNAT (// _X,bPFRACI.,3(_XtlHSECIION,[],I2H FOR XCUT OF,FB.k_
I (,H iN.,2X) / 5X,2HOF,IX,3(5X,15HSUCTION SURFACE,kX,IbHPRESSURE SU
2RFACE) / 4XtSHSURF.t3(TXtlFZtBXtIHYtgXt]HZtBXpIHY,4X) / 7X_3(TXt
3 5Pilr_.),4X,5h(IN.I,SX,5_-(INoI,4X,5H(IN.) ) // )
2C3C FCRMAT (4X,F4.2,2X,3(2Fg.4,1X,2F_.4t3XI)
204C FCR_AT (14X,IBHL.E. CIRCLE CENTFR_TX,2Fg.4,2(22X,2FQ._I)
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APPEND_ J
MICROFILM SUBROUTINES FROM LEWd.C; LIBRARY
The following NASA Lewis L,ibrary subroutines - I.RMRGN, LRSIZE, LRGRID,
LRANGE, LRCURV, LREON, LRCPLT, LRCILqZ, LRLEGN, LRION, LRIOFF,
LRCNVT - are called in program subroutine BLUEPT to produce tabl_s ol blade-section
coordinates that can be attached to blueprint ctrawmgs. These systems routines are a
part of a microfilm plottingpackage called CINEMATIC, which is described in refer-
ence 8. The following descriptions of the subroutines are conde_sed from those given in
the reference.
Subroutine LRMRGN
_.___o_se. - LRMRGN is used to change the width of plot mar_.ins.
_. C,_LL LIRIdlRGi,] (XLEFT, XRIGHT, _/BOTM, IrTOP). XLEFT (floating
point) is the left m_rgin width in absolute positioning units XRICHT (floating point) is
the rigilt margin width m absolute positioning units. YBOTM (floating point) is the lower
margin width in absolute positioning units. YTOP (floating point) is the upper margin
width in absolute positioning units.
Method. - A frame of film contains I0 absolute positioning units in the horizontal
direction and 10 in the vertical direction. CINEMATIC sets margins around the plowing
area as follows: L]_FT and BOTTOM, 1.0 asbsoiute positioning unit; RIGHT and TOP,
0.4 of m_ absolute positioning unit. A call to LRMRGN before LRCURV will chsmge the
width o', the margins.
•_brouttne LI_IZE
Purpose. - LBSIZE is used to change the size of a plot.
Usage. - CALL LIRSIZE (:]CLEFT, XRIGHT, YBOTM, YTOP) XLEFT is the left
end point of a plot in absolute position/ng units. XRIGHT is the right end point of a plot
in absolute positioning units. YBOTld is the IGwer end point of a plot in absolute posi-
tioning units. YTOP is the upper end point of a plot i.; absolute positioning units.
Method. - CINEMATIC u_es one frame of film as the size of a plot (including mar-
gins). A call to LRSIZE before a curve-plottin 6 routine will change the size of the plot.
Plot size may be expanded in the X (horizontal) darection to be several frames wide.
Restrictions. ° LRSIZE must be called befor.___ethe plotting routine it applies to. The
203
settings of LRSIZ, v...rcalain in effect ur_:!l cim',_ .3 by another call to LRS_'ZE. ,..r'_,I_.
I.,PSIZE!q 0, _0. O, 0.0, 10.0) will se_ the ':'ize i:ack to :_,e fL-an_.::- ,,_ ¢i1:_.
Subroutine LRGBID
Purpose. - LRGRID is uaed to specify grid-lin,_ changes.
_. - CALL LRGRID (IXCODE, IYCODE, DX, DY). IXCODE (fixed point) is a
switch which applies to vertical grid lines and i,_ used as follows:
IXCODE=0 means return to using CINEMATIC's built-in grid format (11 grid lines).
IXCODE=_I means DX specifies how many grid lines; IXCODE=-I suppresses grid
labels.
IXCODE=±2 means DX specifies grid intervals; IXCODE=o2 suppresses grid labels.
IXCODE--+3 means DX specifies how many "tick marks" instead of grid lines;
iXCODE=-3 suppresses grid labels.
E_CODE=±4 means DX specifies the interval bet_veen "tick marks"; IXCODE=-4
suppresses grid labels.
DX (floating point) specifies grid-line or "tick mark" frequency or intervals, deverMing
on how IXCODE is set. P/CODE (fixed point) is the same as IXCODE, but it applies to
horizontal grid lines. DY (floating point) is the same as DX but for horizontal grid lines.
Method. - CINEMATIC puts 11 horizontal and 11 ve::tical grid lines on every plot,
unless LRGRID is called. When a grid-line frequency is specified, CINEMATIC sets the
interval between the specified number of grid lines to be equal to Z×10 n, where Z =
1.0, _ '), 2.5, or 5.0 and n depends on the magnitude of the user's data. To get these
intervals, CINEMATIC will adjust the end points of the plot, if necessary.
Subroutine LRANGE
Purpose. - LRANGE is used to set the range of (X, Y) curve points.
_. - CALL LRANGE (XLEFT, XRIGHT, YBOTM, YTOP). XLEFT is the left
end point of a plot in the user's units. XRIGHT is the right end point of a pIot in the
user's units. YBOTM is the lower end point of a plot in the user's units. YTOP is the
upper end point of a plot in the user's units.
Metho0. - The curve-plotting subroutine LRCURV searches the (X, Y) coordinates
for maximums and minimums and scales the rest of the user's points to fit between them.
A call to LRANGE before LRCURV suppresses the search° The settles of LRANGE re-





purpose. - I.,E.CURV is used to plotone curve of a multiple-curve plot.
Us___._.- CALL LIRCURV (X,Y, N, ITYPE, SYMBOL, EOP). X (floatingpoint)is an
array of X-coordinates for the curve. Y (floatingpoint)is an array of Y-coordinates for
the curve. N (fixedpoint)is the number of (X, Y) points to be plotted. ITYPE is a
switch that inaicates the type of plot desired:
ITYPE=I specifies a dot plot; each (X, Y) point is represented by a dot.
ITYPE=2 specifies a vector plot; successive (X, Y) points are joined by straight
lines.
ITYPE=3 specifies a symbol plot; eat'h (X, Y) point is represented by a symbol. The
FORTRAN character in SYMBOL specifies the symbol used.
ITYPE=4 specifies a special symbol plot; each (X, Y) point is represented by a
special symbol taken from a SPECIAL CHARACTER TABLE.
SYMBOL specifies the plotting symbol when ITYPE=3 or 4. EOP is a switch that indi-
cates when the last subroutine call for a given plot is being ,_ade:
EOP=0.0 means the current plot is not yet complete. More subroutine calls for this
plot will follow.
EOP=I. 0 means the current plot is complete. No more printing or plotting sub-
routines will be called for this plot.
Method. - LRCURV provides greater flexibility in drawing curves. LRCURV is
useful for the plotting situation in which not all (X, Y) points for a plot are in the com-
puter memory at the same time. Several calls to LRCURV may be made for the same
plot.
The X and Y arrays are in whatever units the user is working with. LRCURV scales
his data range to fit the size of the plot on film. The user should call LRANGE before
LRCURV to supply the range of his data points to CINEMATIC. If the user does not call
LRANGE, LRCURV will take the user's data range from the first call to LRCURV for
any given plot.
LRCURV does not destroy the contents of X, Y, N, ITYPE, SYMBOL, or EOP dur-
ing plotting.
Subroutine LREON




P__urpos_._ee LRCPLT is used to specify a multiple-curve plot.
Us_a_. - CALL LRCPLT (X, Y, KKK). X (floating point) is an array of X-
coorainates lor all the curves. Y (floating point) is an array of Y-coordinates for all
the curves. KKK (fixed point) is _n array at least six words long. It is used as follows:
KKK(1) is a switch that indicates whether CINEMATIC should duplicate any of the co-
ordinat(s in the X or Y arrays:
KKK(I)= 1 m cans duplicate X -coordinates.
VJ_(1)=2 means duplicate Y-ceordi,.:
KKK(1)=3 means no duplication.
KKK(2) indicates the type of plot desire&
KKK(2)=0 means that all successive points on a curve are connected by straight lines
(a vector plot).
KKK(2)=N specifies a vector plotwith a plottingsymbol placed at every Nth point.
KKK(5) indicates the symbol.
KKK(2)=-N means that every Nth point is represented by a plottingsymbol. KKK(5)
indicates the symbol.
KKK(2)=999 means that soveral curves with differentKKK(2) numbers are being
plotted. Let KN be the ,_umber of such curves. Then the KKK(2) number for
each curve is supplied in KI_(KN+6) through KKK(2KN+5)
KKK(3) is the number of curves to be plotted.
KKK(4) is a switch that indicates whether a call to LRLABL will follow this call to
LRCPLT LRLABL labels a curve point.
KKK(4)=0 means no call to LRLABL will follow (moves to next frame).
KKK(4)=I means a call to LRLABL will follow (holds a frame).
Whenever symbols are plotted, KKK(5) equals the number of the symbol used to plot the
first curve. Symbols for successive curves are chosen in order.
KKK(6) gives the number of points in each curve when KKK(1) equals 1 or 2. KKK(6)
gives the number of points in the first curve when KKK(1) equals 3. The number of
points for successive curves appear in KKK(7) through KKK(KN+_), where Klq is the
number of curves being plotted.
Duplication of coordinates: When the set of X-coordinates for all the curves iz the
same, it may appear only once in the X array. KKK(1)=I indicates this arrangement of
the user's data. LRCPLT will use the one set of X's for all the curves to be plotted.
The Y-coordinates for all the curves must appear in the Y array. LRCPLT does _-ot
destroy the contents of X and Y during plotting.
Grid: Ten grid intervals are specified in each direction. Grid intervals are equal
to Zxl0 n where Z = I, 2, 2.5, Gr 5 and n depends on the range of the user's data.
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LRCPLT will adjust the range of the user's data h, -,t 10 equal intervals of Z×10 n l'_;e
I._GRID to change the grid.
Margins: A margin ,)f 0. 10 frame is allowt._l ,it the left and bottom, 0.04 frame at
the right and top. These margins allow enough space for a title and legends, which are
printed by LRTLEG, LRXLEG, AND LRYLEG. Use LRMRGN to change margins.
Plot size: The size of the entire plot is one frame of film. If needed, the size may
be expanded to several continuous frames of film by a call to LRSIZE. With the pre-
viously described margins, the user's data range is scaled to a coordinate system of
981 x 981 distinct points.
Subroutine LRCHSZ
Purpose. - LRCHSZ is used to change the size of printed characters.
U_. - CALL LRCHSZ (ISIZE), where ISIZE (fixed point) gives the size:
ISIZE--0 means let CINEMATIC resume selecting _he size.
ISIZE=I means miniature characters.
ISIZE=2 means small characters.
ISIZE=3 means medium characters.
ISIZE=4 means laxge characters.
Method. - LRCHSZ changes the character size for all character printing that fol-
lows. The specified size remains in effect until changed by another call to LRCHSZ.
Large: 43 characters per line, 22 lines per frame.
Medium: 64 characters per line, 32 lines per frame.
Small: 86 characters per line, 43 lines per frame.
Miniature: 12t_ characters per line, 64 lines per frame.
Subroutine LRLEGN
Purpose. - LRLEGN is used to print a legend anywhere on a plot.
Usage. - CALI. LRLEGN (CHARS, N, IORIEN, XY, EOP). CHARS is an array of
characters to be printed. N (fixed point) is the number of characters to be printed.
IORIEN (fixed point) is a switch:
IORIEN=0 causes horizontal printing.
IORIEN=I causes vertical printing.
X (floating point) is the X-coordinate of the starting point in absolute positioning units.
Y (floating point) is the Y-coordinate of the startirg point in absolute positioning units.
EOP (floating point) is a switch:
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EOP=0indicates the current plot is not yet complete.
EOP:I indicates the current plot is complete. No more calls to plotting or printing
subroutines for this plot will occur.
Method. - The user expresses the (X, Y) starting point of a line of printing in ab-
solute positioning units. LRLEGN prints medium-size characters. The user may aiso
get other character sizes, italics,lower case, and _pecial symbols.
Subroutines LRION and LRIOFF
Purpose. - These subroutines italicize printed characters.
Ussssssss_. - CALL LRION causes all printed characters that follow to be italicized.
CALL LRIOFF turns off the italicized mode of printing.
Subroutine LRCNVT
_. - LRCNVT converts a fixed- or floating-point number into printable char-
acters.
Us.s_s_s_s_s_s_s_.- CALL LRCI_T (X, ITYPE, CHARS, IFORM, N, M). X is the number to
be converted. ITYPE specifies X:
ITYPE=I means X is fixed point.
ITYPE=2 means X is INTEGER,2
ITYPE=3 means X is floating point.
CHARS is the array to receive printable characters. CHARS must be dimensioned Large
enough to hold the N characters requested. IFORM is a switch that describes the for-
mat of the characters:
IFOP, A_I means convert to FORTRAN "P' format.
IFORMffi2 means convert to FORTRAN "Z t' format.
IFORM=3 means convert to FORTRAN "F" format.
IFORMffi4 means convert to FORTRAN "E" format.
N is the total number of characters desired. M is the number of characters to the right
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Figu re 2. - Blade-element ¢enterline nomenclature.
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Figure 3. - Blade--elef_nt _-_oul parameters.
Y\
Figure 4. - Blade-section coordinate systems.
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Figure & - Call sequence of computer program subroutines.
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Figure 9. - Coordinale system for Wld_-sedion output &la.
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Figure 11. - Differenti,d components
blade edge.
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Figure 2L - End-circle geometry for torsion constant.
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